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AZlSTRACT 
Natural water systems are complex flow domains where water quality is 
affected by the interactions of a wide range of hydrodynamic, geometrical, physico-
chemical and biological phenomena. Consequently, computer models developed to 
simulate hydro-environmental conditions in these systems have inherently elaborate 
architectures and usually lack flexibility. In particular, in systems such as rivers, 
estuaries and coastal zones, where crude, large scale averaging is not acceptable, the 
modelling is based on sophisticated computer programs whose utili zation require 
expert level training. This often precludes the use of these models by operators in 
organisations such as envirorullent agencies, local authorities and water companies. At 
present, therefore, the use of the most accurate and reliable hydro-environmental 
simulation tools are restricted to research centres. To overcome this difficulty the 
relatively new discipline of hydro-i nfom la tics has been developed in recent years. The 
idea is to utilize maximum capabilities of modem computing systems in conjunction 
with innovative programming algorithms, combined with the state-of-the art 
mathematical and numerical schemes to enhance the level of software intelligence so 
that operators with minimal training can generate useful simulations in a short time. 
This research project has been focussed on the development of an IT tool 
which can provide a user friendly intelligent envi ronment for accessing sophisticated 
hydro-envirofllllental models. The system is designed to be operated via a network by 
multiple users. The app lication of this system to simulation of a number of realistic 
hydro-envirorunental phenomena has been carried out and the results are presented 
and discussed in this thesis. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
I1Itroduction 
Introduction 
Computer modelling is one of the most important methods used to obtain quantitati ve 
infomlation about the behaviour of natural water systems. Simulations, generated by 
the computational schemes provide reliable predictive data regarding flow regime 
characteristi cs and distribution of agents such as salute pollutants, suspended solids 
and other contaminants introduced into a water system. Therefore in view of their 
power and cost effectiveness computer models are used extensively to generate data 
for monitoring and contro l of a wide range of hydrodynamic phenomena in surface 
and under ground flow domains. However, increasing demands on the level of 
accuracy of data generated by computer models together with significant advances 
achieved in the development of mathematica l modelling techniques, as we ll as, 
computational power, have resulted in the construction of schemes with ever 
increas ing level of sophistication. The complexity of the modem schemes is such 
that only experienced modellers can utili ze them effIciently. In order to overcome 
this difficulty and make the computer modelling accessible to operators wi th 
minimum knowledge of matllematics and computer science, IT tools are increasingly 
employed. On the other hand to take full advantage of the fl exibi li ty and power of 
modem IT systems it has been realised that an enhanced organic and interacti ve 
combiJ1ation of mathematical schemes and computer techniques are required. This 
has provided the motivation for the emergence and development of the modem 
science of hydroinfonnatics. 
Hydroinfonnatics is a new and rapidly developing field which integrates knowledge 
and understanding of water quality monitoring, water systems management and 
control wi th tbe latest developments in infonnation technology to improve technical 
and business decision-making in the water industry. It combines computational 
hydraulics with communication and in fo mlation technologies to develop powerful 
computer-based tools for utilization, planning and management of hydro-
environmental systems. Despite the relative nove lty of this area of research there is 
Chapter I Inrroduction 
already an extensive body of published literature dealing with hydroinformatic topics. 
A review of the most notable examples of these publications is given in the Handbook 
of Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery by (Klosgen and Zytkow, 2002). 
The research work carried out during the present PhD project IS essentially a 
hydroinforrnatics approach to the solution of the problems associated with the 
utili zation of sophisticated modem models of natural water systems. This effort may 
hence be regarded as a broad and all embracing application of hydroinfOlmatics. 
Because hydroinforrnatics not only includes methods of data capture, storage, 
processing, analysis and graphical display, but it also deals with the use of advanced 
modelling, simulation, optimisation and knowledge-based tools. Modelling of the 
behaviour of rivers, estuaries, groundwater systems and contaminant transport, flood 
routeing as well as, the assessment, management and remediation of contaminated 
lands are all topics that can be dealt using the present hydroinformatics approach. 
Network strategies play an important role in the applicability of hydroinformatic 
interfaces to simulate realistic problems. They enable the users to interact, 
communicate and run specific application modules simultaneously from different 
locations. They also allow resource sharing, parallel computation, checking and 
implementation of operation redundancy protocols for users at geographically distant 
locations from each other. Therefore the present IT system which is designed for the 
use of organisations such as environmental agencies rather than research centres 
needs to have the flexibility to be used in a network. 
As it will be explained extensively in the following chapters of tillS thesis the present 
project is concemed with the development of a hydroinfomlatics system consisting of 
three components: a component for data organization and treatment (front-end), a 
component fo r simulation and quantitative analysis of water quality and 
hydrodynamics (number cruncher), and a component for analysing, visualizing and 
editing of the results (back-end). Specific operations, such as the optimization of 
friction coefficients used in estuary models, are handled via utilizing genetic 
algorithms embedded within the number crunch er module. Such operations are 
highlighted to demonstrate the potential and flexibility offered by the present system. 
The modular approach adopted in the development of this system is an appropriate 
2 
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and versatile methodology for copmg with lengthy and complicated simulations, 
decision support and quality monitoring processes related to tidal , non-tidal and 
subsurface water environments. 
As mentioned earlier although modelling of natural water systems is a highly 
established practice to obtain accurate simulations which can provide detailed 
description of many phenomena in such environments, requires elaborate and 
specialised models. in thi s project various aspects of systems such as estuaries and 
underground regimes have been discussed and, it is shown that, through following a 
menu based interaction with a specially designed IT system appropriate number 
crunching models can be assigned to simulate specific cases. For example, in the 
case of estuarine hydrod ynamics, one dimensional , two dimensional fixed domain , 
two dimensional moving boundary domain and spectrally expanded models are 
available. Each of these models provide the best choice of the modelling approach for 
a given situation. The user is guided by the developed TT system to the best ' number 
cruncher' and the simulation is carried out. These Illunber crunch er models are 
mainly developed by other investigators and here they have been utilized as 
deve loped and tested software. Therefore in-house and public domain programs are 
treated in a similar fashion. The specific case of spectral expansion approach is 
relati vely novel and has therefore received extensive treatment in thi s thesis. This is 
because that obtaining an appropriate solution for three dimensional govemmg 
equations of water systems such as estuaries is computationally costly and modelling 
based on Ihe solution of two dimensional modal (spectral) equations which provide 
three dimensional information offer a more efficient approach. Details of tlus 
tecluuque has been described in chapter 3 and the results of its application to a 
realistic situation is described in chapler 4 . 
1.2 Summery of the Aim and Objectives of the Research 
The main aim of this project has been the development of an Information Processing 
Tool (IPT), in which the system includes front and back end interfaces, operator 
guide, quality evaluation and enhancement modules fOT input and output data and 
model selection criteria. This system has the potential to provide a basis for the design 
and construction of a network for the applications ofhydrodynarruc and water quality 
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models, currently available in the Chemical Engineering Department. It can also 
incorporate public domain software. The developed system for modelling of hydro-
environmental phenomena facilitates the utilization of such models in a multi user 
environment by non-specialised operators. 
The system can deal with data processmg, information handling and in general, 
management support, based on the strategies developed for hydroinformatic 
applications. 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
This thesis comprises of 5 chapters with additional sections for appendices and 
references. The following gives a brief description of the scope and contents of each 
chapter. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
The background and a brief description of the project has been given. The overall aim 
of the research and its objectives have been defined. 
Chapter 2: System Architecture 
The design and structure of the Infoffilation Processing Tool (IPT) has been 
described. This chapter also deals with the architecture of the system and the criteria 
used in its design. 
Chapter 3: Modal Approach for Modelling of Estuarine Phenomena 
The derivation of modal equations for tidal wave propagation and transport of salutes 
within estuaries and the development of a suitable solution scheme for them are 
discussed in this chapter. 
Chapter 4: Hydroinformatics Applications of the Developed IT System 
In this chapter the practical examples of the application of the developed information 
processing system to the solution of complex hydro-environmental problems have 
been described. The system implementation and its performance have been appraised 
and the relevant conclusions are drown. 
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C hapter 5: Conclusion 
Overall conclusion of the project and suggestions for possible future development of 
the constructed IT tool have been discussed in this chapter. 
References 
Appendices 
Appendix A 
Gives a detailed mathematical description of the novel 'diffuse approximation' 
technique used to derive spectrally expanded governing equations of tidal 
dynamics and salute transport. 
Appendix B 
Computer codes developed in the current project are listed. 
Appendix C 
A brief li st of publications resu lti ng from the present PhD proj ect is given. 
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Chapter 2 
System Architecture 
2.1 Introduction 
In thi s chapter the archi tecture of the IT system as a hydroinfo rmatic interface is 
overviewed and the detai ls of the related IT structure are di scussed. Inevitably, some 
'computer science ' words have been used in the descriptions given in this chapter. A 
glossary of these JARGON is included at the end of the chapter. 
In order to develop and implement a suitable hydrotnformatic interface a number of 
relevant issues have been considered and a step-by-step procedure is fo llowed to 
complete the task. These steps are shown in the fo llowing waterfa ll di agram (fi gure 
2. \). (Dix, et ai,1997) 
• Ini tial study - Issues affecting computer modelling of hydro-environmental 
systems are considered. Existing number cruncher software are studied and 
their suitability for incorporation within an IT tool have been evaluated. 
• Design- The structure of the requi red IT system planned. 
• Implementation - IT system has been developed and trial runs have been 
carri ed out. 
• Testing- The IT system has been tested fo r reali stic hydro-environmental 
sim u lations. 
Figure 2.1. Stages of the Development of the IT system 
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2.1.1 Initial Study 
The aim of the initial study is to identify project specifications by considering its aims 
and objectives in conjunction with user requirements. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter the main aim of this project has been the construction of an IT system to carry 
out a variety of complex hydro-envirorullental simulations. An important requirement 
for this system has been its ease of utilization so that non-expert operators can benefit 
from it without significant training. Therefore there has been a need for the system to 
include user friendly and intelligent front-end and back-end interfaces, operator 
guide, quality evaluation and enhancement modules for input and output data and 
number cruncher model selection criteria. 
As this study was the first PhD project of this type in the Chemical Engineering 
Department of Loughborough University the modification of an existing system did 
not app ly. Therefore the design procedure has started from scratch. However, the 
most recent hydro-envirorunental app lications avai lab le within the research group 
have been chosen for the initial study. The first issue to be addressed was that the 
existing programs were developed by different investigators for significantly different 
hydro-environmental applications. These programs were developed using different 
algorithms and coding and have been stored in separate machines. Therefore they 
cannot be accessed simultaneously in a multi-user envirolllilent. These scanered 
applications needed to be localised and made accessible to mUltiple users through the 
designed IT system. The hydro-environmental phenomena simulated by these 
programs are related to the hydrodynamic behaviour of rivers, estuaries, groundwater 
flow regimes and pollutant transport, flood routeing and also the assessment of the 
suitability of various effluent discharge policies under realistic conditions. In chapter 
4 details of the number cruncher programs adopted for the incorporation within the 
present IT system and samples of the problems tackled by these programs have been 
gIven. 
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2.1.2 Design 
At the design stage the problems identified during the initial study are analysed in an 
objective manner and the aspects of the system properties that lead to their resolution 
have been considered. In this stage description of the underlying problems that the IT 
system should address and also the benefits and faci lities which it is expected to 
provide are planned. 
The des ign strategy has been to improve the IT system by considering its 
perfom1ance. Therefore an iterative approach was adopted in wh.ich feedback from 
app lications were critical sources of information for making the system more 
efficient. 
The Diagram in figure (2.2) illustrates the IT system design with the identification of 
individual tasks, which have been suppOJ1ed, by the interface. 
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Figure 2.2. IT System Design 
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An important part of the design of the present IT system has been the identification of 
the tasks that need to be completed for any given hydro-environmental modelling. In 
this respect the tasks that the user needs to calTY out and the tasks that the system 
performs need to be identified. Subsequently proper structures for the completion of 
these tasks and feed back to the user should be considered. The criteria used to 
allocate a task to the user or the IT system are mostly [onnulated for reasons of 
required level of accuracy, cost of performing a task, possibilities offered by the use 
of computer programs etc. For example optimization of a physical parameter in a 
hydrodynamic simulation can either be carried out manually or a genetic algorithm 
can be incorporated in the IT system itself to complete this task. Considerations 
regarding the importance of the selected parameter, required accuracy, ease of 
implementation and cost of computations should all be taken into account. At this 
stage the following points were identified and carried out. 
• Allocation of fill1ctions -
User 
IT system 
• Communication protocols -
• Flexibility of response-
• Feed Back-
In Appendix B of this thesis the codes that are developed to carry out the above items 
are given. 
Since the applications provided in tbe IT system interface are collaborative, 
environments where multiple users follow a common set of contents in hydro-
environmental simulations, need to be developed. Therefore the IT system has been 
designed using a Web based architecture. In addition, appropriate multi-user response 
and use of suitable network strategies have been considered. Based on these 
considerations the design and development of an appropriate Internet based network 
system for the present IT too l has been discussed in the following sections. 
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2.1.3 Implementation 
After the completion of the suitable plan during the implementation the focus has 
been on the internal logic of the system. At this stage it was ensured that all of 
statements were thoroughly checked for accuracy and self-consistency. Regarding the 
functional externals, this means, the speci fication and conduct of suitable tests to 
uncover errors. It was also necessary to define the 'input' which produced realistic 
output comparable with expected results. 
2.1.4 Testin g 
To optimise the IT system a systematic approach should be adopted at all stages of its 
construction. Specifically, to ensure optimum performance, Usability Testing is 
required. This empirical testing permits novice users to provide information about 
acceptable and unacceptable data. Having completed this stage the constructed IT 
system can be deemed to have a user optimised interface. 
2.2. Detailed Architecture of the Present IT System 
The present IT system operates in response to user specified problems. These 
specified problems has been set based on the characteristics of hydro-environmental 
systems such as estuaries, rivers and under ground flow domains. The IT system 
guides the user to interact with it providing necessary sets of input. III cases where the 
user fails to insert appropriate set of input data, currently, the IT system does not yield 
a meaningful output apart from alerting the user about the errors and inconsistency of 
the given data. 
The system consists of the following three main modules, Front-End, Data Generator 
and Back-End. The overall architecture of the developed system is shown 
schematically in figure (2.3), (NXeshavarzi-Roonizi, et aI, 2004). 
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Figure 2.3. Schematic of the IT System 
The modules shown in figure 2.3 can be briefly defined as: 
Svstem Architecture 
• Front-end, provides a network node for communication between the users and 
software assets that are in the processor (data generator) and back-end 
modules . 
• Data-generator is a systematic library of various modelling software that use 
detemlinistic or stochastic techniques to simulate, evaluate and generate 
quantitative results for hydro-environmental problems for which the user seek 
solution. 
• Back-end, provides a network node for the import and processing of the data 
(i .e. results, answers, evaluations) generated by the software in the generator 
module. The processed results are logged and retumed to a window in the 
front-end for the utili zation by the users. 
In the following section the structure and operations of these modules are described. 
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2.2.1 Front-End Module 
The front-end of the system is structured as an interactive interface using the 
following principles and techniques: 
• Capabi lity to allow multi-user app li cations. 
• User logging fomlat that allows the system to maintain a record of users oflhe 
system at any given time and the users who have used the system within a set 
period of time. 
• Categorisation capability to record users, organise required applications and 
their corresponding responses into clearly identified groups for efficient 
manipulation of computer resources. Predetermined relations between various 
input factors are incorporated into the interactive interface for purposeful 
grouping of related items and disentanglement of unrelated questions etc. This 
is a crucial aspect of the present user interface because the aim has been to 
assist the general users to obtain meaningful analysis results even if the 
questions that they pose may not be entirely clear (from a mathematical or 
scientific point of view). 
• A feature of the interface IS to maintain ' Simplicity' . Therefore 
communications are kept simple and clear by using user's own language to 
provide shortcuts meaningfully related to more complex procedures. 
• All of the avai lab le options and procedures to perform a given task are made 
visible without distracting the user with extraneous or redundant information. 
• The user is supplied with feedback at each stage of communication with the 
front-end interface. This is to guide the user to give consistent input and 
choose appropriate options necessary for the efficient implementation of a 
required task. 
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• The front-end interface has been designed to have a high degree of tolerance 
to reduce cost of mistakes by allowing undoing, redoing, cancelling and going 
back. ill addition errors are presented, wherever possible, by tolerating varied 
inputs and sequences and by interpreting all logical actions reasonably. 
2.2.2 Data-Generator Module 
This module is the main engine of the present IT system. Essentially it consists of a 
library of various mathematical models for the simulation of hydrodynamic and 
pollutant mixing and transport problems in networks of tidal and non-tidal rivers. The 
module is flexib le and can incorporate both in-house developed models or public 
domain and commercial software. The design of tllis module is such that after the 
evaluation of all aspects of a presented problem, (i.e. avai lable input, questions 
needed to be answered, desired quantitative results identified) the most suitable model 
for its solution fi·om the available models in the data-generator module is selected. 
The interface feeds the input data to the selected model initiating numerical 
computations. At the end of the computations the simulation results are passed to the 
back-end module for further processing required before presentation of the answers . 
Due to the extensive and varied nature of problems encountered in natural water 
systems. It is impossible to develop a model universally applicable under all 
conditions. Therefore in practice a plethora of different models and strategies have 
been constructed. The data- generator embedded in the present system is capable of 
dealing with following problems: 
• Hydrodynamic modelling of long and narrow non-tidal rivers and branching 
liver networks. The required information in these problems is to quantitatively 
predict flow velocity, pattern of currents and water depth in relation to rain 
fall, surface run-off, water seepage through bed and river banks. These are the 
necessary data required in planning agricultural, irrigation, water extraction 
projects and construction of flood defences. 
• Prediction of the distribution and concentration of chemically reactive and 
inert solute pollutants introduced into long and narrow non-tidal rivers and 
branching river networks. 
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• Hydrodynamic modelling of wide tidal nvers (estuaries) including the 
prediction of the extent of flow channel boundaries during the flood and ebb 
tides along the watercourse. Tllis information is required in the planning of 
optimum effluent discharge policies in estuaries. Moving boundary of the flow 
channel and its continuous change during a tidal cycle is a particularly difficult 
problem to handle and depending on topological, physical and hydrodynamic 
features of a given water system a different simulation technique should be 
adopted. For this reason, the present module can be extended to include five 
different models for perfonning this task. The system can then select the most 
suitable option via communications with the user and evaluation of the 
particular conditions of a given problem. Details of these models have been 
published before. (Nassehi and Wi lliams, 1986; Nassehi and Bikangaga, 1993; 
Nassehi and Kafai , 1999; Passone et ai, 2001). 
• Prediction of the distribution and concentration of chenlically reactive and 
inert pollutants introduced into estuaries. 
• Specific features such as prediction of conditions resulting from fonnation of 
ice sheets covering a non-tidal river in severe winters. 
• Prediction of conditions in a plalmed fish faml and similar conmlercial 
exploitation of river systems. 
• The quantitative analysis of underground flow in 2D and 3D domains. 
2.2.3 Back-End Module 
The back-end of the system provides secondary services (post-processing) necessary 
in the analysis of complex problems. It should be noted that the simulations results 
obtained via the data-generator mainly consist of large amounts of numerical data. 
These tables of data are usually very difficult to understand or interpret in a short time 
in tenus of physical descriptions required for making engineering or management 
decisions. Secondary processing of data or post-processing converts the simulation 
results to easily understandable fonns. It also eliminates noise and parasitic output to 
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prevent confusion. In a large number of situations instead of tables of lJumerical data 
the results are shown as graphs or contour plots of specified variables. The back-end 
module can also communicate directly with the front-end at the preliminary stages of 
an application (i.e. problem simulation). For example, it is designed to provide 
answers regarding the validity of a given input on the basis of its self-consistency or 
logical status. Tllis feature is mainly utili zed to guide the untrained user to obtain 
required infom1ation from the system with ease and efficiency. 
2.3 Implementation of the IT on a Network 
In most cases management of natural water systems consists of a variety of tasks 
perfonned by a team of operators. Members of such a team may be based at stations 
geographically far from one another. The overall decision may also depend on 
considerations related to different aspects of a problem such as preservation of 
environment, economic viability of a plan and other industrial factors. Therefore the 
system can only be rega.rded as an effective practical too l if it can be operated on a 
network with easily accessible multi-user capability. It should also be possible to 
readily extend the system to include new parts and capabilities in each of its modules. 
(TanenbaufU11, 1999). To satisfy these criteria the constructed IT is based on a 
network architecture, wh.ich provides: 
• Functionality- it allows users to meet their job requirements . The network 
also provides user-to-user and user-to-application cofU1ectivity with 
reasonable speed and reliability. 
• Scalability- the network is able to grow. That is, the initial design should 
grow without any major changes to the overall design. 
• Adaptability- the network is designed in anticipation of future technological 
developments and hence it does not include any element that can limit 
implementation of new technologies as they become available. 
2.3.1 World Wide Web 
To achieve the stated goals a fonns-based interface of the World Wide Web (WWW) 
has been designed to provide a solid network for this multi-user system. 
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WWW has been used to host applications in fields as diverse as scientific enquiry, the 
use of the web as a platfoml for prolOtyping or deploying user interface is one of the 
technical issues in this research. Such interface would maintain the accessibility and 
usabili ty of several applications fo r the user ITom a server, which wou ld enable user to 
interac t with the applications in a variety of ways. (Corn er, 1999) 
The web provides a number of locations for the user to interact with the relevant 
app lications. The most obviolls are the user's browser or web client (e.g. fomlS). 
The World Wide Web consists of fi les, called pages or Web pages, containing 
information and links to resources throughout the interne\. (Corner, 1999). Figure 
(2.4) illustrates the design of the Web pages to accommodate the required tasks. 
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There are several Web pages have been designed in this system in which the 
information related to the particular application and relevant links has been 
considered. Figure (2.5) illustrates the structure of possible Web pages and their 
relevant links. 
Login page: 
Main Menu page: 
Questionnaire form 
page: 
Title 
Major Options 
Links to Loughborough University and Chemical 
Engineering Department Home Page 
Contact information 
Title 
Link to the fOlm related to specified problems 
Links to Loughborough University and Chemical 
Engineering Department Home Page 
Contact information 
Title 
Link to the appropriate application 
Link to Main Menu and Loughborough University and 
Chemical Engineering Depaltment Home Page 
Contact information 
Figure 2.5. Structural Design of Web page and its links 
The tools required to publish information on the WWW in this fashion are 
inexpensive or even free, and are generally straightforward to use. In addition they 
produce attractive, graphical interfaces which have similar appearances in many 
different desktop platfomls. No specialized software beyond a normal WWW 
"browser" is required on the client side, and facilities for File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
and simple searching are well integrated into the WWW suite of protocols. (Hsu, 
1996) 
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The IT interface is being hosted on an existing web server, which serves the entire 
Chemical Engineering DepaJiment at Loughborough University. 
The main reason for using the Internet is simply that it allows for remote access to the 
system and delivery of content. While this sounds somewhat simpli stic it provides 
incredible scope for the user to work more flexibly and without the need to be tied to 
a single computer. Other benefits such as being ab le to work fi'om anywhere and to 
access or maintain information by the user. 
Internet based applications often use the same technologies as a normal web site, 
however, their requirements are different as is their purpose. 
2.3.2 HTTP 
The server running HyperText Transfer Protocol software, is capable of executing 
programs through the Common Gateway Interface (CGI) standard. The HTTP 
(HyperText Transfer Protocol), which is at the core of the WWW and the operation of 
the Web, relies primarily on hypertext as its means of information retrieval. 
HyperText is a document containing words that COIUJect to other documents. These 
words are called links and are selectable by the user. Links mayor may not follow a 
logical path, as the author of the source document creates each connection. Overall , 
the Web contains a complex vir1ual web of connections among a vast number of 
documents and graphics. 
2.3.3 HTML and ASP 
The language used to implement the user interface is Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML). It is the programming language used to create the documents that are 
distributed on the Web and displayed on user monitors. (Pfaffenberger, 1998) 
Active Server Pages (ASP) is Microsoft's so lution to server-side scripting. and the 
technology helps to dynamically generate Active Server Web pages and use a 
development tools like FrontPage as well as a range of scripting languages such as 
Java Script, to create dynamic web pages and build Web applications. What makes 
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Active Server Pages convenient is that they are essentially HTML pages with 
embedded ASP code. So an ASP page contains HTML which is static as well as ASP 
tags which are processed on the server. (Fen-ara and MacDonald, 2004) 
Technicall y, an ASP fi le is a text file with the extension .asp that contains any 
combination of the Text and HTML tags. Server-side scripts is a quick way to create 
an .asp file is to rename the HTML fi les by replacing the existing .htm or .html file 
name extension with an .asp extension, (powers, 1999). If the fi le does not contain 
any ASP functionality, then the server dispenses with the ASP script processing and 
efficiently sends the file to the client(user). 
To publish an .asp file on the Web, the new file has been saved within WWW on the 
Web site. Next, request the file with the browser by typing in the file's URL. (Castro, 
2003). After the fi le loads in the browser, the server must retum an HTML page and 
the user will always receive standard HTML. The fo llowing codes are representing to 
display the Estuary Page. 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
var frm 
frm = document.forms[O]; 
if( frm.cmbID.optiol1s[frm.cmbID.se lectedIndexJ.value != "" ) 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmb ID .options[ frm.cmbID.se lectedlndex]. val ue 
/* { 
if(frm.txtHEst.value != "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID .options[ frm .cmbID.selectedlndex]. value 
else 
alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not Available") 
} 
*/ 
} 
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2.3.4 VRL 
URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator. The URL specifies the Internet address of 
a file stored on a host computer connected to the Internet. Every file on the Internet, 
no matter what its access protocol, has a unique URL. Web browsers use the URL to 
retrieve the file from the host computer and the specific directory in which it resides. 
This file is down loaded to the user's client computer and displayed on the monitor 
connected to the machine. 
URLs are translated into numeric addresses using the Domain Name System CONS). 
The DNS is a worldwide system of servers that stores location pointers to Web sites. 
The numeric address, called the IP (Internet Protocol) address, is actually the "real" 
URL. Since numeric strings are difficult for humans to use, end users employ 
alphanumeric addresses. Once the translation is made by the DNS, the browser can 
contact the Web server and ask for a specific file located on its site. (Tanenbaum, 
1999) 
2.3.5 Client Server Model 
The IT user interface IS built following the traditional client-server architecture, 
shown in figure (2.6). 
Client 
Process -..,. 
Network 
Client 
o 
Server 
Database 0--+-
Reply 
Request 
Figure 2.6. Web based Client/Server model 
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The client process sends a request to the server. The server interprets the message and 
then attempts to fulfil the request. In order to fulfil the request, the server may have to 
refer to a knowledge source (database), process data (perform calculations) or 
additional request of another server. Figure (2.7) illustrates the ClientlServer 
exchange. 
Client Server 
(A Request is submitted) (Attempts to fu lfil the Request) 
Figure 2.7. Client/Server Transactions 
[t is important to understand that the relationship between client and server is a 
command/control relationship. In any given exchange, the client initiates the request 
and the server responds accordingly. A server cannot initiate a dialog with its clients. 
Since the client and server are software enlities they can be located on any appropriate 
hardware . A client process, for instance, could be resident on a network server, and 
request data from a server process can be run on another server or on a Pc. In another 
scenario, the client and server processes can be located on the same hardware box. 
Although the client and server can be located on the same machine, in the present 
work the primary concem has been architectures that can create distributed 
applications, i. e. those where the client and server are separate physical devices. A 
distributed app lication consists of separate parts executed on different nodes of a 
network and cooperate in order to achieve a common goal. The supporting 
infrastmcture should also render the inherent complexity of distributed processing 
invisible to the end-user. 
2.3.6 Database and SQL Server 
The existing database in the developed [T system, plays an important role in 
organising, recording and handling of a very large amount of data and provides 
functions such as retrieval of the information(inputloulput) error recovery, 
concurrency control and security. 
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As mentioned earli er, HTML enables various forms of data representation which are 
suitable for displaying data from relational databases, independent from platform and 
location. It is based on modem rrends in database design which include cli ent/server 
architectures that can be implemented using the proposed model. 
Afte r revlewmg the points related to the IT system's ini tial goa ls, they are 
constructed. Therefore using the Relational Database Management System(RDBMS) 
connection with Web based IT system has been deemed to be essential. 
The Common Gateway lnterface(CG f) has been used to connect the database and 
WWw. 
HTML pages 
\'iun CGI calls 
, 
DB MS 
• SOL 
HTIP server CGI CGI program ~---i 
.. ' . 
, ./ '. 
, , 
HTML 
Internet / 
.\ 
/ 
'. 
. ... " .. U SE-I 
Figure 2.8. Schematic of the System Based on CGI 
CGI 
programs 
Figure 2.8 shows the CGI based system which has been developed. The CGI defines 
the connection between the user and the Web Servers and exchanging the data. HTTP 
defines a way in which the user sends data to the Web Servers, which in turn, transfer 
that data to CGl programs for processing. CGl programs are, in this case, programs 
which provide access to databases. They can create output, in most cases as HTML 
pages, which is transferred to client machines using HTTP protocol by HTTP servers. 
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The following sample source code( a full list is given in Appendix B) shows the 
connection procedure between the database and the specific object which generates 
queries related to the Estuary ID by using the SQL Server. 
<% 
%> 
dim objConn 
dim objRs,objRsID 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Connection") 
Set objRs = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
Set objRsID = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
dim varID 
varID = Request.QueryString("ID") 
objConn.Open strConn 
if isnull(varID) or varID= "" then 
else 
end if 
objRs.Open "select * from estuary", objCorm 
varID = objRs(" ID I ") 
objRs.Open "select * (TOm estuary where ID I =" & varID, objConn 
objRsID.Open "select ID I from estuary", objConn 
2.4 The System Operation- Technical Details 
User Input - The input segment of the IT interface consists of a set of hypertext 
mark-up language (HTML) web pages and their associated Java scripts. The user 
specifies hislher request at several different levels, as a progression from queries input 
(e.g., specify problems, application) to specific input needed to carry out the user's 
request. This results in a tree structure of web pages, through which the user 
progresses from the root (top-level) to a leaf (specific request). At each stage in the 
input procedure, the user fills out an HTML form, the contents of which are processed 
by that page's associated Java script. Simple error checking is perfonned on all inputs 
and the user is served back the appropriate web page, depending on the outcome. If 
the input passes the initial error screening, the data is appended to a temporary text 
file in a standardized format suitable for later use by the IT system. 
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One of the challenges of the tree structure for HTML pages and Java scripts is the 
need to track many simultaneous users without mixing their inputs. There is no 
consistent means of identifying users in hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP), so a 
solution needs to be devised in order to achieve this. 
Identification is often accomplished through the use of a registration giving each user 
a separate name and password. In the case of the IT interface, it was decided to use a 
simpler solution in which, every user initiating a request is assigned a unique 
identifier (UID). The DID is the server's process identification number for that 
particular HTTP connection, and is therefore unique for each user. The DID is passed 
along shadowing the users, hidden in the HTML code. Whenever an HTML page is 
served back to the user, a Java script dynamically inserts the ass igned DID as a 
"hidden" text input and every unifonn resource locator (URL) as a query string. The 
next time the user follows a link or submits a form, he/she is uniquely identified and 
can thus be tracked reliably through a request ignoring other users. 
A typical user interaction with the system input interface may develop as follows. At 
first the user is presented with the Log In web page, shown as a screen silot in Figure 
2.9. In this example, the user's name and password is entered. When the fonn is 
submitted, its associated Java script writes this information to a new temporary file 
and serves back a page which contains a foml to be used for specifying the problem 
(Main Menu). In this case, the form served back, shown in figure 2. 11 , concems the 
estuarine problems. The interface is designed to forward this request to the IT 
database for execution. 
User Output - The output segnlent of the IT interface serves the simulation results 
back to tbe user, and allows browsing of data which is already arcbived in the IT 
database. Upon arrival, data files are pre-processed and stored in the database. The 
user is automatically notified and directed to the results of the nwuerical experiment. 
The output interface is also designed to allow high-level goal specified browsing of 
the results in the database. For example, if a user wou ld Ilke to see the typical 
behaviour of a particular river or estuary this feature can be extracted from the 
database. 
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2.5 Overall Implementation of the IT system 
Figure (2.9) illustrates the operation stages related to spec ified problems that the user 
might come across in hydro-environmental applications. 
Start 
User identification and Logging procedure 
Front-End Modu le 
r Specify the Problem from the menu 1 
... 
Choose one of the fo llowing options 
I. Underground now hydrodynamics 
2. Contaminants migration under the ground 
3. Estuarine hydrodynamics 
4. In ert solute transport in estuaries 
5. Reactive so lute transport in estuaries 
6. Ri ver networks modelling 
7. Flood routing in non-tidal rivers 
8. Pollutam transport in non-tidal river 
9. Interactions between surface and subsurface 
hvdro-environments 
Option 1,2,9 Option 3,4,5 Option 6,7,8 
\ Go Go Go 
'- I ./ 
J. • --. 
Process Process Process Ri ver 
Underground Estuary Model Networks 
Flow Model Modelling 
Figure 2.9. Schematic Diagram of Main Front-End Module 
The Login control provides the user interface to log the user into the web site and 
after successful login procedure in figure (2 .1 0) the user will be able to access to the 
system and view the main menu. 
Chemical engineering department at Loughborough University dedicated a domain 
address for the IT system Web server (http ://cg-pclab.lboro.ac .uklindex.htm). 
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Figure 2.10. Login Screen 
In the login window links are anticipated for the user in case of occurring any 
problem related to the login procedure. These links provide the necessary gu idance. 
The main menu is set up for the user to choose the specific problem according to 
hislher requirements . Figure (2. 11 ) is shown the main menu with a list of specified 
problems, which are as follows. 
l.Underground flow hydrodynamics 
2.Contaminants migration under the ground 
3.Estuarine hydrodynamics 
4.Inert solute transport in estuaries 
5.Reactive solute transport in estuaries 
6.River networks modelling 
7.Flood routing in non- tidal rivers 
8.Pollutant transport in non-tidal river 
9.lnteractiol1s between surface and subsurface hydro-environments 
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Figure 2.11. Main Menu 
The user can access an application by choosing the relevant options 111 the list. As 
appeared in the list, options 1, 2 and 9 are related to the Under Ground Flow 
application, options 3, 4 and 5 are the applications related to the EstuaIies and options 
6, 7, and 8 are problems related to Rivers. The system will activate and display the 
relevant application by pressing the GO key. 
The detailed examples of the IT system operations is presented in chapter 4. 
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Glossary of the Computer Science Jargon used in Chapter 2 
ASP: a specification for a dynamically created Web page with a .ASP extension that 
utilizes ActiveX scripting -- usually VB Script or Jscript code. 
Browser: Software that enables users to access and to navigate the World Wide Web 
- to "surf the Web" in colloquial tenns. Internet Explore and Netscape are two 
browsers that are in widespread use. See World Wide Web. 
Client/server relationship A client application is one that resides on a user's 
computer, but sends requests to a remote system to execute a designated procedure 
using arguments supplied by the user. The computer that initiates the request is the 
client and the computer responding to the request is the server. Many network 
services follow a client and server protocol. 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI): The speci fication that defines communications 
between information servers (such as HTTP servers) and resources on the server's 
host computer, such as databases and other programs. For exanlple, when a user 
submits a foml through a Web browser, the HTTP server executes a program (often 
called a CGI script) and passes the user's input infonnation to that program via CGI. 
The progranl then returns information to the server via CGI. Use of CGI can make a 
Web page much more dynamic and add interactivity for the user. See a/so CGI script, 
HTTP server. 
Database: A file created by a database manager that contains a collection of 
infonnation organized into records, each of which contains labelled categories (called 
fields). 
Relational Database Management System(RDBMS): A collection of programs that 
enables you to store, modify, and extract infonnation from a database. There are many 
different types of DBMSs, ranging from small systems that run on personal computers 
to buge systems that run on mainframes. 
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Domain Name Server: A computer that converts host names, such as rohan.sdsu.edu 
to its corTesponding lP Address, such as 191.130.1.1 O. An SDSU computer provides 
this service any time mail is sent or received and pemlits users to use TELNET and 
FTP between SDSU and other sites. 
End Use r - Refers to the human executing applications on the workstation. 
File Server - A computer connected to the network that contains pnmary 
files/applications and shares them as requested with the other computers on the 
network. If the file server is dedicated for that purpose only, it is connected to a 
client/server network. An example of a client/server network is Novel! Netware. All 
the computers connected to a peer-ta-peer network are capable of being the fil e 
server. Two examples of peer-ta-peer networks are LANtastic and Windows for 
Workgroups. 
FTP: File Transfer Protocol. A way of transmitting files between Internet sites. Files 
are stored on an FTP server to which a user on a remote host can log in and down load 
and/or upload files using FTP client software. See Client, Server. 
HTML: Hypertext Markup Language. The coding system used for documents on the 
World Wide Web, which enables the document author to control how the page 
appears and to inse11 hypertext links to other documents on the Web. Nowadays most 
Web writers and designers use an authoring tool, such as Front Page or Dreamweaver 
to create World Wide Web documents. Web files end with the extension .Mm. 
HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol. The transfer method (protocol) used by the 
World Wide Web to transfer Web pages between computers on the Internet. See 
World Wide Web. 
http://www.lboro.ac.ukldepartments/cg/research.html The http:// prefix can usually 
be omitted from a URL when it is entered in a Browser. See Browser, Host, internet, 
Protocol, Websile. 
Internet A fabric of interconnected computer networks, originally known as the 
DARP A network (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) connecting 
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government and academic sites. It currently links about 50 million people worldwide 
who use it for everything from scientific research to simple e-mail. 
JP Address: The address of a computer (Host) on the Internet, expressed as four 
numbers (maximum 3 digits each) separated by dots (e.g., 150.237.176.8). 
Java: Java is a programmmg language invented by Sun Microsystems that is 
specifically designed for writing programs that can be down loaded to your computer 
through the Internet. Using small Java programs called 'applets', Web pages can 
include functions such as animated sequences. 
Javascript: A programming language invented by the Netscape Corporation, for use 
in Web browsers. The program code is contained in the HTML document itself. 
Despite the similarity of names, Javascripl has nothing at all to do with Java. 
Network: A system for linking several computers together, so that they can share a 
common disk drive and also communicate with one another. Most popular local 
networks allow the computers within it to call down programs from the common disk 
drive and also to store them, but do not allow communication between individual 
computers. 
Output: Anything that comes out of a computer after being processed. Also used as a 
verb. 
Programming Language: A formal, structured, English- like language in which 
computer programs are written. The instructions (known as code) are converted into 
binary machine instructions via a compiler or an interpreter. C++, Pascal , and BASIC, 
are examples of popular programming languages. 
Software: The opposite to Hardware. A genenc teml describing all kinds of 
computer programs, applications and operating systems. Software is not tangible, 
being a set of instructions written in a Programming Language comprising a set of 
instructions that the computer executes. See Application, Computer Program. 
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SQL Server: Generically, any database management system (DBMS) that can 
respond to queries from client machi.nes fonnatted in the SQL language. When 
capitalized, the tenn generally refers to either of two database management products 
from Sybase and Microsoft. Both companies offer client-server DB MS products 
called SQL Server. 
Tag: In HTML, a Tag is a mat·kup which controls how the text it defines is rendered 
by the browser. For example, <a href=''http: //www. ict4lt.org''>ICT4LT</a> m 
HTML appear on screen as the hyperlink. 
VRL: Unifonn Resource Locator. A URL contains the location of a resource on the 
Internet. Also known as a Web Address. A URL specifies the address of the computer 
where the resource is located, which may be the homepage of a website, e.g. 
http ://www. lboro.ac.uk , or a sub-page, e.g. 
Website: An area on the World Wide Web where an organisation or individual stores 
a collection of pages of material. The pages are usually interlinked with one another 
and with other websites. Every website has a unique Web Address or URL. Our full 
URL is http ://www.lboro.ac.ukl. 
World Wide Web: This is the most powerful and fastest growing lnternet service, 
invented in 1989 by Time Berners-Lee and becoming a public resource in 1993 . It is a 
huge co llection of resources of infonnation, including learning materials, and is now 
known simply as the Web. Infonnation on the Web is accessed by means of a 
computer program known as a Browser that reads Web pages written in a computer 
language known as HTML. 
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Chapter 3 
Modal Approach for Modelling of Estuarine Phenomena 
3.1 Introduction 
Three-dimensional modelling of hydrodynamic behaviour and pollutants dispersion in 
estuaries is in general , not computationally cost effective. Therefore in deep estuaries 
where 3-dimensional effects are important altemative techniques for the design of 
more efficient simulation procedures should be considered. In some cases it may be 
possible to develop a method that provides useful quantitative information in all three 
spatial dimensions in an estuary without employing a fu ll three-dimensional scheme. 
Such an approach uses spectral expansion techniques modal vers ions of governing 
equations of estuarine hydrodynamics and pollutants transport. Essentially, this 
technique replaces the so lution of three-dimensional equations with altemative 
sirnulations based on the solution of a number of (usually sets of 2 or 3 at most) 
simpler equations (Smith 1995 a, b, 1995, Davies 1987, Heaps 1972). The derivation 
of modal equations for tidal wave propagation and transport of salutes within estuaries 
and the design of a suitable solution scheme for them are discussed in this chapter. 
Incorporation of this technique into a computational scheme and examples of its 
application are given in the next chapter. 
3.2 Governing Equations 
The procedure starts with transfonning the three-dimensional equations to the 
following 'Sigma Co-ordinates' system. 
z z~ i; (x, y, t) 
1 
Water Surface 
1 H (x, y, t) 
z + h 
(]" ~ -- With H~h+ i; 
Bed H 
~ Z- -h(x, y) 0:5 0- :5 1 
Flow Channel 
Figure 3.1. Representation of sigma coordinates 
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Tllis system provides a more convenient framework for tracking the vertical motion in 
a tidal channel. In this system the total water depth H(x, y, t) is defined as H = h + ~. 
Here z, the vertical co-ordinate, is z = - h(x, y) at the bed and z = ~ (x, y , t) at the free 
surface. We defme a co-ordinate cr as 
z+h 
0'= --
H ' 
(3 .1 ) 
Vertical velocity components at the bed and at the free surface can IlOW be found in 
terms of the horizontal ve locity components u(x, y , (J, t ) and u(x, y, (J, t) as follows. 
The vertical component of the velocity is defined as 
DZ az az az az 
w=--=-+u-+u-+w-
Dt at ax 0; az 
therefore at the bed we have 
o 
a[- h ,y)] a[- h(x,y)] a[-h(x,y)] a[-
w = + u + u + w---'.--T'--'-:..::....:~ & & 0; & 
and at the surface we have 
a[((x,y, t)] a[((x,y,t) ] a[((x,y,t)] a 
w= +u +u +w 
at ax 0; 
and hence the vertical velocity at the boundaries are given as 
oh oh 
cr = 0, w= -u--u- at 
ox ay 
or; or; or; 
w = -+u-+u- at cr=1 
at ox or; 
o 
(x,y,t)] 
a( 
(3.2) 
An additional source of vertical motion can be the presences of a water source 
discharging at a rate of Q(x, y , (J', t) into the water column at the fractional height (J' 
above the bed. Here Q is the rate of water flowing into a unit volume in a unit of time. 
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After the inclusion of this source and the described boundary conditions the total 
veltical velocity W is given by 
(3.3) 
Using the Boussinesq approximation which assumes negligible density changes the 
continuity equation for water (i.e. the expression of conservation mass in (J 
coordinates) is written as 
a~ a a aw If 
-+-(Hu) +-(Hu)+H- = H Qdcr' 
at ax cry ocr 0 (3.4) 
The kinematic boundary conditions for no water flow across the bed (J = 0 and the free 
surface (J = I are 
w=o on 0 = 0, I 
I 
Therefore H f wdCY = 0 and the integration of equation (3.4) along the (J gives 
o 
a<; a ( I J a (I J I 
-+-:;- H JUdCY + - H JUdCY =H JQdCY 
at ox 0 0; 0 0 
(3 .5) 
It is also possible to obtain a relationship for W in terms of the horizontal velocity 
components u,u as 
As evident equation (3.6) provides a means to take full account of the vertical effects 
within a calculation scheme that only involves the hori zontal velocities u,u. 
Equations (3.5) and (3 .6) are the governing equations of continuity in the present 
scheme. The equivalent governing equations of motion are to be derived as follows. 
Considering the vertical acceleration of water is small in comparison to gravity the 
pressure in the vertical direction P(x, y, (J, t) is hydrostatic, therefore 
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, 
p = P+ gH fpdcr' (3 .7) 
o 
where P(x, y, rI, t) is the atmospheric pressure, P is density and g is acceleration due 
to gravity. Physically this means that the water pressure p at a level rI balances the 
atmospheric pressure P(x, y, t) and the weight of a column of water with density p (x, 
y , rI, t). The corresponding hori zontal momentum equations, with allowance for 
hori zontal momentum sources of M !, M2 are 
-(Hu)+-(Hu- )+-(Hvu)+H-(Wu)-HJv= H(M , -Qu)- H --+g-o 0, 0 0 { l OP os} 
ot ox 0; ocr p ox ox 
_ g H 2 fOP dcr'- gH oH f(1 - cr') op dcr ,+_1 ~(v ou J 
p a ox p ox a ocr' H ocr ocr (3.8) 
-(Hv)+-(Huv) +-(Hv-) + H -(Wv)+ HJu = H(M , - Qv) - H --g-o 0 0, o . { l OP OS} 
ot ox 0; ocr - p 0; oy 
H 2 'fop , gH oH 'f , op , I 0 ( ov J 
-g- =-<!cr--- (I - cr)-dcr+--- v- . 
p a 0; p 0; a ocr' H ocr ocr (3 .9) 
Where f is the Coriolis force associated with the rotation of the Eal1h and v is the 
eddy viscosity. (Blumberg and Mellor 1987) At the bed a no-slip boundary 
conditional is used 
u = v = o on 0" = 0 (3.10) 
At the free surface the following relations describing the wind stress components 
' \ , '2 are given 
pv au 
- - = T H ocr ,. 
pv OV 
--=T 
H ocr 2 
on 0" = 1 (3 .1 l) 
In the Boussinesq approximation the density is regarded to be only a small 
perturbation /1p from a reference water density p . Thus, we Call replace any 
derivatives of p by derivatives of /1p and any un-differentiated occurrence of p by the 
constant Po' (philips 1957, Blumberg and Melior 1987) 
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To obtain the third governmg equation of the present model the convection-
dispersion equation is considered. (Nassehi and Das 2006) 
a a a a 
-(Hc)+-(Huc)+-(Hvc) + H-(Wc) & & ~ aa 
I a ( ac) a ( ac) a ( ac ] =H(q - Qc)+--- k - +- HK- +- HK-
H aa aa ax ax ay ~ 
on 0" = 0,1. 
(3 .12) 
(3 .13) 
Where k and K are the vertical as the horizontal dispersion coefficients, respectively. 
In majority of practical cases k and K are assumed to be equal. 
3.2.1 Modal Expansion of the Governing Equations 
The basic step in this approach is to expand the field unknowns in terms of a set of 
suitable eigenfunctions. To obtain the necessary eigenfunctions the following 
equation, which can be regarded as an auxi liary to the governing equations of the 
present approach, should be solved. 
where (]J(m) = 0 on a = O,and 
f [<1) (m) f do = 1, and 
o 
dqi (m) 
a---
dO" 
1 
o on 
f (]J imi(]J i"i dO" = 0 
o 
(3.14 ) 
a = 1. We also have 
for m i- n. and 
I dqi(m) d<l) i"i fa -- dO" = 0 for m i- n , (Smith 1995 a) . 
o dO" dO" 
Equation (3 .14) is a classical Sturm-Liouville equation in which ,im) represents the 
eigenvalues corresponding to the eigenfunctions defined by qi ("1 ) . However, as the 
coefficients of tillS equation are variable there is no general solution technique that 
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can be used, with the stated boundary conditions, to solve this equation. In theory, it 
is possible to so lve this equation using standard techniques such as the finite 
difference or the finite element schemes. However, such an approach is not 
appropriate in this case as the domain of solution is a mathematical abstraction rather 
than a geometrical space. In the present study a novel technique based on the 'diffuse 
approximation ' method is used to overcome such a conceptual problem. The diffuse 
approximation technique starts with the construction of a functional using a moving 
(i.e. variable) weighted least square method (Mokhtarzadeh, 1998). Apart from 
mathematical rigour this method offers flexibility as it can be used under general 
conditions (i.e. subject to any boundary conditions) and therefore the described modal 
method can be extended to real estuaries. In contrast, the analytical methods used by 
previous investigators (e.g. Smith, 1995a) to solve equation (3.14) can only be applied 
under ideal conditions and are not app licab le to realistic natural water systems. In 
what follows the method used here to obtain egienfunctions required for the model 
expansion is explained. 
3.2.2 Calculation of eigenvalues 
Consider the following weighted least square statement 
J[a(x)]= fW(x,db(o;Y a(x)-<P(o;)Y dQ (3 .1 5) 
n 
Where <P is a function such that <P E L2 (Q) , b is an array of base functions, a(x) is 
an M-dimensional array of functions in L2(Q) , and W is a weight function. A 
general approximation scheme based on functional (3.15) can be stated as 
Find a(x) Such That J[a(x)] Is A Minimum. (3. 16) 
Such a minimisation leads to the construction of a set of algebraic equations and its 
solution yields the values of a(x). Therefore an approximation for <P can be 
constructed as 
<P '" <p a (x) = If.I(xl a(x) (3.17) 
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In a discretised domain ljI(x) T are selected to be a set of appropriate shape functions 
and therefore approximation (3.17) can be written as 
N 
et> I, = et> a (x) = L IjI jC/J j 
j=i 
(3. 18) 
Where et>j (j=I, ... ,N) are the nodal values of C/J . Insertion of approximation (3.18) 
into the Sturm-Liouville equation generates a residual which can be used to fonn a 
weighted residual statement simi lar to the one constructed in the standard finite 
element techniques. Therefore a numerical solution of the Sturm-Liouville equation 
can be obtained as 
Find (A., rjJ) such that: 
LC/J = A.C/J, et> E D(L) (3 .19) 
Where 
LC/J = -~[a(u) det>] + j..I.lII (u)C/J 
dx dx 
a <u </3 (3.20) 
subject to either essential or natural boundary conditions. After completion of steps 
simi lar to the Galerkin finite element method a set of algebraic equations are derived 
as 
(3.21 ) 
Equation (3.2 1) represents a generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem. The solution 
of this system of equations yields the approximate eigenfunctions which are used to 
generate spectral expansions in problems such as tidal dynamics. To further clarify 
this procedure a number of benchmark problems are so lved. These examples are 
given in Appendix A. After obtaining the eigenfunctions required in the modal 
expansion of goveming equations described earlier in this chapter, usually two or at 
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most three modal equations, are sufficient for generating the required data in all three 
dimension under practical conditions. 
3.2.3 Expanded Form of the Governing Equations of Tidal Hydrodynamics and 
Salute Transport 
After obtaining the eigenfunctions the velocity components are represented by the 
following expansions 
u = tu(m) (x,y,t) <p1"')((1), 
/11 ",0 
~ 
u = L:>(m ) (x,y,t) <pI"')((1), (3 .22) 
11/=0 
where 
I a 
(/ "')((1) = 0" J<p(m)dcr'-(l-cr) J(p(m) dcr' . (3.23) 
a 0 
Substitution of expansions (3.22) into the continuity and momentum equations and 
after multiplication of the original equations by <p("' ) and integration with respect to (1 
generates the corresponding modal equations. For the continuity equation we have 
(3.24) 
Similarly the components of equation of motion III terms of velocity modes are 
written as 
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, I I I I a 
_gH- J<p(m) J0t.Pdcr'dcr _JLH OH J<p (m) J(1 -cr') t.~ dcr'dcr 
Po 0 a ox Po ox 0 0 ocr 
(J) I d,,, (J) de,, (m) 
+ <p(m)(l)~ -L ~ Jv -'¥---"--dcr, 
Po j H 0 dcr dcr 
(3.25) 
(J) I d", (J) d", (m) 
+ cptm)(1)..2_ L ~ Jv _~_J __ ~J__ dcr. 
Po j H 0 dcr dcr 
(3.26) 
Coupling between the modes in equations (3 .25, 3.26) arises from the nonlinear 
advective terms (horizontal and vertical;), the density perturbation and the viscosity. 
Using a similar approach modal form of the solute transport equation can be obtained. 
Here the concentration variable is expanded as 
00 
c = :~>(I/I>Cx,y, t)'I/(I/I ) (0") (3.27) 
m=O 
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Where 1// (111 ) represents the egienfunctions corresponding to the salute transport 
equation. After multiplication of the salute equation with cp U) and integrating with 
respect to 0" we get 
(3.28) 
Choosing values of 11/ as 0, I , etc in equations (3.25 , 3.26, 3.27, 3.28) various modal 
equations corresponding to the present solute transport model are obtained. 
Simulations based on this model via numerical so lution of spectrally expanded 
equations provides information regarding flow field variables in all three spatia l 
dimensions. The numerical method used in this work is based on a Lagrange-
Galerkin finite element method as it offers the best choice for a movil1g boundary 
flow problem. 
3.3 Development of Finite Element Working Equations 
To take into account the continuous movement of the flow domain boundary the 
solution of the derived modal equation should be with respect to a Largrangain 
framework along the material co-ordinate axis defining fluid particle trajectories . 
Such trajectories can be constructed as follows. According to the kinematics theory 
the position vector describing the motion of a material point P in a geometrical 
domain at an arbitrary time T is defmed by a function such as : 
x = f(P,T) (3.29) 
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Therefore a specific position at a chosen time identifies a particular point Pas 
,r = I(P,t) (3.30) 
A single point can occupy only one position at any gIven time and hence the 
described function can be in versed as 
I - I P = (;f. t) (3.31) 
Substituting from equation (3 .31) into equation (3 .29) 
(3.32) 
Therefore when the reference time t and the current time r coincide the reference 
and current positions will also coincide 
X C,r,t;r) = ,>: (3.33) 
In a velocity field defined as u = u (X, T) the motion of a material point is described 
by the following equation: 
dX(x,t;r) _ [XC .) ] ----''-''---~ - u x, t , r , r dr --- (3.34) 
Initial conditions for equation (3.34) are defined by equation (3 .33). In a flow fie ld 
every fluid particle trajectory starts from a specific initial point call ed ' foot of the 
trajectory' . The position of a trajectory foot at a given time of III which effectively 
defines the nth position of a material point X " , is found by replacing T in equation 
(3.32) with t" .At the next instant (i .e. at t,,+I) the position of the same point is 
defined by x. In the context of finite element computations it can be so arranged that 
the position x always corresponds to a nodal point. The distance which the considered 
point has moved between times t" and t"+1 is calculated by integrating equation 
(3.34) between these time limits. Therefore 
[ 11 +1 
,>:- X " = fu[X(r),r ] dT (3 .35) 
I" 
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According to the mean value theorem for definite integrals 
(3 .36) 
Where I:!.t" = 1,,+1 -I" and 0:0; e :0; I. Using Taylor sen es expansIOn the ve locity 
function in the neighbourhood of point (x, I ll) is given as 
(3.37) 
Both the second and the third terms in the ri ght hand side of equation (3.37) are 
approx imated using the avail able infonnation at each time step by a backward 
di fference as 
;:, (.1 ) := f:I:(~,I")-f:l:(,,,I" _I) 
u U X , . _ 
- - 11 f1l
n
_
1 
(3.38) 
and 
(3.39) 
(3 .40) 
Substitution fro m equati ons (3 .38), (3.39) into equation (3.37) and then substituting 
from the resultant relationship into equati on (3.35) gives the required re lationship to 
ca lcul ate the foot of any given traj ectory in a flow fi eld . 
As 
X n _ !:l.1" (s: 1 A '<7 IIJ-I[ 11 1 !:l.11I ( " II - I )~ x- - --u+-ulvu U +--- U - U 
- - 2 ~ 2 11 - - 2!:l. ---Ill_I (3.41 ) 
Where cS is the Kronecker delta and u" and U " - I are velocity fi elds at the current and 
old time levels, respectively. Equation (3.41 ) relates the position of the nodal points on 
a fi xed computational grid, K, to the co-ordinates of the foots (i.e. begirming) of fluid 
particle trajectory lines at any current time, X". A trajectory starting from a foot 
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position found at tbe current time will pass through a corresponding nodal point at the 
nest time step. Therefore the material co-ordinate system in the present Lagrangain 
framework is defined in tem1S of these paths, and nodal point solutions from a current 
time to the nest time step should be updated along these lines. (figure 3.2) 
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Figure 3.2. Detemination of fluid particle trajectories 
Current 
time level 
x 
3.4 Derivation of the Working Equations in the Described Lagrangain 
Framework 
In order to desire the working equations of the present scheme we start with the 
application of the Reynolds' transport theorem (Aris, 1989) to the previously described 
modal equations. To illustrate the procedure starting from the modal fo rm of the 
continuity equation (3.24), in the Largrangain fTamework we consider tempora l 
variation of the accumulation tem as 
In a material co-ordinate system based on the fluid particle trajectories only the changes 
of variab les along these lines are considered. 
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D fNHdQ 
Dr Q 
, 
Where N is a weight function Qc is the area under water at the current timer. 
Therefore, according to the Reynolds' transport theorem we have 
By definition H=h+t; and substitution from equation (3 .24)gives 
D fNHdQ 
Dr Q, 
ah 
Since -= 0 
at 
(3.42) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
When QI/+I and QI/ the domain occupied by water at time level 11/+1 and I" , 
respectively. Therefore equation (3.44) provides a means to calculated the value of 
total water depths at a current time using known values of velocity modes at a previous 
time level. Similar equations, can be derived for the momentum as salute conservation 
equations. 
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In tidal water systems, where the geometry of the flow domain changes continuously, 
the measure of integration in tbe derived working equations(i.e. differential areas 
dQII+1 and dQII) are in general not equal. Total water depth (H) and, in some cases, 
the diffusivity also change with time. A fully implicit time stepping metbod can be 
used to avoid tbe necessity of recalculating the spatial derivatives of the weight and 
basis functions appearing in the windy equation at each time level. Therefore, to 
maintain in the accuracy of the present scheme the selected time increment should be 
relatively small. This should not be regarded as a special problem of the present 
scheme since in a moving boundary model the accurate tracking of fluid particle 
trajectories depends on using small steps no matter what form of time stepping is used. 
The mathematical model used in the present work consists of the equations of 
continuity, motion and salute concentration, which are all in ' conservation forms ' . The 
described GaLrekin-Lagrange scheme also preserves the conservation forms of the 
original equation hence ensuring mass continuity during numetical simulation carried 
out by the present model (Anderson, 1995). 
3.5 Solution Algorithm 
The use of the described Lagrangain framework to so lve the govemlllg modal 
equations amounts to an automatic re-meshing of the so lution domain to incorporate 
variations of its boundaries. 
The solution algorithm used in sucb a domain is as fo llows: 
Step]: A computational domain, which represents the maximum extent of the flow 
channel, is selected and discretised into a fixed mesh. Tbe part of the domain that 
is completely fi lled with water is called tbe ' current mesh'. The nodes within the 
current mesh are regarded as 'active nodes'. 
Step2: The next stage involves imposition of appropriate initial conditions for the 
prime unknowns at all nodes. It is known that tidal flow simulations can start with 
arbitrary initial conditions, i.e., cold start. In the present case, the simulations are 
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carried out with initial values of discharge equal to zero, depths equal to the 
elevation of the bed at each node and salt concentration equal to 25 ppt. 
Step 3: Next, the feet of f1uid particle trajectories passing through each nodal point 
in the computational mesh at the current time level are found using equation (3.41). 
The coordinates of the feet of f1uid particle trajectories (X) at old time step are 
stored in an array as defined by X;', 1= 1,2, .... P . Here 'I' and 'n' are the node and 
element numbers, respectively. 
Step 4: For every active node in the current mesh, the corresponding location array 
is searched to find elements inside which the feet of the trajectory passing through 
the selected node are located. This search is based on the following isoparametric 
mapping relationships that relate global coordinates of a node to its local 
coordinates: 
(3.45) 
The unknowns in equation (3.45) are local coordinates of the foot, i. e. 1;, 11. NI are 
the shape fimctions so that for a bi-quadratic element, we have 
(3.46) 
etc. The justification for USIng equations (3.46) is that in the finite element 
solutions, representing a complex geometry moving domain, are formulated with 
respect to a master square master element. Within the master element the local 
coordinate system is always a natural Cartesian system. Therefore the origin is at 
the centre of the square and its corners have the coordinates of (-1,-1), (J ,-I), Cl , 1) 
and (-1,1). After insertion of the global coordinates of the feet in the left hand side 
of equation and the global coordinates of the nodal points in a given element in the 
right hand side of equations (3.46), they are solved using the Newton-Raphson 
method. If the selected foot was actually inside a chosen element, then for a 
quadrilateral element, its local coordinates must lie between + I and - 1. 
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Normally, the search for the feet of the fluid trajectories ending on nodes at a 
current time step requires finding unique and acceptable solutions within the 
element immediately upstream of the current nodes. In a non-branching domain 
this presents little difficulty (Nassehi and Kafai , 1999). But at a branch, the non-
linear equations (3.46) may converge to an apparently correct solution but yield 
physically unacceptable results. This is because it may be possible to find more 
than one starting point for a current node each located at a different branch. To 
identify the physically COITect result from a converged solution, which is not 
acceptable, a mass balance based on the computed values at the end of each time 
step for the jlmction area is carried out (Das and Nassehi, 2004). 
Step 5: The field variables at the foot of each trajectory are calculated at the old 
time step through finite element interpolation of the old step values. This is done at 
nodes belonging to those elements where each foot is found to be located. 
Step 6: Using the simulated results from step (5), prevIOus time step salt 
concentration at the feet of fluid particle trajectories and the corresponding values 
of solute mass are calculated via the solution of the modal equation representing 
salt balance 
Step 7: Time is incremented and all the steps starting from step (3) are repeated 
until the end of a tidal cycle. 
As mentioned earlier, in the next chapter the implementation of the described scheme 
is discussed and an example of its application to the simulation of salinity distribution 
in a real estuary is given. 
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Chapter 4 
Hydroinformatics Applications of the Developed IT System 
4.1 Introduction 
The developed IT system has provided the basis for the design and construction of a 
network for different applications related to hydrodynamic and water quality models . 
Currently a number of in-house developed hydro-enviromnental models are available 
in the Chemical Engineering Department of Loughborough University. These models 
are used to predict water surface elevation, water depth, flow velocities and 
concentration distribution of inert or reactive agents introduced into a water system 
for both surface and underground domains. In addition to the existing in-house 
models, attempt have been made to incorporate a public domain model for river 
hydrodynamics into the present IT system. These models are used as the ' number 
cruncher' modules according to the structure of the IT system described in chapter 2. 
In tlus chapter a number of examples illustrating the simulations obtained using these 
'modules' are presented and discussed. As these models are based on very different 
strategies and have been developed over many years for a variety of hydro-
enviromnental problems their operations, input files and physical parameters used in 
them are very different. A complete list of these models, the required input data and 
solution techniques used in these number crunchers has been given at the latter part of 
this chapter. 
By discussing the examples given in this chapter it is shown that through the proper 
interactions the present IT system is able to guide the user towards the use of the best 
model for any given problem. A complete sequence of an example of the application 
of the system with sanlples of computer screen has also been included to illustrate the 
communications between a user and the developed IT system. 
4.2 Application Steps 
The following diagram shows an overall view of the IT system and the way it can be 
accessed. (fi gure 4. 1 ) 
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Start 
User Login Stage 
Yes 
Step I: Access to the IT System (Main menu) 
Step 2: Select The Required Task 
For Example: 
I) Underground flo w 
2) Hydrodynamic modelling of rivers 
3) Water quality modell ing 
Step 3: Technical Questions: asked by the system 
i.n relation to the selected task 
Step 4: Evaluate user 
responses to the 
tecirnical quesrions-
Are the responses 
logical? 
Yes 
Step 5: Connect the user to the number cmncher 
model which is tile most suitable for the required 
task 
Step 6: Ask for tile Input fil e required for the 
rlUll1 ing of the selected number cruncher 
Step 7: Display the results 
No, Permission 
Denied 
No 
Consult the 
Information Link 
Figure 4.1. Flow of Information Diagram 
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4.3 Sample Applications- Results and Discussions 
4.3.1 Example 1: Case-Based Reasoning System for Estuary Modelling (CBEM). 
The CBEM program provides the most complete application of the present TT system. 
This is because that it is more than a simple number cruncher program. It provides a 
shell for a number crunch er (TGFE-lD) as we ll as separate modules for infOlmation 
regard ing estuary classifications and a geneti c algorithm module fo r the optimization 
of the fi-i ction coeffic ient used in the hydrodynamic model. 
In thi s study the CBEM is used to model hydrodynamic conditions in the Tay Estuary 
(Scotl and, UK). In this example it is assumed that the simulation is required to make 
management decisions and hence should be obtained in a very short time. Therefore 
it will be enough to maintain the accuracy of the overall results and exact detail s of 
the now fi eld characteri sti cs are not necessary. This means that a one- dimensional 
approach is sui table for thi s task. 
In order to illustrate the procedure regarding the insertion of the physical data of a 
complex water system, such as an estuary, into the present IT system here, a brief 
description of the physical environment of th.i s estuary is given. This infonnation 
provides the basis for the described data. 
4.3.1.1 Physical Environment of the Tay Estuary 
The Tay estuary in Scotland, UK consists of the ri vers Tay and Earn (Figure 4.2). It 
has the highest fresh water di scharge of any British estuary, which consequently 
affects the mixing between fresh and salt water over a signi ficant length. The estuary 
is 54 km long and the front of salt intrusion extended for 45 km. The limit of tidal 
motion is near Perth, 50 km from the estuary mouth. 
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Figure 4.2. The Tay Estuary 
The estuary is mesotidal-macrotidal with variation of the tidal range between 2.8 and 
4.7 m. Hydrodynamic behaviour of the Tay is influenced by its geomorphology. 
Therefore, the Tay estuary is classified as "complex" (Buck and Davidson, 1997). 
The flow channel geometry in the Tay has resulted from the combined effects of 
glaciations, river erosion and sea-level changes. Hence, the Tay Estuary is quite 
meandering including 165 km of shoreline. The dominant flow channel on its 
southern side is wide and shallow and includes a number of sand over-banks. The 
width and depth of estuary are not regular. From the entrance of the estuary at 
Buddon Ness, which is 1.9 km wide at low water, the width of the estuary increases 
exponentially inland to a maximum of 3 km at Dundee. At high water, the width of 
the estuary reaches a maximum of 5 km at Birkhill (22.5 km from the estuary mouth) 
with an exponential decrease from this point towards the estuary head. 
The information given in the above can be used to respond to the technical questions 
that the IT system poses for the user. However, in order to help the user to give 
specific answers using scientific terminology to the questions a data base of estuarine 
classifications and related definitions is available within the CBEM. The data stored 
in this link are as follows. 
Link to IlIformation Regardillg the Descriptioll of Estuaries 
Definition of an estuary. I Estuaries are bodies of water along the coasts that are 
formed when fresh water from rivers flows into and mixes with salt water from the 
ocean. Estuaries are under the influence of tides, weather, seasonal river flows and 
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climate. All these aspects control the variation of the water level, salinity, 
temperature, and sediment load and, consequently the general behaviour of the water-
body. 
Hydrodynamic features of estuaries. In estuaries, the fresh nver water IS 
blocked from streaming into the open ocean by either surrounding mainland, 
peninsulas, barrier islands, or fringing salt marshes. This mixing of fresh and salt 
water creates a unique environment that brims with life of all kinds, basically a 
transition zone between the land and sea known as an estuary. Physical, chemical and 
biological processes should be modelled in a unique way (Morries, 1983). 
Furthemlore, the human activities that have grown around almost all estuaries areas 
have had a great impact on the fragile equilibrium of these water systems. The 
intensive use of estuaries for transportation, food production, waste-disposal, flood 
protection, recreation, and other purposes have dramatically modified the morphology 
and the ecosystem of these water courses (Kennish, 1986). Although the individual 
features of each estuary must be taken into account, there are several recognisable 
characteristics and behaviours among estuaries which remain similar (Fairbridge, 
1980). The most common classifications are based on geomorphology and 
physiography, tidal characteristics, hydrography (water circulation, mixing processes 
and stratification) and sedimentation (availability, transport and distribution of 
sediments) within estuaries (Passone, 2002). 
As a partially enclosed body of water, open to saline water from the sea and receiving 
freshwater from rivers, land run-off and seepage. Estuaries are subject to a usually 
twice-daily tidal rise and fall and they have mud and sand shoals forming in their 
shallow basins. Other characteristic features of estuaries include the presence of 
saltmarshes, shelter from waves, water layering and mixing, temperature and salinity 
gradients, sediments suspension and transport, high productivity, high levels and rapid 
exchange of nutrients. 
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Classification of estuaries. 
a) Classifications based on geomorphology 
The classification considers factors such as the regional history of the sea level, 
tectonic and climatic processes, freshwater and sediment movements, and takes into 
account long-tenn processes. 
a-I) Coastal Plaill Estuaries 
Coastal plain estuaries were formed at the end of the last ice age. As the ice melted 
and the waters wanned, sea level rise. The rising seas invaded low-lying coastal river 
valleys. These valleys are usually shallow with gentle sloping bottoms. Their depth 
increases toward the river's mouth. (figure 4.3) 
A 
River Delta 
B 
Figure 4.3. Coastal Plain Estuaries 
a-2) Tectollic Estuaries 
Tectonic estuaries are caused by the folding or faulting of land surfaces. The earth's 
crust is constantly in motion. This motion causes large cracks or faults and folds to 
fonn in the crust. Often due to folding and faulting, the land sinks or subsides. 
Tectonic estuaries are created when the sea fills in the "hole" or basin that was fomled 
by the sinking land .(figure 4.4) 
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Figure 4.4. Tectonic Estuaries 
a-3) Bar-built 
Bar-built estuaries are fomled when sandbars build up along the coastline. These 
sand bars partially cut off the waters behind them from the sea. Bar-built estuaries are 
usually shallow, with reduced tidal action. Wind is frequently the most important 
mixing tool for the fresh and salt water. (figure 4.5) 
B 
Sand Spit 
Figure 4.5. Bar-built 
a-4) Fjords 
Fjords are valleys that have been cut deeper by moving glaciers and then invaded by 
the sea and its U shape. They have a shallow barrier at their mouth that limits water 
exchange between the deeper waters of the fjord and the sea. They are narrow with 
steep sides and usually straight and long. Fjords are found in areas that have been 
covered by glaciers. (figure 4.6) 
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• I 
• 
A 
Fiord 
Figure 4.6. Fjords 
b) Classifications based on water circulation and salinity. 
B 
Sill 
D 
• I 
• 
This classification is based on the mixing mechanisms that govern estuaries dynamics 
(Pritchard, 1967). Tidal motion and wind stress on the surface are two phenomena 
that affect on the mixing the river discharge and sweater, consequently the discharge 
flows towards the sea. The tidal processes and other important estuarine features are 
affected significantly by salinity (Morris, 1983), which is an indicator of mixing and 
pattem of water circulation (Dyer, 1997). At the estuary mouth salinity related factors 
are the hori zontal tidal movement, the outflow of fresh water to the estuary from the 
river and the geometry of the estuary (i .e. estuary width and depth). Estuaries 
behaviour is a function of river flow, tidal currents, channel width and depth. 
b-l) Salt Wedge Estuary 
Salt wedge estuaries occur when the mouth of a river flows directly into salt water. 
The circulation is controlled by the river that pushes back the sea water. This creates a 
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sharp boundary that separates an upper less salty layer from an intruding wedge-
shaped salty bottom layer. (figure 4.7) 
Salt 
Water 
+--
... , +-- -+- Fresh Water 
..... .... a-
.. 
. -'"""" 
Figure 4.7. Salt Wedge Estuary 
b-2) Partially Mixed Estuary 
Partially mixed estuaries have a tidal fl ow that provides a means of erasing the salt 
wedge. The salt water is mixed upward and fresh water is mixed downward. (fi gure 
4.8) 
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Figure 4.8. Partially Mixed Estuary 
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b-3) Well Mixed Estuary 
Well-mixed estuaries have strong tidal mixing and low river flow that mix the sea 
water throughout the shallow estuary. The mixing is so complete that the salinity is 
the same top to bottom and decreases from the ocean to the river. (figure 4.9) 
Salt 
Water 
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" +-- Fresh 
Water 
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Figure 4.9. Well Mixed Estuary 
b-4) Fjord-Type Estuary 
Fjord type estuaries are characterized by a deep elongated basin that is U-shaped and 
a ledge or banier that separates the basin from the sea. They have moderately higb 
river input and li tt le tidal mixing. (figure 4.10) 
Figure 4.10. Fjord-Type Estuary 
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c) Classi fications based on tidal range. 
The tidal range and estuary relation play a significant role in this classification 
scheme, (Davies, 1973 and Hayes, 1975). The tidal has major effect on the 
detelmination of tidal currents, residual current velocities and rate, amounts and 
patterns of the movement of sediments. There are three different type of tidal ranges, 
shown in table (4.1). To enable comparison between estuaries and minimise the effect 
of an estuary' s individual morphology the range of spring tides are measured at the 
mouth (Davidson, et ai, 1991). 
TYPE TIDAL RANGE ESTUARY TYPE REMARK 
Microtidal <2m Dominated by fresh water Typical of bar bui lt estuaries. 
discharge; Shallow & wide. Salt-wedge circulation 
Mesotidal 2-4 m Strong tidal , Short & wide; The salt-wedge circulation is 
Meandering tidal channel. excluded. 
Typical of coastal plain 
Macrotidal >4 m FmUlel-shape; Strong tidal. estuaries dominated by the 
land forms such as flat and 
marshes. 
Table 4.1. Tidal Rang Classification 
d) Classifications based on types and distribution of sediments. 
The Coriolis forces, wind and the temperature difference between the river water and 
seawater effect on sedimentation and its relation with salt intrusion, therefore in some 
zones secondary circulation may generate. Sedimentological criteria have been used 
to develop a separate classification scheme for the estuaries (Kemtish, 1986). 
If user decides to use this link a series of windows is opened to help him to access the 
required information. In figure (4.11) an example of such a window has given. 
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Fjord Esturuy 
FjOrds are \'a!Ieys !hat have been Cui deeper by mo~'IIl8 gbcLcrs and !hen II'Lvaded by !he sea They haVe a shallow bamer Jllhelf mouth that hrolls water exchlfl8~ 
between the deep~ W~lers of the fj ord and the sea They arc l\an'ow WIth steep udes and usua!ly ffi"alghl a.'1d long Fjords 1\I'C found II'L areas that have been 
Covtred by gjaaeTI Eli:amples IIlclude fe~ons along the coasts of Ciule, New Zealand. CLliIlada. Alaska. G:-eenla. .. d. NOr'4'ay. S:bena. SCOU!Illcl. a=ld othel 
eoun:ncs 
Renllll to: Estuaries 
-------------rrr--- Loc:oIrcr<!tllll 
Figure 4.11. Fjord type Estuary 
END Of LINK. 
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4.3.1.2 Application of the CBEM to the Modeling of the Tay Estuary 
This application can be sununarised by the schematic diagram given in figure (4.12) 
This diagram shows the flow of information (i.e. interaction between the user and the 
IT system). User responses highlighted in blue correspond to the description of the 
Tay estuary and the purpose of the user who wants to have a fast simulation for 
management decision support 
Estuary Model 
Give Geomorphological Classification of the Estuary 
I 
.. 
.., .., 
.. .. 
Tectonic ) Bar Built J ( Complex )[ Fjord Il Coastal Plain I 
.. 
Indicate the Tidal Range 1 
I 
.. 
.., 
.. .. 
Microtidal Il Mesal Macrolidal )[ Macrolidal )[ Mesorotida 
.., 
I[ What is the Estuaries Bed Type J 
.., .. .. [ Ft~1 Rerl 1 [ Sloping Bed ) [ Complex Bed ) 
.., 
Average Width 10 Depth Ratio of the Estuary being Modelled 1 
.. .., .. 
Low l Med ium J [ High ][ Very High 1 
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Based on the choice made, the resu lt will be as indicated with 
Back-End Model / 
~ ../ 
Figure 4.12. SchematIc DIagram of Estuary 
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Figure (4.12) shows the estuary characteristics such as geomorphological, estuary 
tidal range, estuary bed type and estuaries average width and depth ratio, which have 
been explained earlier in this chapter. The user is able to select type of each estuary 
characteristics by clicking the relevant radio buttons. The actual operation of the IT 
system is shown by the following re-productions of the computer screen. After user 
logging the following pages are sequentially opened and interactive process is can-ied 
out. 
n e E<it v_ F4YtIriI:e. fool. H!<b 
T .p S&!IIro it F-nes e iJ· dj -
~ Loughborough 
• University 
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Figure 4.13. User Log-in Page 
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Figure 4.14. Main Menu Page 
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Figure 4.1 6. Description ofthe Tay Estuary, Scotland, UK 
After the successful interactive conmlllnications with the IT system the user is 
connected to the most suitable number crunch er (in this case TGFE-ID) model. The 
results obtained are then stored for any further considerations by the user. 
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4.3.2 Example 2: Inverse Modelling (GFE-ID) 
As the brief description of the physical environment of the Tay estuary indicates the 
geometrical and hydro-dynamical complexity of this tidal water way is such that any 
accurate simulation of physical phenomenon in its environment requires extensive 
data handling as well as elaborate and sophisticated mathematical modelling. 
Therefore the simulation of salt intrusion, in particular in lower reaches of the estuary 
where significant longitudinal and vertical variations in salinity levels are expected to 
exist, provides a very appropriate case study to demonstrate the applicability of the 
present model and IT system to carry out an inverse modelling. 
In the inverse modelling usmg the data known about a fie ld variable a physical 
parameter which is usually found by experimental observations is calculated. In this 
case the given data is measured salt concentration distribution (salinity) throughout 
the Tay and the physical paranleter to be found is the dispersion coefficient. An 
additional factor influencing this selection is the possibility of using accurately 
measured salinity data for spring and neap tides based on extensive 1972 field survey 
of Tay estuary (Nassehi and Williams, 1987). 
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tan 
-. 
User identi fication and Logging procedure 
~ 
/ '\ 
Front-E nd Modu le 
Q I) Specify the Problem. 
Ans l) Salt intrusion in the Tay Estuary 
Q2) Have you prepared the following data, 
Flow channel geometry. Bed shape, Bed 
fricrion1 wind speed etc. 
<$? No 
Yes 
Dala-Generalor Module 
Slep 1- Evaluale the inpul data for 
suilabi lily and compleleness 
Fail 
Pass 
Slep 2- Stan the solulion cycle 
- delennine the coefficients 
in the governing equations 
- use initiaJ vaJues of average 
salinity and bed friclion 
- solve for now and salinily 
Slep 3- Compare Ihe results with 
observed dala 
- alter bed fricrion using 
genelic algori lhm unlil 
calibration is complete. 
Slep 4- Run Ihe verificalion cycle 
Step 5- Store the dispersion 
coefficients that give salinity 
data compatible with the 
measurements 
.. 
Back-End Module 
Retum the result to the user in the 
required formal (see fi gure 4.1 Sa,b) 
Figure 4.17. Flow of Information Used in the Inverse Modelling 
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Figure 4.18. (a) Tidal Variation of Dispersion Coefficient as a Function of 
Longitudinal Position (Spring tide of 12 June 1972) 
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Figure 4.18. (b) Tidal Variation of Dispersion Coefficient as a Function of 
Longitudinal Position (Neap tide of20 June 1972) 
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The calculated dispersion coefficients for the calibration event ( spring tide of 12 June 
1972) and verification event (neap tide of 20 June, 1972) at stations B (Broughty 
Ferry),C (Newport), D, (Balmerino) and E (Flisk) are shown in figure (4.18a, b). As 
this figure shows significant variations in the dispersion coefficient throughout the 
tidal cycle are calculated. 
4.3.3 Example 3: Modelling of Solute Pollutant Distribution in the Tay Estuary 
(LGFE-2D) 
This example is chosen to illustrate an alternative simulation for the Tay Estuary. The 
main reason for the use of this option rather than the TGFE-I D can be the required 
accuracy of predictions for applications such as determination of effluent discharge 
policies. The fornlUlation of optimum discharge policies is of extreme importance for 
the maintenance of water quality and cannot be treated as straightforward 
management decision support. Therefore more elaborate modeling that takes into 
account the movement of boundaries during a tidal cycle in an estuary such as the Tay 
should be included in the modeling strategy. Figure (4 .1 9) illustrate the flow of 
information in this model and the user responds highlighted in blue. 
The solution strategy used in the number cruncher LGFE-2D is very similar to the one 
described in chapter 3, section 2. 
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Modelling of Solute Pollutant Distribution 
Select the discharge location in the Tay estuary 
I 
., ., t t ... 
I Broughty Ferry [ Newport 1 ( Flisk )[ Newburgh I [ Other 1 
l Which type of discharge is considered 
I 
_t .. .. [ Relatively Continuous J [ Batch (Instantaneous) J I Otber 1 
j. _+- ~ 
[ Time and method of Discharge 1 
... ... ... [ Durmu slack water l During flood tides J [ Other ) 
Connect to the number cmncher and calculate the poLlutant concentration profile 
... t t ... 
Concentmtion Concentration Concentration Pollutant is 
of pollutant is of pollutant is of pollutant is washed out 
low above a limit high 
I I I I 
.. 
lfthe outcome is not acceptable, report the da ta - go back and choose a different 
procedure (in this case it is not acceptable) 
.. 
~ 1 nfonn the user about Ihe sui tab il ity of discharge procedure. the result ~ will be stored and analysed in the Back-End Module 
Figure 4.1 9. Flow of Information Used in the Formulation ofa Discharge Policy 
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4.3.3.1 Computer Simulations 
In this study we consider a single discharge situation in which a chemical plant is 
discharging a non-conservative effluent (metallic pollutant) into the Tay estuary 
which is assumed to have a zero initial concentration of the pollutant. 
The concentrations of the discharged metallic pollutants depend on the sa linity and 
PH levels and vary along the watercourse. As a result, the metals may come out of the 
solutions and may even re-dissolve depending upon the conditions along the channel. 
In this particular study the range of concentration of the pollutants varies from levels 
corresponding to an inert agent to low chemical reactivity and hence the entire process 
is modelled using first order kinetics with relatively small values of reaction rate 
constant. 
In order to formulate the optimum discharge policies it is required that developed 
model can readily reflect the tidal dynamics, seasonal effects and other physico-
chemical changes. Hence, in this example the model has been tested for spring tide in 
conjunction with very high fresh water discharge, which is conducive to highest rate 
of dilution of the pollutant. The simulation has been carried out for an entire tidal 
cycle from flood to ebb to flood. 
The simulated results in figures (4.20) and (4.21) correspond to the velocity vectors 
and the concentration profiles of the reactive pollutants under the described 
condi tions, respecti vel y. 
Zone A 
Figure 4.20. Simulated Velocity Vectors(Spring Tide) 
Figure (4.20) corresponds to the predicted velocity field for an incoming spring tide 
(flood). Due to the phase lag (i.e. the time it takes for tbe tidal wave to propagate 
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towards the inner reaches of the estuary), section of the flow domain beyond Newport 
region (about 16 km from the mouth) remains unaffected by the simulated surge. As a 
result the bulk concentration of slowly reacting pollutants remain high and confined to 
the vicinities of the discharge outlet. This is shown in figure(4.21). Moreover, as 
expected, the dispersion of the pollutants occurs from the direction of estuary mouth 
towards its head. This can be visual ised from the gradual drop ill concentTation 
contours shown in figure (4.2 1). 
Point of Discharge 
Figure 4.21. Simulated Concentration Profile ofa Slowly Reacting Pollutant 
(discharged during flood) 
In contrast, as ebb starts pollutants are driven towards the estuary mouth. However as 
is shown in figure (4.22) due to the long length of the flow channel, before the 
pollutants can be flushed out into the sea the next flood starts. Therefore for a slowly 
reactive pollutant, a secondary accumulation of pollutants near the esntary mouth is 
expected. This is confirmed by the predicted concentration profiles predicted for this 
situation which are shown in figure (4.23). 
Figure 4.22. Simulated Velocity Vectors (Ebb Tide) 
Detailed study of figure (4.22) reveals tbat as the tide ebbs pollutants that do not 
vanish through reaction witb reducing agents are washed towards the sea until the 
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next incoming tide stops the trend and a second concentration peak occurs at the point 
where incoming and outgoing tides meet. The zone beyond this line towards the 
mouth is all water surging into the estuary from the sea and hence pollutant 
concentration in this region is zero. The situation can be significantly altered if the 
rate of reaction (decay) of the pollutant is increased. 
Figure 4.23. Simu lated Concentration Profile ofa Slowly Reacting Pollutant (Ebb) 
The described analysis of simulation results is stored in the back-end module. This 
can be accessed for future reference and comparison with other outcomes resu lting 
from the selection of a different discharge policy. Obviously, such a comparison can 
be made to be automatic, if required, a non-expert user can receive simple an.swers 
such as tabulated comparison of different policies from best to worse. 
4.3.4 Example 4: River2D 
Using the present IT system after the identification of the problem the communication 
with the software starts. In what follows the procedure of using the developed IT 
system via the front-end, for the utilization of a public domain data-generator (number 
cruncher), implementation of the model and the obtained simulation are shown in 
figure (4.24). River 2D is particularly suited for the analysis of the effects of ice 
cover in river hydrodynamics and can also be used to quantitatively analyse fish farm 
specifications. 
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[ River Modelli ng 
.. • 
Single [ Network 1 Channel 
• 
Identify Junction & 
Set up Junction 
handling module 
.. 
.. .. .. 
Hydrodynamic Pollution Flood Monitoring Rou teing r-
'ice Fie. 4.29 
Yes 0 '" Fish Habitat With Ice ('over 
No • 
.. 
Continuous Discrete J 
Ice Ice I I 
Thickness Roughness No t 
Provide the Hydrodynamic Indica tions 
t 
.. 
Bed Depth to Boundary 
Type Wirlrh rMio C:onrlition 
• 
• 
.. 
Natural Synthetic I 
Flood Flood 
• .. 
Flood Wave Ampli tude 
• 
Infom, the user about the selected Model 
Based on the choice made, the result wi ll be as indicated 
with Back-End Module 
.. 
Ask for input data for the selected Model 
I 
Data-Generator Modu le 
I Number Crunching I 
t 
Back-End Module 
Return the result to the user in the required fomlat 
F igure 4.24. Schematic Diagram of Using River 2D Within the Proposed IT System 
for Flood Routeing 
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Figure 4.25. Sample Computer Screen Connecting the User to Ri ver 20 
After the selection of the RlVER20 as the most appropriate modelling tool for the 
required task the system opens a window as shown in figure (4.25) . The user is then 
asked to input the basic outline geometry of the river reach where flood routing is 
required. The prepared fi le is labelled 'name.bed ', (figure 4.26). An appropriate 
coordinate system has been given in the opened window and a number of points 
defining the geometry can be selected using the mouse. 
"' .. ... _- -.. _ ... _--
"'Y:a.: • loJ o • • • 
.. ~.---
Figure 4.26. BedFile 
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After the defmition of the .bedfile the computational grid required for numerical 
calculations is prepared by the software via giving a specific command, figure (4.27). 
The generated grid is displayed to the user as an interactive file. It is possible to 
modify this grid by altering 'grid density', 'number of elements', and 'addition' or 
removal of various computational nodes. 
~ ~ -- - _ ....... - --
, I 
.... _--
Figure 4.27. Computational Grid 
After the generation of computational grid the package proceeds to the simulation 
stage. The results, in this case water depth at different locations in the selected reach 
are shown as a contour plot, figure (4.28). The presented contours clearly show the 
accumulation of water at the lower parts of the reach and the user can immediately 
identify areas where water levels may rise above the banks causing flooding . 
... .. --- - ... -- .. _- -g!.. • . , . .. t 
.-~ 
.. __ .--..,.,, == === 
Figure 4.28. Simulated Water Depth 
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Ri ver 2D can also be used for pollution monitori ng in ri vers. 
Pollution Moni toring 
Natu ra! water SYSlem are usually too large to be 
influenced hydrodynamic ally by pollutants 
introduced into them. Therefore, it is common to 
solve hydrodynamic and po ll utant transport models, 
de-coupled. 
However it may be necessary to introduce an 
additional teml into the hydrodynamic equations to 
take into account subtle changes occurring due \0 the 
introduction of pollutants. The example of th is is 
the introduction of a salinity term into the shallow 
water equat ions used in the mOdelling of tida! 
hydrodynamics in estuaries. The usua! de-coupled 
procedure is shown as follows 
"t 
Solve the hydrodynamics to obtain the velocity 
in a lliven hvdro-environmental sYstem. 
~ 
Use the obtained velocity data for the solution of 
the transport model 
.. 
Set up the Pollutant Transport 1 
I 
-+ .. .. [ Salute 1 Floating Solid eg: Oil Particles 
.- .. .., 
Inert Reacti ve l Colloidal Larger 1 Particles 
Da ta-G ener a tor Module 
Number Crunching 
Selecr appropriate pollulant transport model 
Back-E nd Module 
Rerum the result to the user in the required format 
Figure 4.29. Schematic Diagram of Using Ri ver 2D Within the Proposed IT System 
for Water Quality Control 
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4.3.5 Example 5: A Spectral Expansion Method for the Simulation of Vertical 
Salinity Variations- SPMV 
This example is somewhat different to the other applications described in this chapter. 
This is because that solution of spectrally expanded governing equations in a moving 
bOlmdary system is very costly and time consuming. Therefore the IT system has not 
been given an automatic access to choose this number cruncher. This option can 
therefore be activated if the user specifically makes such a requirement. Provided that 
the user has the pennission to uti lize thi s number crunch er the interactive flow of 
infonnation is straightforward and can be summarised as 
User Login Stage 
j. 
Main Menu 
~ 
Choose Salute Transport Option 
~ 
Choose Spectral Expansion Model 
-;; 
Figure 4.30. Utilization of Number Crunch er (SPMV) 
Tlus model is mainly for research purposes and its use for management support or 
ordinary engineering applications is not appropriate. In what follows the results 
obtained by the application of this number cruncher to the salt intrusion in the Upper 
Milford Haven Estuary (South Wales, UK) are given. 
4.3.5.1 Physical environment of Upper Milford Haven Estuary 
There is a large body of public domain literature regarding the description of tlus 
estuary. Therefore here only important features of tltis waterway which influence the 
present example are discussed. 
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The most dominant geometrical feature of this estuary is that it is formed as Eastern 
and Western Cleddau rivers join at Picton Point. Beyond this confluence the estuary 
mainly consists of a single dominant flow channel called, DauCleddau. (figure 4.31). 
, 
! 
Western Cleddau Eastern Cleddau 
Figure 4.31. Upper Milford Haven Estuary 
6. Junction area 
where simula tion 
results are shown 
",n)\,II"cl:"l 
UIJ(\CJ,", 
CV~lOIU 
_ In-:!.:' " I 
. :!~. ~I,.~m 
" 
The input data used in the present study are the bathymetry of the estuary chmmel, 
recorded water surface elevations at the estuary mouth, fresh water inflows at the tidal 
limits of Eastern and Western Cleddau rivers, open sea salinity of 34ppt at the estuary 
mouth and zero salinity at its tidal limits. Detailed discussions regarding the choice of 
these data are published previously and will not be repeated here (Das and Nassehi , 
2004). 
The main focus of the present modelling has been the simulation of salinity variations 
at the confluence of the Cleddau rivers. Obviously the momentum distribution and 
mixing at this location are complex and the ability of the present approach to provide 
detailed quantitative information about salinity within this junction should be tested. 
[n order to maintain the consistency of the output we have focussed on the inner part 
of the flow channel at the junction. This is a triangular section with its vertex located 
at Picton point and its base extends to the limits of deep channel section which 
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remains wet (i.e. water fi lied) throughout the tidal cycle. As the main purpose of this 
example is to obtain results at different depth of the flow channel, focussing on the 
inner channel it can show a consistent domain at various depth fractions. The extend 
of the boundary of the inundated channel changes continuously during a tidal cycle 
and hence at different depth the shape and surface area of the flow channel section is 
different. However, focussing only on the inner part of the flow channel a consistent 
section both during flood and ebb can be studied with clarity. 
Figure 4.32 shows simulated salinity contours at the surface of the junction area for 
incoming tide, two hours before high water at Picton Point. This result clearly shows 
the variation of salinity within the surface water at the junction area. bl figure (4.32) 
salinity distribution corresponding to the same time but at middle of the water column 
at the j unction is shown. As the comparison of figures (4.32) and (4.33) shows there is 
a significant variation in salinity in the vertical direction. Therefore models that rely 
on depth averaged governing equations which imply perfect vertical mixing do not 
correspond to reality. In figures (4.34) and (4.35) simi lar data for an ebb tide are 
shown. Greater mixing of fresh and salt water has reduced the overall salin ity but the 
surface variations and, more signi ficantly, variations between the surface and mid-
column salinities are still predicted. 
ppt 
29.37 
26 .5® 
27 . 62 
26.75 
25.6 7 
25.®® 
Figure 4.32. Simulated Salinity at water surface, 2 hrs before high water at 
Picton Point 
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ppt 
32.~~ 
31.62 
31 .25 
3@ . 87 
3~ .5@ 
3@ .1 2 
29.75 
29 . 37 
29 .@ @ 
Figure 4.33. Simu lated Salinity at mid-column surface, 2 hrs before higb water at 
Picton Point 
)lpt 
3 Ci1 . CiI(j) 
29.75 
29 . 5@ 
29 . 25 
29 .@@ 
28.75 
28.5@ 
28 . 25 
28 . @@ 
Figure 4.34. Simulated Salinity at water surface, 2 hrs after the start of ebb at 
Picton Point 
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ppt 
29.81 
29.75 
29. 68 
29.6 2 
29.56 
29.5~ 
Figure 4.35. Simulated Salinity at mid-colunm surface, 2 hrs after the start of ebb at 
Picton Point 
ppt 
Figure 4.36. Simulated Salinity at water surface, Low water at Picton Point 
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Figure 4.37. Simulated Salinity at mid-column surface, low water at Picton Point 
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Figure 4.38. Simulated Salinity at water surface, 1/2 hrs after low water at 
Picton Point 
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Figure 4.39. Simulated Salinity at mid-column surface, 112 lu-s after the start of ebb at 
Picton Point ppt 
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Figure 4.40. Simulated Salinity at water surface, 2 hrs after low water at Picton Point 
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ppt 
Figure 4.41. Simulated Salinity at mid-column surface, 2 hl's after low water at 
Picton Point 
ppt 
Figure 4.42. Simulated Salinity at water surface, 4 hrs after low water at 
Picton Point 
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ppt 
Figure 4.43. Simulated Salinity at mid-colunUl surface, 4 hIs after low water at 
Picton Point 
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The simulation results shown in figures (4.36-4.43) proves the sophistication and 
accuracy of the SPMV model. In the great majority of models used for the simulation 
this estuary is assumed to be well mixed. Therefore any existing vertical stratification 
is ignored (e.g. see). However, as the field survey data of this estuary shows such an 
assumption may not universally accurate (West, a, b,1978). As the above results 
indicate the this assumption of is acceptable only under certain circumstances. The 
most notable deviation from this situation is at the junction area during the ebb tide. 
As shown in figures water flowing from the Eastern Ceddau branch moves under the 
column discharged from the Western river. Therefore for a short duration some water 
of higher salinity stays above more fresher water. This situation is soon altered 
through the action of density related forces (i.e. heavier water sinks below as mixing 
occurs ). 
4.3.6 Example 6 (a): Flow Modelling in High Permeability Underground 
Domains (BFE-2D) 
The developed IT system can be extended to include underground flow. There are two 
different options which reflect the degree of permeability of the flow domain under 
the ground. The schematic decision making diagram for this option is given in figure 
(4.44) and blue highlighted shows the procedure ofBFE-2D model. 
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Figure 4.44. Flow of Information for Underground Domains 
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4.3.6.1 Sample Results Obtained Using BFE -2D 
In figure (4.45) the simulated flow field obtained using the blue option in figure (4.44) 
is shown. The predicted flow field exactly corresponds to the theoretical expectations . 
Start of the high permeability 
porous region 
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Figure 4.45. Velocity profile K=OAxlO"" Newtonian fluid . Free to porous flow 
4.3.7 Example 6 (b): Flow Modelling in Low permeability Underground Domains 
(DFV-3D) 
Figure (4.46) gives the velocity circulation in the inlet and outlet ofan underground 
region of low permeability. This simulation is obtained using the red option in figure 
(4.44). 
o " 
Figure 4.46. Simulated Velocity Field at PorouslPorous, Interface, 19th Time Level 
(K = 5 X 10-10 m 2) 
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As the sample result shows the flow pattern in a low penneability domain can be very 
complicated. This is because that complex interactions between the regions can occur 
and flow direction may be reversed to let the fluid to pass through regions of least 
resistance. 
4.4 Description of Number Cruncher Modules 
In this section backgrOLmd and some information regarding the in-house developed 
and the public domain package that can be used as the number crunch er modules in 
the present infonnation processing tool are discussed. Obviously, detailed description 
of these models is beyond the scope of the present project and, furthennore, the main 
aim of this project has been to eliminate the need for complete understanding of the 
mathematical models by non-expert users. Therefore the infonnation given here are 
restricted to basic material that a user may need to know whilst responding to the 
interactive procedure of the menu based IT system. Some detail about the nature and 
type of hydrographic and physical data are thus, given merely, to facilitate the 
uti lization of the present IT system. This infonnation covers one and two dimensional 
river/estuary models, expansion modell ing of salt intrusion in a one dimensional 
estuary and finally underground flow domai.ns. As extensive coverage of the number 
crunch er based on spectrally inverse governing hydro-environmental equations are 
given in chapter 3 and appendix A, any fu rther description of that model is avoided as 
ullnecessary repetition. 
Simi lar to the estuaries description data the infonnation given in this section can be 
organized as a data base which can be accessed via the IT system. 
4.4.1 TGFE-ID Model 
This one dimensional computer model generates predictions of the hydrodynamical 
behaviour and the dispersion of chemically reacti ve pollutants in a tidal water system. 
This model is based on the Taylor-Galerkin finite element (TGFE) technique. The 
Taylor-Galerkin finite element method offers a rigorous mathematical scheme for the 
simulation of tidal phenomena and the convective transport of pollutants in 
geometrically complex river systems. In case of branching river networks, where the 
use of the traditional characteristics method is not possible, more accurate simulations 
Call be obtained using the thi s model. 
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4.4.1.1 Governing Equations 
The model scheme is based on the solution of the fo llowing equations. 
(a) Hydrodynamical Equations 
The following one dimensional equations of continuity and motion are the governing 
hydrodynamic equations embedded in this number cruncher 
aQ +B ah __ q 
ox at 
(Continuity) (4.1 ) 
oh + _1 aQ + _1 ~(Q2 J + IQIQn2 + ~ ap = 0 (Motion) 
ax gA at gA axl A A2H4 /3 2p ax 
(4.2) 
And 
(b)Reactive Salute Pollutant Transport Equation 
This is given as the following convective dispersion equation. 
ac 1 a 1 a ( aC) 
- +--(AUC)--- AD - =R +q 
at A ax A ax x ax x C 
(4.3) 
Where Q = volumetric discharge, B = width of cross section at the free surface, h = 
elevation with respect to datum, q = tributary discharge, g = acceleration due to 
gravity, A = cross sectional flow area perpendicular to the flow, H = hydraulic depth, 
n = Manning's friction coefficient, p = water density, C = concentration of pollutant, 
U = cross sectionally averaged velocity, D., = dispersion coefficient, Rx = rate of 
source or sink by the reaction of the chemically reactive pollutant, qc = rate of 
external addition of pollutant, t = time, x = longitudinal space coordinate. 
4.4.1.2 Physical Parameters 
The physical parameters used in this model are: 
(a) n = Manning's friction coefficient, this is an empirical factor representing the 
frictional resistance tenn in the momentum equation (4.2). Physically it reflects the 
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effects of the river bed and bank roughness and is mainly dependent on the type of 
material at the river bed. 
(b) Rx= -KC (4.4) 
where K is the rate of reaction 
(c) p = Density, the density of the water is dependent on temperature and salinity. 
(d) D., = Dispersion coefficient, it incorporates in addition to the longitudinal turbulent 
diffusion coefficient and the effects of velocity shear in the vertical and transverse 
directions. 
4.4.1.3 Determination of the Physical Parameters 
(a) 11 = Manning's friction coefficient, 11 is found through a process of optimization 
based on the calibration and verification of the hydrodynamic model. The process can 
be conducted manually or a computer based algorithm can be used. Calibration starts 
with the selection of an initial set of bed friction coefficients. The initial set is 
selected according to the values given in the literature for the bed type for any given 
estuary section. This value is between 0.01 to 0.05 representing the friction for oft 
sandy beds to rough sediments. After the insertion of the selected values into working 
equations of the hydrodynamic model they are solved to obtain water surface 
elevation and velocity throughout the estuary. The obtained results are compared with 
their corresponding observed data. The inserted bed friction coefficient are then 
altered and the process is repeated until the simulated and observed values are very 
close. 
However, manual optimization may take a long time and is not an efficient way of 
determining tllis parameter. Genetic algorithms can be used to carry out this 
optimization in a short time. In the example given later in this chapter optimization is 
conducted using a genetic algorithm. 
(b) The rate of reaction coefficient, K, may take positive values as the pollutant 
disappears or a negative value as it accumulates in a given river section. Reactions of 
pollutants in natural water systems are assumed to be first order because of the large 
volume of water involved which keeps the overall pollutant concentration low. 
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However, despite its low concentration the harmful affects of a pollutant cannot be 
ignored. 
(c) p = Density, the density of water is dependent on temperature and sa linity. 
usuall y the temperature dependency of p can be ignored for ordinary systems and its 
dependency on the salinity is given by the following equation of state. 
p =0.75S + 1000 (4.5) 
Where S is the salinity. 
(d) D, = Dispersion coefficient. Thi s coefficient IS commonly found by 
experi mentall y derived empirica l relationships. 
In thi s model the following (Thatcher and Harlell1an, 1972) relation has been used for 
the dispersion coefficient. 
(4.6) 
Where KI is an empirical coefficient, and 11 is the Manning's coefficient. 
4.4.1.4 Input Data 
1- Hydrographic data which are area (A), hydrauli c depth (H) and water surface 
breadth (B) . These data are found through field surveys. 
2- lnitial conditions, (cold start), which means starting from arbitrary values 
throughout the estuary and letting the calculation to converge after few cycles. The 
convergence is governed by the accuracy of the boundary conditions. 
3- Boundary conditions, for the hydrodynan1ical model these data are water surface 
elevations and salinities observed at the estuary mouth and fTesh water fl ows and zero 
salinities at its head. For the pollutant transpo rt model flux or concentration may be 
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specified at either boundary. It is also necessary to specify the values of 
concentration at the source of entry as an essential type boundary condition. 
4- Tributary discharge found through field survey. 
4.4.1.5 Assumptions 
The de St. Venant equation(4.1) and (4.2) are derived by making the following 
assumptions: 
1. The ve locity across the nver section IS uniform and the water level IS 
horizontal. 
2. The streamline curvature is small and vertica l accelerations are negligible and 
hence the pressure is hydrostatic. 
3. The effects of boundary friction and turbulence are accounted for through 
resistance laws analogous to those used for steady state flow. 
4. The average channel bed slope is small so that the cosine of the angle it makes 
with the hori zontal may be replaced by unity. 
S. Temperature effects are usually ignored, but in order to accurately represent 
the conditions in rivers with density variations arising from changes in salinity, 
the model equations must relate the salinity to the density and must therefore 
include the effects of the transport of salt due to the tidal motion. 
4.4.1.6 Extension of the TGFE-ID to a Branching Estuary 
For the continuity of water at a junction we have 
For the momentum transfer at ajunctioll we have 
hi +~(Q)2 =h" an (Q)2 = ... =hM + a J (Q)2 2g A ( 2g A (( 2g A M 
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Where a is an energy coefficient related to the size of the surface area of the junction, 
M is total number of branches at the junction and J is an index to di stingui sh between 
di fferent junctions. 
For the transport of the pollutants a branch condition based on mass balance is given 
(4.9) 
For junctions wi th small surface areas the momentum equations are simplified as 
hI ~ hll= .. . ~ hM (4 .I O) 
with corresponding pollutant mass continuity relations 
Cl ~ CII ~ .. . = CM (4.1 I) 
The Taylor-GaJerkin finite element technique used in TGFE-I D is panicularly well 
suited to model a junction as a very small area can be represented by overlapping 
nodes at the end of river branches. Equations (4.1), (4.3) and (4 .7-4.1 1) fom, the 
mathematical basis for the branching version of this model. In cases where the 
salinity profile along the river network significantly changes throughout the tidal 
cycle, an additional salt transport equation, mathematically similar to equation (4.3) 
should be included is the model. 
4.4.2 GFE-lD Model 
This one dimensional finite element model is based on tbe Galerkin method, 
developed to simulate the unsteady longitudinal distribution of salinity in an estuary 
for spring and neap tides and daily average freshwater flows . However, this 
application differs from the straight forward estuary modelling because it is used as a 
scheme for parameter estimation. Although the governing equations, etc, remain 
similar to other schemes but the input is changed to find dispersion coefficient for a 
salute transport in an estuary. This means that time dependent concentration of a 
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transport in an estuary. This means that time dependent concentration of a salute (e.g. 
salinity) throughout an estuary are given and the dispersion coefficient is calculated. 
4.4.2.1 Governing Equations 
The mathematical model used in GFE-I D model are as follows: 
(a) Hydrodynamical Equation 
(Continuity) (4.12) 
8h +_1 aQ +_1 ~Q2 + IQIQn 2 +~ ap =0 
8x gA at gA ax A A2 H 41J 2p ax 
(Motion) (4.13) 
(b) Salt Transport Equation 
This is based on a numerical of the following partial differential equation : 
(4. 14) 
Where s = depth mean longitudinal salinity, Q = discharge, A = cross-sectional area of 
estuary segment, B = width of the estuary segment, e = one dimensional dispersion 
coefficient , g = accelerati on due to gravity, 11 = manning' s friction coefficient, 
[-[ = hydraulic depth of estuary segment, h = water surface elevation, p = water 
density, x = space direction, I = time. 
4.4.2.2 Physical Parameters 
The physical parameters used in this model are as follows: 
(a) /I = Manning's friction coefficient. 
(b) e = One dimensional dispersion coefficient (unknown in this case). 
(c) p = Density, the density of the water. 
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4.4.2.3 Determination of the Physical Parameters 
Detennination of the physical parameters are similar to TGFE-ID model. 
4.4.2.4 Extension of the GFE-ID a Branching Estuary 
The extension to branching estuary in thi s model is similar to TGFE-ID model. 
4.4.2.5 Input Data 
Input data is similar to TGFE-ID model. 
4.4.2.6 Assumptions 
Assumptions are similar to TGFE-1D model. 
4.4.3 LGFE-2D Model 
This is a fi nite element model based on the Lagrange- Galerkin scheme developed by 
(Petet'a and Nassehi, 1996) in which the materi al deri vatives in the shallow water 
equations are reduced to simple time deri vati ves and therefore they can be so lved 
numerically without using any form of artificial damping. Thi s is achieved via the 
solution of the goveming equations in a moving framework constmcted along fluid 
parti cle trajectories. 
4.4.3.1 Governing Equations 
The combined mathemati cal model used in thi s model are as follows 
(a) Hydrodynamical Equations 
This part is based on the shallow water equations, representing tidal wave propagation 
in wide estuaries. (note that the goveming equations are written in an Eulerian 
framework but so lved in a Lagrange system. ) 
(Continuity) (4.15) 
(4.1 6) 
ith component of equation of Motion 
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Where H = total water depth, 11 = depth averaged water velocity vector, Ui = ith 
component of the velocity vector, g = acceleration due to gravity, 1; = water surface 
elevation with respect to a datum (figure I), Xi = spatial co-ordinates, C = Cbezy's 
friction coefficient and p = water density. 
(b) Solute Transport Equation 
Transport model desclibes the distribution of conservative solute in the flow domain 
via the depth average convection-dispersion equation. 
a(sH) + V' .(sHyJ = V'(H DV'(s)) 
at - (4.17) 
Where s = solute concentration, 11 = velocity vector, H = time dependent total water 
depth and D = dispersion coefficient. In equation (4.17) tenns involving flow 
velocity and dispersion coefficients represent concentration coefficient represent 
concentration changes due to convection and dispersion mechanisms, respectively. 
4.4.3.2 Pbysical Parameters 
(a) C = is the Chezy's friction coefficient. 
(b) p = Density, it is a water density- a function of solute concentration (e.g. salinity). 
(c) D = dispersion coefficient. 
4.4.3.3 Determination of tbe Pbysical Parameters 
Chezy's coefficient is found using an optimization technique similar to the one used 
for the determination of Manning's n. 
The density gradient tenn in equation (4.16) takes into account the influence of the 
solute distribution and mixing on tbe flow . In the case of salt transport in estuaries the 
density gradient in the lateral direction is usually assumed to be negligible and in the 
longitudinal direction it is found in terms of salinity, using an empirical relationship 
between water density and salinity (Bikangaga and Nassehi, 1995). Therefore, in the 
present salt transport model the density gradient teml equation (4.16) is given as 
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(4.18) 
Where s is salinity and XI is the longitudinal axis. In estuarine flows viscous stress are 
quite small in comparison with the effects of bottom friction. 
Dispersion coefficient IS found usmg empirical relationships (Nassehi and Kafai , 
1999). 
4.4.3.4 In pu t Data 
Input data is similar to TGFE-I D model. However, because of two dimensional 
nature of the model there is no need to use area and water surface breadth explicitly. 
4.4.3.5 Assumptions 
By using a two dimensional mov1l1g boundary approach many of the restricting 
assumptions made in one dimensional models are no longer necessary for the running 
of the LGFD-2D model. The main assumption is that, the estuary is well mixed and 
depth averaged velocity gives a representative flow fluid. In the version shown here 
the wind and Coriolis forces (that represent rotational motion of the Earth) are 
neglected. If necessary these can be readily added to the governing equation (Nassehi 
and Das, 2006). 
4.4.3.6 Extension to Branched Domain 
Due to the two dimensional nature of this model its extension to branched domains is 
automatic and no change in the governing equations is needed. 
4.4.4 River2D (FEPG-2D) 
The River2D model is a two-dimensional, depth averaged hydrodynan1ic and fish 
habitat model developed specifically for use in natural streams and rivers. This model 
is based Petrov-Galerkin finite element scheme. It can produce simulations for both 
sub-critical and supercritical flows and includes a facility to obtain solutions for wet-
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dry area problems. Tt is also capable of simulating of Ice covers with variable 
thickness and discontinuous ice covers over river channels. 
4.4.4.1 Governing Equations 
(a) Hydrodynamic Model 
The hydrodynamic component of the River2D model is based on the two-
dimensional, depth averaged SI. Venant Equations expressed in conservative fonn. 
These three equations represent the conservation of water mass and of the two 
components of the momentum vector. The dependent variables actuall y solved for are 
the depth and discharge intensities in the two respective coordinate 
directions. 
Conservation of mass: 
(4.19) 
Conservation of momentum x-direction : 
(4.20) 
Conservation of momentum y-direction : 
(4.21 ) 
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where H is the depth of flow, U and V are the depth averaged velocities in the x and y 
coordinate directions respectively. CJ" and CJ)' are the respective discharge intensities 
which are related to the velocity components through 
CJ,= HU (4.22) 
and 
CJy= HV (4.23) 
g is the acceleration due to gravity and p is the density of water. So" and S Oy are the 
bed slopes in the x and y directions; Sj, and SlY are the corresponding friction slopes. 
' xx, " y, ' yx, and ' yy are the components of the hori zontal turbulent stress tensor. 
(b) Bed Resistance Model 
The friction slope terms depend on the bed shear stresses which are asslmled to be 
related to the magnitude and direction of the depth averaged velocity. In the x 
direction for example, 
(4 .24) 
where ' bx is the bed shear stress in the x direction and Cs is a nondimensional Chezy 
coefficient. This coefficient is already been discussed in LGFE-2D model. 
4.4.4.2 Wet/Dry Area Treatment 
In performing a two-dimensional model evaluation, the depth of flow, as a dependent 
variable, is not known in advance. The hori zontal extent of the water coverage is 
therefore unknown. Significant computational difficulties are encountered when the 
depth is very shallow or there is no water at all over a part of the modelled area. The 
River2D model handles these occurrences by changing the surface flow equations to 
groundwater flow equations in these areas. A continuous free surface with positive 
(above ground) and negative (below ground) depths is calculated. This procedure 
allows calculations to carry on without changing or updating the boundary conditions. 
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In addition, modelled area selection and boundary condition specification are greatly 
simplified. Specifically, the water mass conservation equation is replaced by: 
(4.25) 
where T is the transmissivity, S is the storativity of the artificial aquifer and zb is the 
ground surface elevation. The transmissivity and storativity of the groundwater flow 
can be set by the user. The transmissivity should be set to a low value such that the 
actual groundwater discharge is negligible; the default is 0.1. For a given area, the 
storativity is a measure of the vo lume of water the ground will release per wlit decline 
in the water table. The default storativity is set to 1. For accurate transient analysis or 
to speed up the groundwater response rate, the storativity should be reduced. 
4.4.4.3 Simple Ice Cover Model 
River2D can be used to model flow under a floating ice cover with known geometry, 
that is, one with known ice thickness and roughness. When an ice cover is present on 
a river, it affects the flow hydraulics in a number of ways. 
1. The ice cover increases the area on which shear stress operates (up to a factor of 2 
when a continuous ice cover is present). 
2. The roughness on the bottom of the ice cover increases the total channel resistance 
by increasing the magnitude of the shear stress on the flow. 
3. Both 1 and 2 result in a reduction in the average flow velocity, which causes the 
flow depth to increase to accommodate tbe discharge. 
4. The water surface elevation is increased to a value equal to the new flow depth plus 
the submerged thickness of the ice cover. 
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When an ice cover is input into River2D, the model changes the surface water 
equations to account for these ice effects . The continuity equation remains the same 
but the momentum equations are replaced by: 
Conservation of x-direction momentum : 
oqx o(UqJ o(VqJ a (H2) oH 
- + + + g- -- - gt -
at ox ry ox 2 s ox 
(4.26) 
Conservation of y-direction momentum 
(4.27) 
where H now represents the depth to the free surface whi le D is the depth of flow 
from the bed to the bottom of the ice cover. These two are related through 
D = H -t (4.28) 
where ts is the submerged portion of the ice cover . The submerged thickness is 
elated to the total ice thickness, t, using 
(4.29) 
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and p are the densities of the ice and the water respectively. U and V are sti ll the depth 
averaged velocities in the x and y coordinate directions respectively but they are now 
related to the discharge intensities, qx and qy , through 
(4.30) 
and 
(4.31 ) 
All of the other terms in these equations are as defined previously. In fact, this is the 
foml of the momentum equations that are present in the computational code but these 
equations simply reduce to the open water momentum equations when no ice is 
present. These equations have the same inherent assumptions as the 'ice-free' form 
including one additional assumption: the ice cover is fixed in space. Therefore the ice 
will not react to any shear force applied by the water on the ice. 
4.4.4.4 Fish Habitat Model 
The fish habitat component of River2D is based on the Weighted Usable Area (WUA) 
(Bovee, 1982) concept used in the PHABSIM fami ly of fish habitat models. The 
WUA is calculated as an aggregate of the product of a composite suitability index 
(CSI, range 0.0 - 1.0) evaluated at every point in the domain and the "tributary area" 
associated with that point. In River2D, the points are the computational nodes of the 
finite element mesh and the tributary areas are the "Thiessen polygons" including the 
area closer to a particular node than all other nodes. The CS! at each node is 
calculated as a combination of the separate suitability indices for depth, velocity, and 
channel index. Options for triple product, harmonic mean, or minimum value, 
calculation of CS! are available. The suitabi lity index for each parameter is evaluated 
by linear interpolation from an appropriate fish preference curve to be supplied 
separately. Velocities and depths are taken directly from the hydrodynanlic 
component of the model. The channel index values may depend on channel substrate 
or cover for different fish species and life stages. These values are interpolated from a 
separate channel index file to the computational nodes. The interpolation may be 
linear (continuous) or nearest neighbour (discrete). 
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4.4.4.5 Boundary Extraction Module 
The boundary extraction component is based on the concept of streamlines and stream 
tubes. A streamline is defined as an imaginary line in the field of flow such that at any 
point on the line, the velocity vector is tangential to it. Therefore in theory, there can 
be no flow across a streamline. For steady flow, a streaml ine is fi xed is space since 
there is no change in di recti on of the ve loci ty vector at any point in the fi e ld of flow. 
For two dimensional flow, the equation o f a streamline is 
q;reiy- q}dx=O (4.32) 
Let us now define a scalar function such that 
and (4.33) 
This scalar fu nction, ljI(x, y ), is call ed stream function. Consider the total differential 
of 1jI, 
(4.34) 
[fwe substitute equations (4.29), the above expression becomes 
(4.35) 
which illustrates that the equation of a stream li ne, equation (4.26) where dljl = O. This 
illustrates that IjI is constant along any streamli ne. 
(4.36) 
which illustrates that, 
dQ = dljl (4.37) 
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Hence the change in 'I' across this elemental stream tube is numerically equal to the 
discharge through it. Now if the above expression is integrated between 'l' t and '1'2, we 
find that the difference in the stream function between any two streamlines is equal to 
the flow between the streamlines: 
2 
QI -->2 = fd'l/ = '1/2 -'1/ ] 
I 
4.4.4.6 Input Data 
(4.38) 
As input data, 2D hydrodynamic models require chalmel bed topography, roughness 
and transverse eddy viscosity distributions, boundary conditions, and initial flow 
conditions. In addition, some kind of discrete mesh or grid must be designed to 
capture the flow variations (figure 4.47). 
F" EIit~ ~ Flow MeshEdt ~ 1«0 CO'VfII Options: Het> 
~1 1iI 11!i1 .!ill +lol6j.1ClI alal01.!.l..!J ~.!J 
)I' _ 1333.125'\150,.,. _ 119';1.012'2Oi, Bed a,v~ .. 99.6990 16 
.~ .. II ~)J ... I qR,., ll!lr" .,I~ G ... j.£l!j ",c ... I .eeJI~~ . :..l . r:;, q ~ 
Figure 4.47. Example of a Bed File 
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Figure 4.48 Generated Mesh 
Mesh or glid design is tbe black art of 2D modelling, The total number of degrees of 
freedom (number of computational nodes times three unlmowns per node) is limited 
by the computer capacity and time available, 
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Figure 4.49 Example of a Steady State Run generated by River2D 
All 2D models solve the basic mass conservation equation and two (horizontal) 
components of momentum conservation. Outputs from the model are two (horizontal) 
velocity components and a depth at each point or node. 
4.4.4.7 Assumptions 
1. The pressure distribution III the vertical is hydrostatic. Generally, this limits 
accuracy in areas of steep slopes and rapid changes of bed slopes. Roughly speaking, 
bed features of horizontal size less than about 10 depths (typically dune bed forms) 
will not be modelled accurately. Similarly, slopes in the direction of flow in excess of 
about 10% will not be modelled correctly. 
2. The distributions of horizontal velocities over the depth are essentially constant. An 
assumed velocity distribution may be used in the interpretation of the provided depth 
average velocity, but the distribution is treated as constant by the internal calculations. 
Specifically, information on secondary flows and circulations is not available. 
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3. Coriolis and wind forces are assumed negligible. For very large water bodies, 
particularly for large lakes and estuaries, these forces may be significant. 
4.4.5 Underground Flow Models 
4.4.5.1 BFE-2D Model 
This steady state two dimensional model is based on Brinkman equation. The 
Brinkman equation is used to model the porous flow regimes in highly permeable 
underground domains. In the range of applicability of the Brinkman model, the 
permeability of porous soil is high and the fluid itself carries some of the imposed 
stress. Due to the multi-scale nature of this equation, its solution by ordinary finite 
volume and finite element methods is very costly. Therefore here a bubble enriched 
Galerkin finite element scheme is used (parvazinia, 2005, Parvazinia et ai, 2005). 
4.4.5.1.1 Governing Hydrodynamic Equations 
x-component of Brinkman equation: 
_ 8p -l:!:...U+fJ (8
2
U + 8
2
U)=o 
8x K e 8x2 ay2 
y-component of Brinkman equation 
_ 8p -l:!:...V+ fJ (8
Z
V + 8
Z
V) = 0 
ay K e 8x2 ay2 
(Continuity) (4.39) 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
Where u and u are velocity components, p is pressure, fJ, is fluid viscosity, K is 
domain permeability and fJ,e is an effective velocity. 
4.4.5.1.2 Physical Parameters 
(a) K is the domain permeability. 
(b) fJ, is fluid viscosity. 
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(c) Me is the effective viscosity, which is an artificial parameter representing the free 
flow of a pseudo-fluid assumed to be equivalent to the porous flow being modelled. 
4.4.5.1.3 Determination ofthe Physical Parameters 
(a) K is found by experimental techniques. 
(b) M fluid viscosity found by rheological experiments. 
(c) Meis usually assumed to be equal to M (see the note under the assumptions section). 
4.4.5.1.4 Input Data 
1- Domain geometry. 
2- Boundary conditions. These are as follows 
(1) Inlet to the domain, a plug flow condition is applied 
(II) At impermeable (solid) walls no-slip condition is imposed. 
(Ill) Exit, at the outlet a stress free condition is used, therefore, both shear and normal 
components of the surface forces are set to zero. 
The use of 'stress free' instead of 'developed flow' conditions provides a more 
general exit boundary conditions enabling the simulation ofrealistic situations where 
the flow development cannot be guaranteed. 
4.4.5.1.5 Assumptions 
1- The experimental measurement of Me is almost impossible (Nield and Bejan, 1992), 
therefore in this model Me is set to be equal to the fluid viscosity. 
4.4.5.2 DFV-3D Model 
This steady state three dimensional model is based on the Darcy equation. The Darcy 
equation represents porous flow in underground domain with low permeability. The 
solution of the governing equations of this model is based on the finite volume 
technique. (Das,2001) 
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4.4.5.2.1 Governing Equations 
n Continuity equation 
OU ov aw 
-+-+-=0 
ox 0' oz (4.42) 
The three components of the velocity field in the longitudinal (x-), lateral (y-) and the 
vertical (z-) directions are designated as U, V and w. 
In Using vector notations the equation of motion 
-
'VP Dv fJ-=-p----v 
Dt K 
(4.43) 
Where, P = pressure, V = velocity field, p = density, and fJ = viscosity of the fluid, 
K = permeability of the porous medium. 
4.4.5.2.2 Physical Parameters 
(a) K = the domain permeability. 
(b) fJ = viscosity of the fluid 
4.4.5.2.3 Determination ofthe Physical Parameters 
Both parameters are found experimentally. 
4.4.5.2.4 Input Data 
1- Domain geometry. 
2- Boundary conditions are inlet velocity and stress free exit plus perfect slip at 
impermeable walls. 
4.4.5.2.5 Assumptions 
1- The permeable domain is assumed to be a continuum medium and the average 
macroscopic flow properties, such as velocity and pressure, are evaluated on the 
representative elementary volumes. 
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2- The physical region of combined flow is truncated to a computational domain 
where the boundary conditions necessary for solving the problem are imposed. 
4.4.5.2.6 Extension of the DFV-3D Model to Combined Free and Porous Flow 
Underground 
To model the combined free/porous flow the following Beavers and Joseph condition 
at the interface between the phases should be applied. 
a) Longitudinal velocity component, U : U f = up (4.44) 
where subscription/requires free flow and p states for porous flow respectively. 
b) Lateral velocity component, v 
( BV + BU) = ryz (v -v)· BxBy ~f p f V' .... yy 
Transverse velocity component, W 
Pressure, P 
(_P+2J1BU ) =-P Bx p f 
(4.45) 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
Where r yz is a slip co-efficient at the interfacial surface characterised by only its 
structural properties. K yy and K zz are the components of the permeability tensor in 
the lateral (y.) and the transverse (z-) directions. 
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Therefore to model a combined flow under the ground porous flow equation (4.42) 
and (4.43) are build via relations (4.44-4.47), to the following free flow equation. 
V.v=O 
Dv 2-VP=-p-+,N v 
Dt 
l14 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
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Conclusions 
5.1 Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work 
Conclusions 
The main focus ofthe research project described in the previous chapters of this thesis 
has been the development of an Information Processing Tool for general 
hydroinformatics applications. As many examples given here show the main 
conclusion that can be drawn from this work is that such a system provides an all 
embracing, easy to access software for non-experts. Consequently its utilization does 
not require extensive training in mathematical modelling techniques. In this respect, 
therefore, the main objective of the present PhD research has been fulfilled. As 
subsidiary conclusions the following remarks can also be stated. 
1- Despite the diversity of the problems encountered in hydro-environmental 
problems it is possible to provide a general IT system through which different 
types of applications can be performed. 
2- The system should have the flexibility of guiding the user towards the best 
possible 'number cruncher' model so that the best simulation can be obtained. 
Without this facility the system will again be only useful for operators with 
significant training. 
3- Obviously the quality of the input data and the accuracy of the determination 
of the physical parameters used in the number cruncher modules dictates the 
success of any given simulation. However, an IT systems such as the present 
information processing tool facilitates the use of novel techniques such as data 
mining, generic algorithm and case based reasoning and hence provides a 
menu for the improvement of the out put through the best use of available 
data. 
4- The system provides easy access through web based nodes and IS 
automatically grounded to allow multi-user utilizations. 
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5- The developed computer system has been used to study a number of complex 
phenomena such as mixing of solutes in branching tidal waterways and in 
effects of soil heterogeneity on flow hydrodynamics in coupled free/porous 
regimes in subsurface. Some of these applications are novel and the obtained 
results can be of interest to enviromnental scientists. 
6- The IT system is capable of being extended to tackle enviromnental 
applications other than those given in this work. 
7- A complete evaluation of the developed IT system shows its stability and 
reliability. 
8- The developed system can be regarded as an effective practical tool that can 
be operated on a network with easily accessible multi-user capability. It has 
also constructed based on a network architecture, which provides 
functionality, scalability and adaptability. 
5.2 Suggestions for Further Development of the IT System 
The research carried out in this project can be further developed through its extension 
by the following work. 
1. In general, the development of specific new applications, such as inclusion of 
a new number cruncher, or algorithms such as fuzzy logic interpolation for the 
enhancement of data handling provides a reasonable basis for future 
extensions of the present IT system. 
2. The user participation can be further facilitated by providing an email 
registration option. The results of applications can also be returned to the users 
via an email link. This may be particularly important in cases where the 
simulation generates a large amount of output. 
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3. An alternative secure and fast access to the system through Internet can be 
constructed by adopting the VPN (Virtual Privet Network) connection, which 
allows two or more private networks to be connected over a publically 
accessed network. 
4. Network delivery of the system can be improved. Currently the data file is sent 
to the servers "as received" from the clients at their nodes. By compressing 
each data file block before shipping it for writing can yield a better 
performance. 
5. The relational database and query method which has been used for this 
project, was well maintained, however there are other more sophisticated 
query methods which can improve the system's performance. In future such a 
query method can hence be included in the system. 
6. The possibility to extend plus the flexible nature of network architecture and 
the present IT system environment means that they are well suited to be used 
in future Hydroinformatics research. 
The research project conducted as the present PhD work has many novel aspects. 
These resulted in the preparation of a number of research papers. These papers were 
either presented and published in refereed high profile international conferences or 
they have appeared in other scientific outlets. A list containing a sample of these 
papers have been given as Appendix C. A number of other papers are under 
preparation and will be disseminated through normal academic routes such as refereed 
research journals. 
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A.1 General Diffuse Approximation Method 
As mentioned in chapter 3 of this thesis the diffuse approximation method, developed 
by Nassehi and Mokhtarzadeh is novel and there is no published record of it in the 
literature. Therefore to provide an insight into its basic aspects in this appendix the 
method is briefly explained. 
The generality of the diffuse approximation scheme means that it can be used in a 
number of different families of problems. A particular application of this method is in 
the utilization of spectrally expanded governing equations of estuarine 
hydrodynamics. 
However ,the main application of the developed diffuse approximation scheme is in 
the solution of differential equations representing boundary value problems. Therefore 
in this appendix we describe the incorporation of this technique with the weighted 
residual schemes which results in the creation of a very powerful numerical solution 
method for differential equations such as the Sturm-Liouville problems. This method 
is explained through the following abstract variational problem. 
Consider the general variational problem defined as (Ciarlet, 1978), 
Find u E V ,such that a(u, v) = F(v) for all , v E V (A.I) 
Where V is a Hilbert space with inner product (.,.), a is a continuous V -elliptic bi-
linear form on V x V and F is a continuous linear form on V. 
The existence and uniqueness of the variational problem is guaranteed by the Lax-
Milgram theorem (Kesavan, 1989). The discretised variational problem 
corresponding to the problem defined by the expression (A.6) can be defined as 
Find u h E Vh ,such that a(u h ,Uh) = F(u h) for all, v h E Vh (A.2) 
where Vh is a sub-space of V. Again the existence and uniqueness of the discretised 
variational problem can be proved by the Lax-Milgram theorem. In most realistic 
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problems the bi-linear form a, contains the derivatives of u h , and v h • Therefore to 
solve problem (A.2) a closed form for the evaluation of the derivatives of u h is 
required. 
u h = p(x)a(x) and A(x)a(x) = B(x)U 
Let us, for simplicity, consider the one-dimensional case we have 
a(x) =A(X;-IB(x)U (A.3) 
and 
(AA) 
The differentiation of the right hand side of equation (AA) involves finding the 
derivative of A(x)-I. This derivative can be found indirectly by the differentiation of 
the product A(x) A(x/ = I as 
(A.S) 
A more rigorous approach based on the use of the strong of Frechet differentiation 
yield an identical result for the derivative of A(x tl. Therefore the function u\ and 
its successive derivative is expressed as 
N 
uh(x) = L~j(X)uj (A.6) 
j~l 
and 
(A.7) 
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and 
(A.8) 
Assuming that 
(A.9) 
The discretised variational problem can now be written as 
j=l, ... ,N (A.lO) 
Equation (A.9) is the working equation of the present diffuse approximation method. 
In cases where the original variational problem involves differential operators 
equation (A.9) represents a weal formulation describing a weighted residual 
statement. For example if U is selected to be identical to the shape finctions (1j (x)) 
equation (A.9) gives the standard Galerkin method (Ciarlet, 1978). In general, the 
integration of the discretised differential operators in such cases involves the 
application of a quadrature. We refer to this integration as the secondary quadrature. 
In the present scheme the secondary quadrature can be based on a different method to 
the quarature required in the generation of the approximation itself. The symmetry 
and positive definiteness of the coefficient matrix in the working equation (A.9) is 
assured by the symmetry and positive definitness of the bi-linear form in definition 
(A.!). This means that the described method is guaranteed to give a unique solution 
for the unknown Uj. 
A.2 Computational Strategy 
The diffuse approximation scheme offers a wide range of options fOT the use of 
different combinations of base and weight functions in conjunction with various nodal 
point arrangements in any desired application. The availability of many degree of 
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freedom, implied in the definition of the diffuse approximation space as (6., P, W), 
enhances the attraction and usefulness of the scheme. In practice, however, the use of 
trial and error to find a combination of (6., P, w, Q) which can be sure to provide the 
most suitable input for a given problem becomes very tedious. Our aim in the present 
work has been to develop a computational strategy which resolves this problem. Such 
a strategy enables the user to find the best combination of input parameters with 
certainty and ease in every application. Therefore the designed computational 
algorithm includes an automatic checking routine. This routine is based on a nested 
loop algorithm for the random selection and combination of the parameters during the 
implementation of the scheme. The user initiates the test loops by assigning the 
problem category and the range of the parameters in (6.,P,W,Q). These 
computations are terminated after a prescribed number of tests. At the end of this 
routine the account of the performance of the scheme is given as the output. Guided 
by this output the user can make a decision either to continue the application by 
further interactive refinement of the input parameters or he can abandon the 
application and start with a new set of (6., P, w, Q). 
In cases where an analytical is known the main reason for the implementation of the 
scheme is the evaluation of the accuracy of the diffuse approximation. In these 
applications the described checking algorithm shows the numerical errors found by 
particular combinations of the model parameters. This gives a simple guide to judge 
the performance of the scheme. We have used discrete uniform, discrete and discrete 
norms of error to give more than one measure for the accuracy of the computations. 
In general, however, the analytical solutions are not known and in order to have a 
logical basis for the evaluation of the performance of the scheme a different approach 
is adopted. The main idea is to compare the results found using the formulated 
equation for uh (x) with those found directly through the minimisation of the original 
functional. This approach consists of the following steps. 
Step!. Shown symbolically as 
(N,p,w,o)~ (NU A,R) 
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Where represents additional points which usmg equation (2.6) the results are 
calculated. 
Step 2. Shown symbolically as 
(N,f>,w,O)~ (NU A,R) 
Step 3. The convergence criteria is found as IIR! - RII 
If it is required the above step can be repeated for a number of cycles. The described 
computational enviromnent provide a simple data input facility and yields the output 
both in numerical and graphical forms. An additional advantage of the random 
checking algorithm is that it enables the user to test the applicability and accuracy of 
the scheme with relative ease in large number of different types of practical problems. 
In order to implement the described computational strategy in the present study we 
required an enviromnent capable of providing facilities for symbolic, numerical and 
graphical manipulation as well as a language for programming. Such an enviromnent 
can be created by Mathematica or any other computer package specially designed to 
have these facilities. 
A.3. Numerical Solution of Sturm-LiouviIIe Problems 
Sturm-LiouviIIe equations are one of the most frequently used ordinary differential 
equations in physical science. The most important characteristic of these equations its 
that they represent generalised eigen-systems arising in spectral expansions. These 
expansions provide a very powerful technique for the mathematical models of a wide 
range of engineering processes. Numerous examples of such applications in structural 
analysis and computational fluid dynamics can be found in the literature. In recent 
years, in addition to previously established applications of the spectral expansion 
methods, new avenues for the utilisation of these techniques have also been 
developed. The application of the spectral expansions to the governing equations of 
tidal dynamics by (Smith, 1995, 1997), which gives a set of modal equations for water 
velocity and concentration of pollutants in estuaries, is such an example. These modal 
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equations can be used to create robust and very cost effective pollutant dispersion 
models in tidal water systems under realistic conditions without using costly full 
three-dimensional computations. However, the Sturm-LiouviJle equations arising in 
tidal dynamics, as well as many other realistic problems, cannot be solved 
analytically. Therefore the development of accurate and robust numerical scheme for 
the solution of this type of ordinary differential equations is essential in problems 
involving spectral expansion. 
We have used the diffuse approximation technique to develop a convenient and robust 
scheme for the solution of Sturm-Liouville equations. An important new aspect of 
this work is the utilisation of the power of the diffuse approximation method in 
combining different types of weight and base functions for the solution of singular 
Sturm-Liouville problems. The accuracy of the developed method is demonstrated 
by obtaining super-convergent solutions in a number of test problems in which 
analytical solutions are known. 
Consider the standard form of the Sturm-Liouville equation expressed as 
- ![p(x):]+q(X)U(X)-AW(X)U(X)=f(X); a<x<p 
Subject to the following 'unmixed type' boundary conditions 
and 
Where is A, is a scalar and, 
i. p, p', q, and w are real-valued and continuous functions in (a, fJ), and 
ii. p, and w are Ca, fJ) (Renardyand Rogers, 1993). 
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Stunn-Liouville problem is called regular if u and f3 are finite and the conditions i 
and ii are also true at the end points of the domain. Otherwise the problem is called 
singular. In the following sections the solution of the regular Stunn-Liouville 
problems by the diffuse approximation method is described. It is shown that this 
method can be extended to singular problems. We define the following operator 
Lu= ~[- ~-[p(x)~: +q(X)U(X)]J (A!4) 
Therefore equation (All) can be written as 
(AIS) 
The domain of L is defined as 
(A.! 6) 
Using the above definitions the solution of a regular Stunn-Liouville problem can be 
regarded as an eigenvalue analysis in which the scalar A is the eigenvalues of the 
operator L. Therefore the existence and uniqueness of the solution of equation (A.!!) 
depends on A (Renardy, and Rogers, 1993). 
The weak variational fonnulation of equation (AI!) can be expressed as 
Find uED (L), such that a(u, v) = F(v) for all vED(L) (A!7) 
where 
a(u,v) = f[ P(x): : + Q(X)UV]dx + p(u,v)l~ (AIS) 
and 
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F(v) = fV/dx (A. 19) 
and 
Q(x) = q(x) - AW(X) (A.20) 
Equation (A.lS) can be discretised in different ways. In this study we have used the 
standard Galerkin method (Brenner and Scott, 1994) to carry out the required 
discretisation. Therefore assuming that v" is a finite-dimentional sub-space of the 
defined operator domain we have 
U h E Vh , such that (A.21) 
Therefore the substitution of uh from the described diffuse approximation technique as 
N 
u
h 
= L.,r/lju j 
J=l 
gIVes 
N 
L.,a{{Dj,r/lJlj =F({Dj) 
j=! 
(A.22) 
j=l, ... ,N (A.23) 
Equation (A.23) is the working equation of the present scheme which corresponds to 
the standard Galerkin method where v h = {Dj' j = I, ... , N. 
Test Problem. The following regular Stunn-Liouville problem is considered 
_~[(1+X2)dU]+XU=_X\X4 -31x3 +20x2 -20x+12) 
dx dx 
(A.24) 
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Subject to u(O) = 0 and u(l) = O. This represents a regular problem with a smooth 
right side. To solve this problem we used the following set of input parameters 
according to the described computational strategy. 
, 
N=8 
p= {(1-x)x, ... ,(1-4x} 
W=(11~~2J (A.25) 
, 
Q = Newton - Cotes - order = 13 
In figure Al the numerical results obtained by the diffuse approximation method and 
analytical solution of this problem are compared. As it can be seen from figure (AI) 
the diffused approximation method easily generates a super-convergent result for this 
problem. The computations are carried out using the rational mode in order to show 
the perfect accuracy of the results. In this case all three error norms were found to be 
o (integer). The solution was found after 50.5s using a SUN SPARe work-station. 
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A4. Eigenvalue Problems 
In the prevIOus section the application and importance of the Sturrn-Liouville 
equations in the solution of eigenvalue problems are described. We recall that an 
egenvalue problem is ofthe form 
Find (A, u) such that 
Lu = AU, uED(L) u;t:O and AER (A.26) 
Where 
Lu =_~[p(x)dU] +q(x)u 
dx dx 
a<x<fJ (A.27) 
Subject to the boundary condition u(a)=O and u(fJ)=Oor u(a)=O and 
u'(fJ) = O. 
There is an finite sequence of real eigenvalues which satisfy the problem defined by 
expression (A.26). These can be shown as 
Associate with these eigenvalues there IS a complete set of orthonormal 
eigenfunctions expressed as 
(A.29) 
These eigenfunctions are also orthonormal in the 'energy inner product' sense 
I.e. 
All 
Using the bilinear form we have 
Consider the Rayliegh quotient, defined by 
R(v) = a(v,v) 
(v, v) 
f[p(V')2 + qv2 ] 
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(A.30) 
(A.3!) 
(A.32) 
Using strong or Frechet derivative the stationary functions of functional R(v) are 
found which are identical with the eigenfunctions of the standard eigen-value problem 
defined by expression (A.28). Alternatively we have 
Find (A., u) U E V and A. E R (A.33) 
Such that a(v,u) = A(U,V) foral! VEV 
Where Vis the space of admissible functions and A.(u,v) represents an inner products 
multiplied by A . 
The fundamental (or leading) frequency ~ and its associated normal mode, are found 
as the stationary point (or minimum) and hence 
~ =minR(v) 
VEV 
(A.34) 
~ = min R(v) 
v.1E'_1 
(A.35) 
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The discretised eigenvalue problem corresponding to expression (A.36) is 
(A.36) 
Using the diffuse approximation scheme the approximate function u h can be written 
in terms of the shape functions as 
N 
u
h 
= L rfdUj (A.37) 
J:=! 
Therefore equation (A.36) becomes 
(A.38) 
j=l j=l 
or 
(A.39) 
Which represents a generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem. The solution of this 
system of equations yields the approximate eigensystems which are used to generate 
spectral expansions in problems such as tidal dynamics (Smith, 1995). The essential 
step in the solution of eigenvalue problems is to find /l,h by setting the characteristic 
polynomial of equation (A.39) to zero. After the insertion of the eigenvalues found 
by the solution if characteristic equation into the standard eigenvalue problem it 
becomes identical to the solution of the Sturm-Liouville equations. However, it 
should be noted that equation(A.39) is in general sensitive to small perturbations of its 
coefficients. Therefore small errors in the calculation of eigenvalues may give rise to 
unacceptably large errors in the calculation of eigenfunctions. In the following 
examples the standard eigenvalue problem is solved using Dirichlet and N eumann 
boundary conditions and in each by the comparison with the analytical eigenvalues 
the error of the numerical solutions are found. 
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Test problem No. 1 Consider standard eigenvalues problem given as 
_~[duJ-AU=O 
dx dx 
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Subject to the boundary conditions u(O) = 0 and u(l) = O.To solve this problem the 
following set of input parameters are used 
Pr ecision = 50 
if = {0,0.1, ... ,l.} 
p= ~(l- x), ... ,(l- X)9 x} 
W = (I. - O.907029x2 y 
Q = Gauss - Legendre order = 18 
By the comparison of the analytical and numerical eigenvalues we have 
Error[A,] := 9.9458210-12 
Error[A2 ] := 4.7614810-8 
Error[A,1 := 0.000191657 
Error[A.] := 0.0432937 
Error[As] := 1.70621 
Error[A6 ] := 21.1687 
Error [A, ] := 135.23 
Error [A,.] := 666.435 
Error[A9 ] := 4174.58 
(AA1) 
The increasing error of eigenvalues renders the members of eigenfimctions 
corresponding to eigenvalues beyond the first three leading values useless. 
However ,in most practical eigenfunctions expansions only leading members are 
used. As it is shown in the solution of Sturm-Liouville equations,if it is needed,we 
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can reduce the error of the intermediate and final calculations in this application by 
increasing the order of qudrature. 
Test problem No. 2 Solution of standard eigenvalue problem given as 
-~[:]-AU =0 (AA2) 
Subject to the mixed boundary conditions of u(O) = 0 and u'(I) = 0 .To solve this 
problem this following set of input parameters are used 
Pr ecision = 50 
N = {0,O.l42875, ... ,0.857143,1.} 
, {2 7} P = x,x , ... ,x (AA3) 
TV = (1. - 0.907029x2 y 
Q = Gauss - Legendre order = 78 
In this case again the leading eigenfunctions were found with sufficient accuracy. The 
corresponding error for eigenvalues are 
Error[A,] := 0.000332956 
Error[A2 ] := 0.00206973 
Error [AJ ] := 0.0650484 
Error[A4] := 1.36772 
Error [As] := 24.2389 
Error[A6 ] := 161.331 
Error[A7 ] := 1263.99 
This test problem corresponds to the generation of the eigenfunctions required in the 
modal expansion of tidal dynamics equations. Under practical conditions only two or 
at most three modal tidal flow equations are used and hence only the error of the first 
three eigenvalues affect the outcome of the spectral expansions in these problems. 
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Computer Codes G- Stlmple Input Files 
<"10' FP_ASP ASP Automatically generated by a FrontPage Component. Do not Edit. 
On Error Resume Next 
Session("FP _ OldCodePage") = Session.CodePage 
Session("FP _ OldLCID") = Session.LCID 
Session.CodePage = 1252 
Session.LCID = 2057 
Err.Clear 
strErrorUrl = "" 
IfRequest.ServerVariables("REQUEST_METHOD") = "POST" Then 
IfRequest.Forrn("VTI-GROUP") = "0" Then 
Err.Clear 
Set fp _ conn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
FP _ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot create connection" 
Set fp_rs = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
FP _ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot create record set" 
fp _ conn.Open Application("_ ConnectionString") 
FP _ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot open database" 
fp_rs.Open "", fp_conn, 1,3,2' adOpenKeySet, adLockOptimistic, adCmdTable 
FP _ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot open record set" 
fpJs.AddNew 
FP _ DurnpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot add new record set to the database" 
Dim arForrnFieldsO(O) 
Dim arForrnDBFieldsO(O) 
Dim arForrnValuesO(O) 
FP _ SaveForrnFields fp JS, arForrnFieldsO, arForrnDBFieldsO 
fp JS. Update 
FP _ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot update the database" 
fpJs.Close 
fp _ conn. Close 
FP _ ForrnConfirrnation "textlhtml; charset=windows-1252",_ 
"Form ConfIrmation",_ 
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"Thank you for submitting the following 
infonnation:" ,_ 
End If 
End If 
Session.CodePage = Session("FP _ OldCodePage") 
Session.LCID = Session("FP _ OldLCID") 
%> 
"index.htm",_ 
"Return to the form." 
<html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vrnl" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmIns=''http://www.w3.orgITRlREC-html40''> 
<head> 
BI 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtm1; charset=windows-1252"> 
<link rel="File-List" hreF"index _ files/filelist.xm1"> 
<title>Please Enter&nbsp; Password<ltitle> 
<!--[if !mso]> 
<style> 
vl:* 
01:' 
.shape 
<Istyle> 
{behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
<! [endif1--> 
<script langu.ge="Jav.Script"> 
<1--
function FP _swaplmgO {llvl.O 
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var doc=document,args=argurnents,elm,n; doc.$imgSwaps=new Arr.yO; for(n=2; n<args.length; 
n+=2) { elm=FP -1\etObjectByJD(.rgs[n]); if(e1m) { doc.$imgSw.ps[doc.$imgSwaps.length]=elm; 
elm.$src=elm.src; elm.src=args[n+ I]; } } 
} 
function FP ..JJreloadImgsO {llvl.O 
var d=docurnen~a=arguments; if(!d.FP _imgs) d.FP _imgs=new Array(); 
for(var i=O; i< • .length; i++) { d.FP _imgs[i]=new Image; d.FP _imgs[i].src=a[i]; } 
} 
function FP _getObjectByJD(id,o) {llvl.O 
var c,el,els,f,m,n; if(!o)o=document; if(o.getElementById) el=o.getEiementById(id); 
else if(o.layers) c=o.l.yers; else if(o .• lI) el=o.all[id]; if(el) return el; 
if(o.id=id 11 o.narne=id) return 0; if(o.childNodes) c=o.childNodes; if(c) 
for(n=O; n<c.length; n++) {el=FP -1\etObjectByJD(id,c[n]); if(el) return el; l 
Fo.forms; if(f) for(n=O; n<f.length; n++) { els=f[n].elements; 
for(m=O; m<els.length; m++){ el=FP _getObjectByJD(id,els[n]); if(el) return el; II 
return null; 
l 
II --> 
<Iscript> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]> 
<xm1><o:sh.pedef.nlts v:ext="edit" spidmax=" 1 027"1> 
<Ixm1><![ endif1--> 
</he.d> 
<body bgcolor="#E2FDFE" style="background-.ttachrnent: fixed" 
onload="FP ..JJre1oadlmgs(/*url*/'button3A.jpg',1*url*/'button39.jpg',1*url*/'button55.jpg',1*url*/'button 
54.jpg')"> 
<p><! --[if gte vrnl I]><v:shapetype id="_xOOOO _ t75" 
coordsize="21600,21600" 0:spt="75" o:preferrel.tive="t" path="m@4@51@4@11@9@11@9@5xe" 
filled=="f' stroked="f'> 
<v:stroke jOinstyle="miter"l> 
<v:forrnulas> 
<v:f eqn="iflineDrawn pixelLineWidth 0"1> 
<v:f eqn="surn@O 1 0"1> 
<v:f eqn="sum 0 0 @I"I> 
<v:f eqn="prod @2 1 2"1> 
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixeIWidth"l> 
<v:feqn="prod@321600pixelHeight"l> 
<v:f eqn="sum @O 0 1 "I> 
<v:f eqn="prod @6 1 2"1> 
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixeIWidth"l> 
<v:f eqn="sum@8 21600 0"1> 
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixelHeight" I> 
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<v:feqn~"sum @10216000"/> 
</v:formulas> 
<v:path o:extrusionok=="f' gradientsbapeok="t" o:connecttype="rect" /> 
<o:lock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t"l> 
</v:shapetype><v:shape id~"_ xOOOO _si 033" type~"# _ xOOOO _t75" style='position:absolute; 
left:218.25pt;top:5.25pt;width:287 .25pt;height:84pt;z-index:0'> 
<v:imagedata src="iodex_files/imageOOl.png" o:title="" gaio="78019f" 
blacklevel="5243f"/> 
</v:shape><! [endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-iodex:0;left:291 px;top:7px;width:383px;height: 112px'><img width=383 
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height=112 src="index _files/image002.jpg" v:shapes="_ xOOOO _sI033"></span><! [endif]><Ip> 
<p><!--[ifgte vmll]><v:shape 
id="JOOOO _sI032" type="# _xOOOO _t75" alt="" style='position:absolute;left:3pt; 
top:S .2Spt;width:2IS .25pt;height:84pt;z-index:O'> 
<v:imagedata src="index _ files/image003.png" o:title~"" gain="72818f" 
blacklevel="917Sf"/> 
</v:shape><! [endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-iodex:0;left:4px;top:7px;width:287px;height: 112px'><img width=287 
height=112 src="iodex _ files/image004.jpg" v:sbapes="_ xOOOO _si 032"></span><! [endif]><Ip> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><!--[ifgte vmll]><v:shape 
id="_ xOOOO _si 02S" type="# _ xOOOO _t75" alt="" href= .. http://www.lboro.ac.ukI .. 
style='position:absolute;left:S07pt;top:22.Spt;width: 136.Spt;height:3 5 .2Spt; 
z-iodex:O'> 
<v:imagedata src="iodex _ files/imageOOS .gif" o:title="lu2 "I> 
</v:sbape><! [endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-iodex:0;left:67 6px;top:30px;width: I 82px;height:4 7px'><a 
href~ .. http://www.lboro.ac. ukI"><img border=O width= 182 height=4 7 
src="iodex _ files/irnageOOS.gif" title="" v:sbapes=" _ xOOOO _si 025"></a></span><! [endif]><Ip> 
<p>&nhsp;</p> 
<p>&nhsp;</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>&nhsp;&nbsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&nbsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp; 
<!--[if gte vml I]><v:group 
id="_ xOOOO _si 034" style='position:absolute;left:20 I pt;top: 138.7 Spt;width:343 .spt; 
height: I 66.Spt;z-iodex: I' coordorigin="19S,223" coordsize="34S,264"> 
<v:line id="_xOOOO _si 027" style='position:absolute;flip:y' from=" 196,223" 
to="540,223" strokecolor="aqua"l> 
<v:line id~"_ xOOOO _s103 I " style='position:absolute' from="S40,223" to="S40,486" 
strokecolor="aqua"l> 
<v:line id~"_xOOOO_sI028" style='position:absolute' from="19S,223" to="195,487" 
strokecolor="aqua"l> 
<v:lioe id="_xOOOO_sI029" style='position:absolute' from="196,487" to="S39,487" 
strokecolor="aqua"!> 
</v:group><! [endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-iodex: 1 ;left:267px;top: 184px;width:460px;height:224px'><img 
width=460 height=224 src="iodex _files/image006.gif' v:shapes="_ xOOOO_sI034 _xOOOO _51027 
xOOOO si 031 xOOOO si 028 
= xOOOO = si 029''><!span><! [endif]>&nhsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&; </font;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<!--webbot BOT="GeneratedScript" PREVIEW=" " startspan --><script Language="JavaScript" 
Type="text/javascript"><!·· 
function FrontPage ]orml_ Validator(theForm) 
( 
if(theForm.mypassword.value == "") 
{ 
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} 
alert("Please enter a value for the \"nagluneh\" field."); 
theForm.mypassword.focus(); 
return (false); 
jf(theFonn.mypassword.value.length < 6) 
{ 
} 
alert("Please enter at least 6 characters in the \"nagluneh\" field."); 
theFonn.mypassword.focusO; 
return (false); 
if(theFonn.mypassword.value.1ength > 20) 
{ 
} 
alert("Please enter at most 20 characters in the I"nagluneh I" field. "); 
theFonn.mypassword.focusO; 
return (false); 
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var checkOK = 
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijk1mnopqrstuvwxyzjSffiZscez"Y AAAAAAAl<;:£ 
EEEliI!DNOO6660UUOl)Y1>llaaaiiiiarel'eeeeiiliM060500uuuiiypy0123456789-''; 
var checkStr = theFonn.mypassword.value; 
var allValid = true; 
var validGroups = true; 
for (i = 0; i < checkStr.1ength; i++) 
{ 
ch = checkStr.charAt(i); 
for G = 0; j < checkOK.1ength; j++) 
if (ch = checkOK.charAtG) 
break; 
if G = checkOK.length) 
{ 
} 
} 
allValid = false; 
break; 
if (!allValid) 
{ 
alert("Please enter only letter and digit characters in the \"nagluneh\" field."); 
theForm.mypassword.focusO; 
return (false); 
} 
return ( true); 
} 
II--></script><!--webbot BOT="GeneratedScript" endspan --><form method="POST" 
action=" .. 1 _ derivedlnortbots.htm" onSubmit="Iocation.href='..I_ derivedlnortbots.htm';return false;" 
webbot-onSubmit Ianguage=" J av.Script" n.me="FrontPage ]onnl" webbot-action=" --WEBBOT-
SELF--"> 
<! --webbot bot="SaveDatabase" D-ASP-Include-Dr1=" . .1 jpclass/fjldbfonn.inc" startspan --
><input TYPE="hidden" NAME="VTI-GROUP" VALUE="O"><!--#include 
file="..I_ fjlclass/fjldbfonn.inc"--><!--webbot bot="SaveDatabase" i-checksum="34604" endspan --> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
;<font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Dser Name&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="text" name="Tl" size="21 "><Ifont></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
<font 
color="#OOOOFF">Password&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;<lfont>&nbsp;&nbsp; 
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<!--webbot bot="Validation" s-display-name="naglnneh" s-data-type="String" b-allow-
letters="TRUE" b-allow-digits="TRUE" b-value-required="TRUE" i-minimmn-length="6" i-
maximum-Iength="20" --> 
<input type="password" name=/lmypassword" size="21" 
maxlength="20">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nhsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nhsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="submit" value="Enter" name="Bl l1 style="width: 70; height: 
26">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="reset" value="Cancel" name=IIB211></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp:&nbsp:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</p> 
<p>&nbsp; 
<a bref= .. http://www.lboro.ac.ukIdepartments/cg .. > 
<img border="O" id="img2" src="button38.jpg" height="30" width="150" alt="Chemical Engineeiog 
Dept" fp-style="fp-btn: Embossed Capsule I; fp-font-color-normal: #000080; fp-font-color-hover: 
#FFOOOO; fp-font-color-press: #3366FF; fp-bgcolor: #CCFFFF; fp-orig: 0" fp-title="Chemical 
Engineeing Dept" onmouseover="FP _swaplmg(1,0,l*id*I'img2',1*url*/'button39.jpg')" 
onmouseout="FP _ swaplmg(0,0,l*id*I'img2',1*urJ * l'button38Jpg')" 
oumousedown="FP _swaplmg(J,0,l*id*rimg2',I*url*/'button3A.jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _ swaplmg( 0,0,l*id*I'img2',1*url* l'button39 .jpg')"></a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<font color="#3366FF"><a breF"mailto:cgnk2@!boro.ac.uk"> 
<img border="O" id="img3" src="button53.jpg" height="30" width="150" alt="Contact" fp-style="fp-
btn: Embossed Capsule I; fp-font-color-normal: #000080; fp-font-color-hover: #FFOOOO; fp-font-color-
press: #3366FF; fp-bgcolor: #CCFFFF; fp-orig: 0" fp-title="Contact" 
onmouseover="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,l*id*I'img3 ',1*url * l'button54.jpg')" 
onmouseout="FP _ swaplmg(O,O,I*id */'img3' ,1*url' fbutton53 .jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _swaplmg(1,0,I*id*I'img3',1*url*/'button55.jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _ swaplmg(O,O,l*id *1'img3 ',1*ur!* l'button54Jpg')"><Ia><Ifont>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</p> 
<lform> 
<!body> 
<!btm1> 
<!-- #INCLUDE FILE="IncludeICnnString.asp" --> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-fIW3CIIDTD HTML 4.01 TransitionaVIEN" 
''http://www.w3.orgITRlhtm14/!oose.dtd''> 
<btm1> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Information<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtm1; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type=t'textlcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language=lIjavascript"> 
function DisplayEstnary() 
{ 
varfrm 
frm = document.forms(O]; 
ift frm.cmbID.options(frm.cmbID.selectedIndex].value != "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID.options(frm.cmbID.selectedlndex].va!ue 
1* { 
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if(frm.txtHEst.value !~ .... ) 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID.options[frm.cmbID.selectedIndex].value 
else 
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alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
Available") 
} 
*f 
} 
<lscript> 
<!bead> 
<"10 
%> 
dimobjConn 
dim objRs,objRsID 
Set objConn ~ Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Connection") 
Set objRs ~ Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
Set objRsID ~ Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
dimvarID 
varID ~ Request.QueryString("ID") 
objConn.Open strConn 
if isnull( varID) or varID~ .... then 
else 
end if 
objRs.Open "select * from estuary", objConn 
varID ~ objRs("ID I") 
objRs.Open "select * from estuary where ID I~" & varID, objConn 
objRsID.Open "select IDI from estuary", objConn 
<body lefimargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="forml" method="post" action=""> 
<table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellpadding=" 1" ceIlspacing=" 1 "> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width="lOO%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" 
c1ass="table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan~"6" c\ass~"Boldheading">ESTUARY<ltd> 
<ftr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" c\ass~"Frm1eft"><font class~"Labels">ID<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" class="Frmright"> 
<select id="cmbID" name="cmbID" onChange="return DisplayEstuary()" > 
<option id=lIoptnull" value=""></option> 
<% while not objRsID.EOF 
if cstr( varID) <> cstr( objRsID("ID I")) then 
%> 
<option id~"opt<%~objRsID("IDI")%>" 
value~"<%~objRsID("ID 1")%>" ><%~objRsID( .. IDI .. )%><loption> 
<%else %> 
<option id~"opt<%~objRsID("ID 1")%>" 
value~"<%~objRsID("IDI")%>" selected ><%~bjRsID("ID l")%><loption> 
<% end if 
%> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
wend 
objRsID.MoveNext 
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<td width=" 15%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Lahe1s">Country<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" class="Fnrnight"><input class=/lTextBox" name=/ItxtCountry" type="text" 
id="txtCountry" value=<"Io=objRs("country")%»<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Lahels">Name<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtName" type="text" 
id="txtName" value=<%=objRs("name")%»<ltd> 
<td width="15%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Lahels">Latitude<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtLatitude" type="text" 
id="txtLatitude" value=<%=objRs("latitude")%»<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="6" align="left" class="Boldheading">Physical Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td height="20" class="Frmleft"><font class="Lahels">Geomorphological Type</font> <ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtGeoType" type=/Itext" id="txtGeoType" 
value=<%=objRs("geomorphological type")%> ></td> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Tidal Range<lfont> <ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tTidalRange" type="text" 
id="txtTidaIRange" value=<%=objRs("tidal range")%»<ltd> 
<td class="Frmleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Total Area(ha) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtTotArea" type="text" 
id="txtTotArea" value=<%=objRs("total area")%»</td> 
<td width=" 1 7%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Intertidal Area(ha)<lfont> <ltd> 
<td width=1'15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtIntertidalArea" type="text" 
id="txtIntertidalArea" value=<"Io=objRs("intertidal area")%»<ltd> 
<td width="18%" class="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Max Channel Bank 
Area(ha )<lfont><ltd> 
<td width=f110%/1 align=lFleft" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtl\.1ChBkArea" type="text" 
id="txtMChBkArea" value~<%=objRs("max channel bank area")%»<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Channel Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="leftlt ><input class="TextBox" name="txtCHLength" type="text" 
id="txtCHLength" value=<"lo=objRs("channellength")%»<ltd> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Valley Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtValLength" type="text" 
id="txtVaILength" value=<"lo=objRs("valley length")%>><Itd> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Meandering/sinuosity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align=IIeft" ><input cIass="TextBox" name="txtl\.1eanSinu" type="text" id="txt!\.1eanSinu" 
value=<%=objRs{"meandering")%»<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">nlln. width(m)<lfont> </td> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtl\.1inwidth" type="text" 
id="txtMinwidth" value=<%=objRs("minwidth")%>><Itd> 
<td width="17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Max. Width(m)<lfont> <ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMaxWidth" type="text" 
id="txtMaxWidth" value=<%=objRs("maxwidth")%>></td> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Bed<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtBed" type=lItext" id="txtBed" 
value=<%=objRs("bed")%>><Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
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<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">avr. width(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class=IITextBox" name="txtAvrwidth" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrwidth" valne~<%~objRs("average width")%»<ltd> 
<td width~"17%" cIass~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">Avr. Depth(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrDepth" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrDepth" value~<%~objRs("average depth")%>><Itd> 
<td cIass~"Frmleft"><font class~"LabeIs">A vr. width to depth ratio<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><:input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrWDR" type="text" id="txtAvrWDR" 
value~%~bjRs("widthdeptratio")%»<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td coIspan~"6" cIass~"Boldbeading">Hydrographic Characteristics </td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Total Freshwater 
Inflow(m3/s)<lfont><ltd> 
<td cIass="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tTotFWater" type="text" 
id~"txtTotFWater" value~%~objRs("freshwater discharge")%>></td> 
<td cIass~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">TidaI Volume(m3)<lfont></td> 
<td width="15%" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalVolume" type="text" 
id~"txtTidaIVolume" value~<%~objRs("tidal volume")%>><Itd> 
<td cIass~"Frmleft" ><font cIass~"LabeIs">SaIinity<lfont><!td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalinity" type="text" id=="txtSalinity" 
value~<%~objRs("salinity")%>><Itd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">Salinity Limit(km)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSaILimit" type="text" id="txtSaILimit" 
value~<%~objRs("salinityIimit")%»<ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" cIass~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">averaged velocity(m/s)<lfont><!td> 
<td width=" 15%" class="frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrVelo" value~<"Io~objRs("average velocity")%>></td> 
<td aIign~"left" cIass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">TidaI Period(hr)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalPeriod" type="text" 
id~"txtTidaIPeriod" value~<%~objRs("tidalperiod")%>><Itd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td cIass~"Frmleft"><font class~"LabeIs">Inlet<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if cbooI(objRs("inlets")) ~ true then %> 
<input name="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id="chkInlet" value="checkbox" checked> 
<%else %> 
<input name="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox3" value="checkbox"> 
<%endif%> 
<ltd> 
<td cIass~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">How many Inlets?<lfont></td> 
<td class="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtHManyln" type="text" 
id~"txtHManyln" value~<%~objRs("number inlets")%>><Itd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td cIass~"Frmleft"><font cIass~"LabeIs">Wind<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if cbooI( objRs("wind"ll ~ true then %> 
<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="chkWind" value="checkbox" checked> 
<%else %> 
<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
<"10 end if %> 
<ltd> 
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<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labe1s">Wind velocity(m/s)<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtWindVe}o" type="text" 
id="txtWindVelo" value=<"Io=objRs("windvelocity")%>><Itd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">coriolis effect <lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if cbool( objRs("coriolis effect")) = true then %> 
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<input name="chkCoriolisEft" type="checkbox" id="chkCoriolisEft" 
value="checkbox" checked> 
<%else %> 
<input name="chkCoriolisEff" type="checkbox" id=/lCheckboxl" 
value="checkbox" > 
<% end if%> 
<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align=" left" ><a 
href="maininlets.asp?EstID=<%=objRs("IDl ")%>&est=<%=objRs("name")%>" >Inlets<la><ltd> 
<td align="1eft" ><a 
href="mainModels.asp?EstID=<%=objRs("IDl ")%>&est=<%=objRs("name")%>">Models<la></td> 
</tr> 
<ltable><ltd> 
</tr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="<%=objRs("name")%>"> 
<lform> 
<p>&nbsp;<lp> 
<p align="center"><img horder="O" src="Rivers2.gif'><Ip> 
</body> 
</htrnJ> 
<% 
%> 
<htrn1> 
<head> 
Set objConn = nothing 
Set objRs = nothing 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtrnJ; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>Estnary<ltitle> 
<script language="JavaScript"> 
<!--
function FP -..JlreloadImgs() {//vl.O 
var d=document,a=arguments; if(!d.FP _imgs) d.FP _imgs=new Array(); 
for(var i=O; i<a.length; i++) { d.FP _imgs[i]=new Image; d.FP _imgs[i].src=a[i]; } 
} 
function FP _swapImgO {//vl.O 
var doc=document,args=arguments,elm,n; doc.$imgSwaps=new Array(); for(n=2; n<args.length; 
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n+=2) { elm=FP _getObjectByJD(args[n]); if(elm) {doc.$imgSwaps[doc.$imgSwaps.length]=elm; 
elm.$src=elm.src; elmsrc=args[n+I]; ) } 
} 
function FP _getObjectByJD(id,o) {llvl.O 
var c,el,els,f,m,n; if(!o )o=document; if( o.getElementByld) el=o.getElementByld(id); 
else if(o.layers) c""O.layers; else if(o.all) el=o.all[id]; if(el) return el; 
if( o.id==id 11 o.name=id) return 0; if( o.childNodes) c=o.childNodes; if( c) 
for(n=O; n<c.length; n++) {el=FP -lletObjectByJD(id,c[n]); if(el) return el; } 
f=o.forms; if(f) for(n=O; n<f.length; n++) { els=f1n].elements; 
for(m=O; m<els.length; m++){ el=FP_getObjectByJD(id,els[n]); if(el) return el;} } 
return null; 
} 
11--> 
</script> 
</head> 
<body 
onload="FP -.J)reloadlmgs(/*url *1' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton3 .jpg' ,i*url* I' . .I .. lBuildlllBuild1button4.jpg',i 
*url*!' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton6.jpg',i*url*!' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton7.jpg')"> 
<form method="POST" action="index.asp" > 
<table bordeF"O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" width="685" heighl="980"> 
<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"> 
<!-- MSCellType="DecArea" --> 
<font C010F"#000080"> <a href= .. http://www.lboro.ac.ukI .. > 
<img bordeF"O" src=" . .I .. lBuildlllBuildllulogo.gif' width="204" 
heighl="69"><Ia><lfont><ltd> 
<td valign="top" height="72"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead" --> 
&nbsp; <p><font size="6" 
COIOF"#OO0080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<u>Estuaries&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<lu><lfont><!td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top" width="119"> 
<!-- MSCellType="NavBody" --> 
&nbsp; <p><a href="index.htrn"> 
<img bordeF"O" id="img2" src=" . .l..lBuildlllBuild/button5.jpg" 
height="30" width=" 150" alr-"Home" 
onmouseoveF"FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,i*id*!'img2',I*url*l' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton6.jpg')" 
onmouseoul="FP _ swaplmg(O,O,i*id *!'img2',i*url*!' . .I .. lBuildlllBuild/button5.jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _swaplmg(I,0,l*id*!'img2',1*url*!' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton7.jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _swaplmg(0,O,i*id*!'img2',i*url*!' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton6.jpg')" fp-style="fp-btn: 
Embossed Capsule I; fp-font: Comic Sans MS; fp-font-style: Bold; fp-font-size: 12; fp-font-color-
normal: #000080; fp-font-color-hover: #OOOOFF" fp-title="Home"><!a><lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <a 
href= .. http://www.lboro.ac.ukldepartments/cg/ .. > 
<img bordeF"O" id="imgl" src=" ..i .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton2.jpg" 
heighl="30" width="150" all="Chemical Engineering" fp-style="fp-btn: Embossed Capsule I; fp-font: 
Comic Sans MS; fp-font-style: Bold; fp-font-color-normal: #000080; fp-font-color-hover: #OOOOFF" 
fp-titie="Chemical Engineering" 
onmouseoveF"FP _ swaplmg( 1 ,O,i*id *!'img 1 ',I*url*!' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton3 .jpg')" 
onmouseoul="FP _ swaplmg(O,O,l*id*!'img 1 ',1*url*!' . .I .. lBuildl IlBuildlbutton2.jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _ swaplmg( I ,O,i*id *!'img I' ,1*url* I' . .I .. lBuildlllBuildlbutton4.jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _ swaplmg(O,O,i*id*!'img I ',1*url*!' . .I . ./BuildlllBuildlbutton3.jpg')"><la></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <lp> 
BlO 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <a 
href~"mailto:cgnk2@lboro.ac.uk"> 
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<img borde~"O" src~" ..I .. iBuildlllMyHomepage/email.gif" 
width~"84" height="80"><Ia><!td> 
<td valign="top" height="454" width="566"> 
<!-- MSCellType~"ContentBody" --> 
<p align="left"><font size="5" color="#000080">Estuary 
Geomorphologic<lfont><lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font size~"4" 
colo~"#000080"> 1 )&nbsp; 
Estuary Geomorphological types: </font> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="Geo" value="l" checked> 
<font colo~"#000080"><a href~"FjordInfo.htm">Fjord<span 
style="text~decoration: none"> 
<lspan></a> </font> <lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="Geo" value="2"> 
<font colo~"#000080"><a href~"CoastalPlainInfo.htm">Coastal 
Plain<la><lfont><lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type=/Iradio" name=rrGeo" value="3'~ 
<font colo~"#000080"><a href~"Bar-Builtlnfo.htm">Bar 
Built</a><lfont><ip> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="Geo" value="4"> 
<font colo~"#000080"><a 
href~"TectonicInfo.htm">Tectonic<la><lfont></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font size~"4" 
colo~"#000080">2)&nbsp; 
Estuary Tidal Range:&nbsp;</font><font 
colo~"#000080">&nbsp;<lfont> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="TDR" value="}" checked> 
<font colo~"#O00080"><a 
href~"MicrotidalInfo.htm">Microtidal&nbsp;<la><lfont><lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&nhsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="TDR" value="2"> 
<font colo~"#000080"> <a 
href~"MesotidalInfo.htm">Mesotidal<la><!font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="TDR" value="3"> 
<font colo~"#000080"><a 
href~"MacrotidalInfo.htm">Macrotidal</a></font><ip> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font 
color-"#000080">&nbsp;</font><font size~"4" color-"#000080">3)&nbsp; 
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Estuaries Bed Type: </font> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="EstBedTP 1" value=" 1" checked> 
<font COI01="#000080"><a href~"FlatBedInfo.htm">Flat 
Bed<la>&nbsp;&nbsp;<lfont></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="EstBedTPl" value="2"> 
<font color="#000080"><a href~"SlopingBedInfo.htm">Sloping 
Bed</.></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="EstBedTPl" value="3"> 
<font color="#O00080"><. href~"Re.IBedlnfo.htm">Re.1 
Bed<l.><lfont><lp> 
<p><font color="#000080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <lfont> <font size~"4" 
color="#000080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
4)&nbsp; Estuaries Average Width to Depth 
Ratio:&nbsp;&nbsp;<lfont>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="A WDR" value=" 1" checked> 
<font color="#000080">Low <lfont> <lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="AWDR" value="2"> 
<font color="#000080">High<lfont><lp> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="A WDR" value="3 n> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<font color="#000080">Very High</font><lp> 
<ltd> 
<td valign~"top">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td height=" 10" align="center" valign="top"> 
<input type="submit" value="Submit" name="Bl "> 
<input type="reset" value="Reset" name="B2"> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHPre" name="txtHPre" 
value="l"> 
<ltable> 
<lfonn> 
</body> 
<lhtml> 
</tr> 
<ltd> 
<!-- #INCLUDE FILE~"Include/CnnString .• sp" --> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C/IDTD HTML 4.01 TransitionaWEN" 
''http://www. w3 .orgITRlhtml4/100se.dtd"> 
<html> 
html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" 
xmlns~''http://www.w3.org/TRlREC-html40''> 
B12 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv:::::"Content-Language" content=nen-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtm1; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>Fjordlnfo<ltitle> 
<!head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
<lp> 
<p>&nbsp; 
AppendixB 
<font size~"5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font 
color-"#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Fjord Estuary</font></font></p> 
<p>&nbspnbsp;&nbsp; 
<font size="-l I/><img border="O" src="Fjord.jpg" width="239" height=" 146"></font><!p> 
<p><font size~"-l ">&nbsp;&nbsp</font><!p> 
<p align~"left"><font color-"#00OO80">Fjords are valleys that have been cut 
deeper by moving glaciers and then invaded by the sea. They have a shallow 
barrier at their mouth that limits water exchange between the deeper waters of 
the fjord and the sea. They are narrow with steep sides and usually straight and 
long. Fjords are found in areas that have been covered by glaciers. Examples 
include regions along the coasts of Chile, New Zealand, Canada, Alaska, 
Greenland, Norway, Siberia, Scotland, and other countries.<lfont></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp 
<img border=nO" src="line.gif' width="385" height="19"><Ip> 
<p align~"justify"><font color-"#000080" size~"5">&nbsp 
;&nbsp; Return to:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <a 
href~"Estuaries.htm">Estuaries<la><lfont></p> 
</body> 
<html xmIns:v="urn:schemas~microsoft-com:vm1" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xrnlns~''http://www.w3.orgITRlREC-htm140''> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content=:"en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" content="textlhtm1; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>CoastalPlainlnfo<ltitle> 
<!head> 
<hody> 
<p>&nbsp 
<lp> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size~"5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color-"#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Coastal Plain Estuary<lfont><!font></p> 
<p><font size~"5" color-"#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
<img bordeF"O" src~"CoastalPlain.jpg" width~"118" 
height="159">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img border-"O" src~"CoastalPlainl.jpg" width~"115" height="159"><lfont><!p> 
<p><font size~" 5" color-"#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
</font><font size~"-l" color-"#000080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <lfont> 
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<font size~" -I" color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp; Narragansett Bay</font><font size~" 5" 
color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</font><font size~"-l" color="#OOOOFF">Chesapeake Bay</font><lp> 
<p>&nbsp; 
</p> 
<p align~"justify"><font color="#000080">Coastal 
plain estuaries were formed at the end of the last ice age. As the ice melted 
and the waters warmed, sea level rose. The rising seas invaded low-lying coastal 
river valleys. These valleys are usually shallow with gentle sloping bottoms. 
Their depth increases toward the river's mouth. This type of estuary is common 
throughout the world. Examples include Narragansett Bay (RI), Chesapeake Bay 
(MD), Delaware Bay (DE), Thames River (England), Ems River (Germany), Seine 
River (France), Si-Kiang River (Hong Kong), and Murray River (Australia).</font><ip> 
<p align~"justify"><font size~"5" color="#000080">&nbsp 
<lfont><lp> 
<p align~"justify"><font size~" 5" color="#000080">&ubsp 
&nbsp;&ubsp;&nbsp 
<Ifout><font color="#000080"> 
<img border="O" src~"line.gif' width~"385" height="19"></font></p> 
<p align=''justify"><font size="S" color="#000080">&nbsp 
<a href~"Estuaries.htro">Estuar</a></fout><a href~"Estuaries.htro"><font 
size=" 5 n>ies<ffont><fa></p> 
<p align~':;ustify">&nbsp 
</p> 
<!body> 
<Ihtml> 
<html xmlns:v=="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="um:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns~''http://www.w3.org/TRlREC-html40''> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtrn1; charset=windows-1252"> 
<link rel~"Fi1e-List" href.="Bar-Builtlnfo __ fileslfilelist.xml"> 
<title>Bar-BuiltInfo<ltitle> 
<!--[if !mso» 
<style> 
vI:· 
01:· 
.shape 
</style> 
{behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{ behavior: url( #default#VML) } 
<![endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]> 
<xml><o:shapedefaults v:ext="edit" spidmax~"1027"1> 
</xml><! [endif]--> 
<!head> 
<body> 
<p><!--[ifgte vm11)><v:line id~" __ xOOOO __ sI025" 
style~'position:absolute;left:O;text-align:left;top:O;z-index: l' from~" 163.5pt,369. 75pt" 
to~"529 .5pt,369. 7 5pt" I><! [endif]--><! [if !vm1]><span style~'mso-ignore:vglayout; 
position:absolute;z-index: 1 ;left:217px;top:492px;width:490px;height:2px'><img 
width~490 height=2 src~"Bar-BuiltlnfoI4 __ fi1eslimageOO1.gif' 
v:shapes~" __ xOOOO __ sI 025"></span><![ endif]>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size~"5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
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Bar-Built Estuary<lfont></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border="O" src~"Bar-BuiltInfo.jpg" width~" 124" height=" I 63 "></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font color="#OOOOFF">Pamlico Sound</font><lfont><lp> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align~"justify"><font color="#000080">Bar-built estuaries are formed when 
sandbars bnild up along the coastline. These sand bars partially cut off the 
waters behind them from the sea. Bar-built estuaries are usually shallow, with 
reduced tidal action. Wind is frequently the most important mixing tool for the 
fresh and salt water. This type of estuary is common along the Texas and Florida 
Gulf coasts (East Matagorda Bay), in The Netherlands, and in parts of North 
Carolina (Albemarle Sound and Pamlico Sound).</font></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align~"justify"><font color="#000080" 
size="5">&nbsp 
</font></p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080" size="5">&nbsp 
<a href~"Estuaries.htm">Estuaries</a></font></p> 
</body> 
</btml> 
<htrnl xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vrnl" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns~''http://www.w3.orglTRlREC-html40''> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlbtml; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>Flatl3eclInfo</title> 
</bead> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size~"5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
Flat Bed 
Estuary</font></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border="O" src~''Flat''1020Bed.GlF'' widtb~"363" height="77"></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align~"justify"><font color="#000080">&nbsp 
<img border="O" src="line.gif' width=="385" height="19"><!font></p> 
<p align~"left"><font color="#000080" size~"5">&nbsp 
Return to:&nbsp;&nbsp; <a href~"Estuaries.htm">Estuaries</a></font></p> 
</body> 
</html> 
<html xrn1ns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vm1" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xm1ns~''http://www. w3.orgITRlREC-htmI40"> 
<head> 
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtm1; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>MesotidaIInfo</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
<lp> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="S">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
; <lfont><lfont> 
<font color="#OOOOFF" size="S">Mesotidal Estuary <lfont> 
<ip> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="-I">&nbsp;<lfont><!p> 
<p><font size=" -1 n>&nbsp 
> 
<p class="MsoNormal" align="left">&nbsp;<lp> 
<p class="MsoNonnal" align="left"><font color="#000080"xb>Tidal Range:<Ib> 2-4 
Meters<lfont><!p> 
<p class="MsoNonnal" align="left"xfont color="#000080"><b>Estuary Type:<Ib> 
Dominated by strong tidal currents; Often short and wide; Meandering tidal 
channel.<lfont></p> 
<p class="MsoNonnal" align="left"><font color="#000080"><b>Remarks: <!b>The 
Salt-wedge circulation excluded.<lfont><!p> 
<center> 
<p class="MsoNonnal"xfont color="#O00080">&nbsp;<lfont><lp> 
&nbsp;<lcenter> 
<p align="left"><font color="#000080">&nbsp 
Appendix B 
<img border="O" 
src=''file:IIIC:/Docurnents%20and%20Settingsicgnk2IMy''1020DocumentslMy''1020Web%20SiteslInfo-
Final/line.gir' width="38S" height="19"><lfont></p> 
<p align="justify"Xfont color="#000080" size="S">&nbsp 
<a href="Estuaties.htrn">Estuaries<lax/font><!p> 
<!body> 
<lbtm1> 
<html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft~com:vml" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmins=''http://www.w3.orgITRlREC-htm140''> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiV="Content-Type" content="textlhtm1; charset=windows-12S2"> 
<title>PartiallyMixedInfo<ltitle> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
<lp> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="S">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font 
color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;PartialIy 
Mixed 
B16 
Estuary<lfont><Ifont></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border="O" src=''Partially''1020Mixed.gif'' width="322" height=" 198"><Ip> 
<p align="justify">&ubsp;</p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080">Partially mixed estuaries have a tidal 
flow that provides a meaus of erasing the salt wedge. The salt water is mixed 
upward and fresh water is mixed downward. Deeper estuaries such as Puget Sound 
and San Francisco Bay are examples of partially mixed estuaries.<Ifont></p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080" size="5">&nbsp 
<Ifont><font color="#000080"> 
AppendixB 
<img border="O" 
src="file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/cgnkZlMy%20Documents/My''1020Web%20SiteslInfo-
Final/line.gif" width="385" height=" 19"><!font><ip> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080" size="5">&nbsp 
Return to:&nbsp;&nbsp; <a href="Estuaries.htm">Estuar<!a><Ifont><font size="5"><a 
href="Estuaries.htm">ies<la></font></p> 
<!body> 
<!btml> 
<htmI xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vrnl" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns=''http://www.w3.orgITR/REC-htm140''> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<mela http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtml; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>SaltWadgeinfo<ltitle> 
<!bead> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
<Ip> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
Salt Wedge 
Estuary<lfont><ifont><Ip> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border="O" src="Saltwage.gif" width="322" height=" 198"><Ip> 
<p align="justify">&nbsp;<Ip> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080">Salt wedge estuaries occur when the 
mouth of a river flows directly into salt water. The circulation is controlled 
by the river that pushes back the seawater. This creates a sharp boundary that 
separates an upper less salty layer from an intmding wedge-shaped salty bottom 
layer. The mouths of the Mississippi, Columbia and Hudson rivers are examples of 
salt wedge estuaries. <Ifont></p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#O00080">&nbsp 
<img border="OIl 
src=''file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/cgnkZlMy''1020DocumentslMy%20Web%20SiteslInfo-
Final/line.gif" width="385" height=" 19"><Ifont><ip> 
<p align="justify"><font co}or='W000080" size="5">&nbsp 
<a href="Estuaries.htm">Estuaries<la><Ifont><ip> 
<!body> 
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<!htm1> 
<html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vm1" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns~''http://www.w3.orglTRIREC-htmI40''> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" content~"textlhtm1; charseFwindows-1252"> 
<title>WeIIMixedlnfo</title> 
<!head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
Appendix B 
<font size~"5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font 
color-"#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; W ell 
Mixed 
Estuary</font></font><ip> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border-"O" src~"WeIIMixed.gif' width~"322" heighF"198"></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align~"justify"><font color-"#000080">Well-mixed estuaries have strong tidal 
mixing and low river flow that mix the sea water throughout the shallow estuary. 
The mixing is so complete that the salinity is the same top to bottom and 
decreases from the ocean to the river. Shallow estuaries such as the Delaware 
Bay are well-mixed estuaries.</font></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp 
<img border="O" src="line.gif" width=="385" height=" 19"><!p> 
<p align='Justify"><font color="#OOO080" size="S">&nbsp; 
<a href=o"Estuaries.htm">Estuaries</a><lfont><ip> 
</body> 
<!htm1> 
<!htm1> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Information<ltitle> 
<meta http-equi~"Content-Type" contenF"textlhtmi; charseFiso-8859- I "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfrm 
frm ~ document.forms[OJ; 
if( frm.cmbID.options[frm.cmbID.selectedlndex].value !~ "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID .options[ frm.cmbID.selectedIndex J. value 
I' { 
if(frm.txtHEst.value !~ "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID.options[frm.cmbID.selectedlndexJ.value 
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else 
alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
Available") 
</script> 
</bead> 
<% 
} 
} 
*f 
dimobjConn 
dim objRs,objRsID 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Connection") 
Set objRs = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
Set objRsID = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
dim varID 
varID = Request.QueryString("ID") 
dim varGeo , varTDR, varEstBedTPI , varAWDR 
dim strGeo, strTDR, strEstBedTPI , strAWDR 
dim vartxtHPre 
varGeo 
varTDR 
varEstBedTP I 
varAWDR 
vartxtHPre 
= Request.form("Geo") 
= Request.form("TDR") 
= Request.forro("EstBedTP I ") 
= Request.form("A WDR") 
= Request.forro("txtHPre") 
select case varGeo 
case I 
strGeo ="Fjord" 
case 2 
strGeo ="Coastal Plain" 
case 3 
strGeo ="Bar Built" 
case 4 
strGeo ="Tectonic" 
end select 
select case varTDR 
case I 
strTDR="Microtidal" 
case 2 
strTDR="Mesotidal" 
case 3 
strTDR="Macrotidal" 
end select 
select case varEstBedTPI 
case I 
strEstBedTPI ="Flat Bed" 
case 2 
strEstBedTPI ="Sloping Bed" 
case 3 
strEstBedTPI ="Real Bed" 
end select 
select case varA WDR 
case I 
strAWDR =/lLow" 
case 2 
B19 
%> 
strAWDR = "High" 
case 3 
strAWDR = "Very High" 
end select 
objConn.Open strConn 
if isnull(varID) or varID= "" then 
objRs.Open "select * from estuary ", objConn 
varID = objRs("IDI ") 
else 
objRs.Open "select * from estuary where IDI =" & varID, objConn 
end if 
objRsID.Open "select IDI from estuary", objConn 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="forml" method="post" action=""> 
<table width=" I 00%" border="O" cellpadding=" I " cellspacing="I "> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width="lOO%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" 
c1ass="table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan="6" ciass="Boldheading">ESTUARY <Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" I 7%" class="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels">ID<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" class="Fnnright"> 
Appendix B 
<select id="cmbID" name="cmbID" onChange="retum DisplayEstuaryO" > 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<% while not objRsID.EOF 
if cstr(varID) <> cstr(objRsID("IDl ")) then 
%> 
<option id=" opt<%=objRsID("ID I ")%>" 
value="<%=objRsID("ID I ")%>" ><%=objRsID("ID 1 ")%><loption> 
<% else %> 
<option id="opt<"lo=objRsID("ID 1 ")%>" 
value="<%=objRsID("ID 1 ")%>" selected ><%=objRsID("IDl ")%></option> 
<"10 end if 
%> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
wend 
objRsID.MoveNext 
<td width=" 15%" class="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels ">Country<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" c1ass="Frmright"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tCountry" type="text" 
id="txtCountry" value=<%=objRs("country")%>><Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels">Narne<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tName" type="text" 
id="txtName" value=<%=objRs("name")%»<ltd> 
<td width=" 15%" class="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels">Latitude<lfont></td> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtLatitude" type="text" 
id="txtLatitude" value=<%=objRs("latitude")%>><Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="6" align="left" class="Boldheading">Physical Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
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<tr> 
<Id height="20" c1ass="Frrnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Geomorphological Type</font> <ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if vartxtHPre = 1 then %> 
<input class=uTextBox" name="txtGeoType" type="text" 
id="txtGeoTypeu value="<%=strGeo%>" > 
<%else%> 
<input class::::::llTextBox" name="txtGeoType" type=Utext" 
id="txtGeoType" value=<"Io=objRs("geomorphological type")%> > 
<"loeOO if%> 
<ltd> 
<td class="Frrnleft"><font class="LabeJs">Tidal Range<lfont> <ltd> 
<td aUgn="left" > 
<% if vartxtHPre = 1 then %> 
<input class="TextBox" name=11txtTidalRange" type="text" 
id="txtTidalRange" value="<%=strTDR%>"> 
<%else%> 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalRange" type="text" 
id="txtTidalRange" value=<"Io=objRs("tidal range")%» 
<"Ioend if%> 
<ltd> 
<td class="Frrnleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td aJign="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels">Total Area(ha) </font><ltd> 
<td width=" 13%" align="Ieft" ><input class=ftTextBox." name="txtTotArea" type="text" 
id="txtTotArea" value=<%=objRs("total area")%>><Itd> 
<td width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Intertidal Area(ha)</font> <ltd> 
<td width=" 1 5%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtlntertidalArea" type="text" 
id="txtIntertidalArea" vaJue=<%=objRs("intertidal area")%»<ltd> 
<td width=" 18%" class="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels">Max Channel Bank 
Area(ha )<lfont><ltd> 
<td width="lO%" align=1I1eft" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtM.ChBkArea" type="text" 
id="txtMChBkArea" value=<%=objRs("max channel bank area")%>><Itd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" I 7%" class="Frmleft"><fonl class="Labels">Channel Length(km) </font><ltd> 
<td width=~'13%" align="]eft" ><input class=/lTextBox" name=l!txtCHLength" type="text" 
id="txtCHLength" value=<%=objRs("channellength")%>><Itd> 
<td width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Valley Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtValLength" type="text" 
id="txtVaILength" value=<"Io=objRs("valley length")%>><Itd> 
<td class="Frrnleft"><font class="Labels">Meandering/sinuosity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMeanSinu" type="text" id=UtxtMeanSinu" 
value=<%=objRs("meandering")%>><Itd> 
<l1r> 
<tr> 
<Id width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">min. width(m)</font> </td> 
<td width="13%" align=="Ieft" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMinwidth" type="text" 
id="txtMinwidth" value=<"Io=objRs("minwidth")%>><Itd> 
<td width="17%" class="Frrnleft"><fonl class="Labels">Max. Width(m)<lfont> <lId> 
<td width=u15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMaxWidth" type="text" 
id="txtMaxWidth" value=<%=objRs("maxwidth")o/O»</td> 
<td class="Frrnleft"><fonl c1ass="Labels">Bed<lfont><ltd> 
<td align=" left" > 
<"10 if vartxtHPre = 1 then %> 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtBed" type="text" id="txtBed" 
value="<%=strEstBedTP 1 %>"> 
<%else%> 
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<input class="TextBoxn name=="1xtBed" type="text" id="tx.tBed" 
value=<%=objRs("bed")%» 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<%end if'lo> 
<Itd> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">avr. width(m) <lfont><!td> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtA..vrwidth" type="text" 
id="txtAvrwidth" value=<%=objRs("average width")%>><Itd> 
<td width="17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Avr. Depth(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tAvrDepth" type="text" 
id="txtAvrDepth" value=<%=objRs("average depth")%>><Itd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Avr. width to depth ratio<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if vartxtHPre = 1 then %> 
<input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAvrWDR" 
type="text" id="txtA vrWDR" value="<%=Response.Write(strA WDR)%>"> 
<%else%> 
<input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtA vrWDR" type="text" 
id="txtA vrWDR" value=<%=objRs("widthdeptratio")%» 
<%end if'lo> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan="6" class="Boldheading">Hydrographic Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Total Freshwater 
1nf10w(rn3ls)</font><ltd> 
<td class="Frmright"><input c1ass=="TextBox" name="txtTotFWater" type="text" 
id="txtTotFWater" value=<%=objRs("freshwater discharge")%>></td> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Tidal V olume( rn3)<lfont><ltd> 
<td width::::t' 15%" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalVolume" type="text" 
id="txtTidalV olume" value=<%=objRs("tidal volume")%>><Itd> 
<td class="Fnnleft" ><font class="Labels">Salinity</font><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalinity" type="text" id=="txtSalinity" 
value=<%=objRs("salinity")%>><Itd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Salinity Limit(km)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSaILimit" type="text" id="txtSaILimit" 
value=<%=objRs("salinitylimit")%»<ltd> 
<td align="left" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">averaged velocity(mls)<lfont><!td> 
<td width=" 1 5%" class="frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type="text" 
id="txtA vrVelo" value=<%=objRs("average velocity")%»<ltd> 
<td align="left" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Tidal Period(hr)</font><!td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalPeriod" type=:"text" 
id="txtTidalPeriod" value=<%=objRs("tidalperiod")%»<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Inlet</font><!td> 
<td align=" left" > 
<% if cbool(objRs("inlets")) = true then %> 
<input name="chkInlet" type=lIcheckbox" id="chkInlet" value="checkbox" checked> 
<"Ioelse %> 
<input name="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox3 11 value="checkbox"> 
<%endif%> 
<ltd> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">How many Inlets?<lfont><ltd> 
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<td class="Frmright"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtHManyln" type="text" 
id~"txtHManyln" value=<%~objRs("number inlets")%»<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Wind<lfont></td> 
<td align~"left" > 
<"10 if cbool(objRs("wind")) ~ true then %> 
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<input name="chkWind" type="checkhox" id="chkWind" value="checkbox" checked> 
<"Ioelse %> 
<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
<%endif%> 
<ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labels">Wind velocity(mls)<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tWindVelo" type="text" 
id~"txtWindVelo" value~<%~objRs("windvelocity")%>></td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labels">coriolis effect <lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if cbool(objRs("coriolis effect")) ~ true then %> 
<input name="chkCoriolisEff" type="checkbox" id="chkCoriolisEff" 
value="checkbox" checked> 
<%else%> 
<input name="chkCoriolisEff' type="checkbox" id="Checkboxl" 
value="checkbox" > 
<%endif%> 
<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td class="Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" ><a 
href="maininlets.asp?EstID=<%=objRs("ID I ")%>&est=<%=objRs("name")%>" >Inlets<la><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><a 
href="mainModels.asp?EstID=<%=objRs("ID I ")%>&est=<"Io=objRs("name")%>">Models<la></td> 
<ltr> 
<ltable><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="tx.tHEst" name="txtHEst" value="<%=ohjRs("name")%>ff> 
<lform> 
</body> 
</htm1> 
<% 
%> 
<htm1> 
<head> 
Set objConn = nothing 
Set objRs = nothing 
<title>Estuary Inlets<ltitle> 
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textJhtml; charset=iso-8859-l "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="textlcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="j avascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
var fim 
fim = document.forms[O]; 
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if (fim.cmb ViewRec.options[ fnn.cmb ViewRec.selectedIndex]. value != "") 
document.Iocation = "maininlets.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + n&ID=" + 
frm.cmbViewRec.options[fim.cmbViewRec.selectedIndex].value 
Ilalert("maininlets.asp?Est="+ fim.txtHEst.value + "&JD=" + 
fim.cmb ViewRec.options[ fim.cmb ViewRec.selectedlndex]. value); 
} 
</script> 
<!head> 
<body lefimargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="forml " method="post" action=""> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" c1ass="table"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><tahle width="lOO%" horder="O" cellspacing="1 "cellpadding="l n> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="4" c1ass="Boldheading">Inlets of the Estuary tay<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">View Record<lfont><ltd> 
<td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<select id="cmbViewRee" name="embViewRee" onChange="DisplayEstuaryO"> 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<lseleet> 
<Itd> 
<option id="optl" value:::::"!" selected> 1 </option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<1option> 
<option id="optlO" value="IO" >1O</option> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Number of inIets<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtNumOflnlets" type="text" 
id="txtNumOfInlets" value=I><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Inlet Name<lfont></td> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtInletName" type="text" 
id="txtlnletName" value=><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="350" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Average Velocity(mis)<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtA vgVelocity" type="text" 
id="txtA vg Velocity" value=O><ltd> 
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<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Estoary<lfont><Jtd> 
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<td class="FnnRight"><input class=IITextBox" name="txtEstuary" type="text" id="txtEstuary2" 
value=tay><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Position from the mouth<lfont><ltd> 
<td cIass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtPosFromMounth" type="text" 
id="txtPosFromMounth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Average Oepth<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvgDepth" type="text" 
id="txtAvgOepth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">The Inlets must be eonsidered<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtNatureInlet" type="text" 
id="txtNature1nlet" value=braneh><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<Itable> 
<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a href="index.asp">Back<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="tay"> 
<lform> 
</body> 
</htrn1> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-1/W3CIIDTO HTML 4.01 Transitional/lEN" 
''http://www.w3.orgITRlhtrn14Iloose.dtd''> 
<htrn1> 
<head> 
<title>Estnary Inlets<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" eontent="textlhtrn1; eharset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="textlcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function OisplayEstnary() 
{ 
varfrm 
frm = doeument.forms[O]; 
if (frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedIndex].value != "") 
doeument.loeation = "maininlets.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&ID=" + 
frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.seleetedIndex].value 
Ilalert("maininlets.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&10=" + 
frm.embViewRee.options[frm.cmbViewRee.selectedIndex].value); 
} 
<lseript> 
</head> 
<body leftmargin=="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="Q'I marginheight=IIO"> 
<fonn name::::"forml " method="post" action::::""> 
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<table width="lOO%" border-"O" ceUpadding=ffO" celIspacing='tO" class="table"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellspacing=" 1 " ceIlpadding="I"> 
<tr> 
<td coIspan="4" c1ass="Boldheading">Inlets of the Estuary tay<ltd> 
</1r> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">View Record<lfont></td> 
<td> 
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<select id="cmbViewRec" name="cmbViewRec" onChange="DisplayEstuary()"> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
</select> 
<ltd> 
<option id="optl" value=" 1" selected> 1 </option> 
<option id="opt4" value;:"4" >4<1option> 
<option id="optlO" value="lO" >10</option> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="LabeIs">Nurnber of inlets<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class==lfTextBox,t name=/ltxtNumOfInlets" type="text" 
id="txtNurnOfInlets" value=I><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="LabeIs">Inlet Name<lfont></td> 
<td class="FnnRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtInletName" type="text" 
id="txtInletName" value=><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="350" class="Fnnleft"><font class="LabeIs">Average Ve1ocity(m/s)<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtA vgVelocity" type="text" 
id="txtAvgVelocity" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="LabeIs">Estuary</font><ltd> 
<td class=="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtEstuary" type=/ltext" id="txtEstuary2" 
value=tay><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Position from the mouth</font><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtPosFromMounth" type="text" 
id="txtPosFromMounth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="LabeIs">Average Depth<lfont><ltd> 
<td class=="FrmRightl/><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvgDepth" type="text" 
id="txtA vgDepth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="LabeIs">The Inlets must be considered<lfont><ltd> 
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<td class="FnnRight"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tNaturelnlet" type="text" 
id="txtNaturelnlet" value=braneh><ltd> 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a bref="index.asp">Baek<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name::::::"txtHEst" value="tay"> 
<lform> 
</body> 
<!btml> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-lfW3CIIDTD HTML 4.01 TransitionaVIEN" 
''http://www.w3.org/TRlhtml41100se.dtd''> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Models<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" eontent="textlbtml; eharset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="textlcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfrm 
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frm = doeument.forms[O]; 
if(frm.embViewRee.options[frm.embViewRee.selectedlndex].value!= "") 
doeument.1oeation = "mainModels.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&JD=" 
+ frm.emb ViewRee.options[ frm.emb ViewRee.selectedlndex]. valne 
Ilalert("maiuinlets.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&JD=" + 
frm.embViewRee.options[frm.embViewRee.seleetedlndex].value); 
<lseript> 
<!bead> 
} 
<body Ieftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form id="Forml " name="Forml" method="post"> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" c1ass="table"> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<table width="! 00%" border="O" cellspacing=" 1" cellpadding="l n> 
<tr> 
<td eolspan="3" class="Boldheading">MODELS<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">View Reeord</font><ltd> 
<td cIass="FnnRight" colspan="2"> 
<select id=/lcmbViewRec" name="cmbViewRec" onChange="DisplayEstuaryO"> 
<option id="optnull" value=""><Joption> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" selected>4<1option> 
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<l1x> 
<Ix> 
</select> 
<Itd> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" >3<1option> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Estuary<lfont><ltd> 
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<td c1ass="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtEstuary" type="text" 
id~"txtEstuary" value~TA Y><ltd> 
<l1x> 
<Ix> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Problem</font><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtProblem" type="text" 
id~"txtProblem" value~salt intrusion><ltd> 
<l1x> 
<Ix> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Dimension</font></td> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight" colspan=="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtDimension" type="text" 
id~"txtDimension" value~2-D avrg on depth><ltd> 
<l1x> 
<Ix> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Numerical Method</font></td> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtNumericalMethod" 
type~"text" id~"txtNumericaIMethod" value=finite element><ltd> 
<11x> 
<Ix> 
<td width~"23 %" class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels ">Purpose<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtPurpose" type="text" 
id~"txtPurpose" value~nagement tool><ltd> 
<l1x> 
<Ix> 
<td width="23%" cJass~"Fnnleft"><font cJass="Labels">Accuracy<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAccuracy" type="text" 
id~"txtAccuracy" value=moderate><ltd> 
<11x> 
<Ix> 
<td width~"23%" cJass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Manning's Cofficient<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" co]span=="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtManningsCof' type="text" 
id~"txtManningsCof' value=varying manning><ltd> 
<l1r> 
<Ix> 
<Id width="23%" cJass="Fnnleft"><font class~"LabeJs">Dispersion Cofficient<lfont><itd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tDispersionCof' 
type~"text" id~"txtDispersionCof' va]ue~saJt inlerpolation><ltd> 
<l1r> 
<Ix> 
<td colspan~"3" class~"Boldheading">GOVERNING ASSUMPTIONS<ltd> 
<l1x> 
<Ix> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font cJass~"Labels">WIND<lfont><ltd> 
<td width="24%" class="FrmRight"><input name="chkWind" 
type="checkbox" id="chkWind" value="checkbox"><Itd> 
<l1x> 
<Ix> 
<Id width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Coriolis Force<lfont><lld> 
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<td class="FrmRight"><input name="chkCoriolisF" type="checkbox" 
id="chkCoriolisF" value="checkbox" checked><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels ">Brancing<lfont><itd> 
<td class=="FrmRight" width="53%"><input name="chkBranch" type="checkbox" 
id="cbkBranch" value="checkbox" checked><ltd> 
<itr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Slope<lfont><itd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input name=="chkSlope" type="checkbox" 
id="chkSlope" value="checkbox" checked><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Lirnitations ofuse</font></td> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight" coIspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtLimitOfUse" type="text" 
id="txtLirnitOfUse" value=><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Time Consumed<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight" coIspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtTimeConsumed" 
type="text" id="txtTimeConsumed" value=high><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<Itable> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a href="index.asp">Back<la><ltd> 
</tr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="TAY"> 
<lform> 
<!body> 
<!btml> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3CIIDTD HTML 4.01 Transitional/IEN" 
''http://www.w3.org/TRlhtml41l00se.dtd''> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Information</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content.Type" content="textlhtml; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="textfcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuary() 
{ 
var fun 
fun = document.forms[O]; 
if( fun.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedlndex].value != '''' ) 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedlndex].value 
1* { 
if(frm.txtHEst.value != "") 
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document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID.options[ frm.cmbID.selectedIndex J. value 
else 
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alert{"This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
Available") 
</script> 
</head> 
} 
} 
*1 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="forml" method="post" action='III> 
<table width="! 00%" border="O" cellpadding=" 1" cellspacing=" 1 n> 
<tr> 
<td valign=:lItop"><table width=" 1 00%" border="O" ceIlspacing=="O" cellpadding="O" 
c1ass="table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan~"6" class~"Boldheading">ESTUARY</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Fnn1eft"><font class~"Labels">ID</font></td> 
<td colspan="2" class="Frmright"> 
<select id~"cmbID" name~"cmbID" onChange~"retnrn DisplayEstuary()" > 
<option id="optnull" value=""><loption> 
</select> 
<Itd> 
<option id="optl" value="}" >1 </option> 
<option id="opt2" value="2" selected >2<1option> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" >3</option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<1option> 
<option id="opt9" value="9" >9</option> 
<option id~" opt! 0" value~" 1 0" > 1 O</option> 
<option id="opt5" value="5" >5<Joption> 
<option id="opt6" value="6" >6</option> 
<option id="opt7" value="7" >7<foption> 
<option id="opt8" value="8" >8</option> 
<td width~"15%" class~"Fnn1eft"><font c1ass~"Labels">Country</font><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" class="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtCountry" type="text" 
id~"txtCountry" value~Wales></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" c1ass~"Fnn1eft"><font c1ass~"Labels">Name</font><ltd> 
<td coIspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtName" type="text" 
id~"txtName" value~UP.MILFORD HA VEN><itd> 
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<td width=" 15%" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Latitude<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtLatitude" type="text" 
id="txtLatitude" value=51><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<Id colspan="6" align="left" c1ass="Boldheading">Physical Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td height="20" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Geomorphological Type<lfont> <ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtGeoType" type="text" 
id="tx.tGeoType" value=ria> 
<ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Tidal Range</font> <Itd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalRange" type="text" 
id="txtTida1Range" value=mesotidaVrnacrotidal> 
<ltd> 
<td class="FrmIeft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Total Area(ha) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tTotArea" type="text" 
id="txtTotArea" value=5447><1td> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Intertidal Area(ha)<lfont> </td> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tlntertidalArea" type="text" 
id="txtIntertidalArea" value=17!O><Itd> 
<td width=" 1 8%" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Max Channel Bank 
Area(ha )<lfont></td> 
<td width="lO%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtMChBkArea" type="text" 
id="txtMChBkArea" value=><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Channel Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtCHLength" type="text" 
id="txtCHLength" value=37.8><ltd> 
<td width=" 1 7%" class="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Valley Length(km) </font><ltd> 
<td width=" 15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtVaILength" type="text" 
id="txtVaILength" value=30></td> 
<td c1ass="FrmIeft"><font class="Labels">Meanderingisinuosity</font><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMeanSinu" type="text" id="txtMeanSinu" 
value=relatively straight><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" c1ass="FrmIeft"><font class="Labels">min. width(m)<lfont> </td> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtM:inwidth" type="text" 
id="txtMinwidth" value= 1 O><ltd> 
<td width=" 17%" class="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Max. Width(m)</font> </td> 
<td width=" 15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtM:axWidth" type="text" 
id="txtMax Width" value= 1 OOO></td> 
<td class="FrmIeft"><font c1ass="Labels">Bed<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="1eft" > 
<input class:: IITextBox" name="txtBed" type="text" id="txtBed" 
value=flat bed> 
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</tr> 
<tr> 
<ltd> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labe1s">avr. width(m) </font><ltd> 
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<td width="13%" align="}eft" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAvrwidth" type="textll 
id~"txtA vrwidth" value~660></td> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Avr. Depth(m) <lfont></td> 
<td width="15%" align="}eft" ><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tAvrDepth" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrDepth" value~6><ltd> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Avr. width to depth ratio<lfont><ltd> 
<td align~"left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name=/ltxtAvrWDR" type="text" 
id~"txtAvrWDR" value~oderate> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspau~"6" class~"Boldheadiog">Hydrographic Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="FnnIeft"><font cIass="LabeIs">Total Freshwater 
Inflow(m3/s)<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotFWater" type="text" 
id~"txtTotFWater" value~II><ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font c1ass~"Labels">Tidal Volume(m3)<lfont></td> 
<td width="15%" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalVolume" type="text" 
id~"txtTidaIVolume" value~><ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft" ><font c1ass~"Labels">Salinity</font><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tSalinity" type="text" id="txtSalinity" 
value~wel1 mixed></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Salinity Limit(Ian)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtSalLimit" type="text" id="txtSaILimit" 
value~500><ltd> 
<td align~"left" c1ass~"Frmleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">averaged velocity(m/s)<lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" class="funright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrVelo" value~O.8></td> 
<td align~"left" c1ass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Tidal Period(hr)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalPeriod" type="text" 
id~"txtTidaIPeriod" value~12.5></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">InIet<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input name="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id="chkInlet" value="checkbox" checked> 
<ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">How many Inlets?<lfont></td> 
<td class="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtHManyln" type="text" 
id~"txtHManyln" value~2><ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass~"Frm1eft"><font c1asF"Labels">Wind<lfont></td> 
<td align~"left" > 
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<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
<ltd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font class="LabeJs">Wind veJocity(mls)</font><ltd> 
<td class="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox" name=="txtWindVelo" type="text" 
id="txtWindVelo" value=14><ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">coriolis effect <lfont></td> 
<td align="left" > 
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<input name="chkCoriolisEff" type="checkbox" id="Checkboxl" 
value="checkbox" > 
<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="Jeft" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" ><a href="maininlets.asp?EstID=2&est=UP.MILFORD HAVEN" 
>Inlets<la><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><a href="mainModels.asp?EstID=2&est=UP.MILFORD 
HA VEN">ModeIs<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="UP.MILFORD HAVEN"> 
<lform> 
</body> 
<lbtml> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Information</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlbtml; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="textlcss" rel="styJesheet"> 
<script Janguage="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
( 
varfun 
fun = document.forms[O]; 
if( fun.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedIndex].value!= '''') 
document.1ocation = "index.asp?ID=" + 
fun.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedlndex].value 
1* ( 
if(frm.txtHEst.value != "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
fun.cmbID.options[ fun.cmbID .selectedIndex J. value 
else 
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alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
Available") 
</script> 
<!head> 
} 
} 
*1 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin=IIO" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<fonn name=="forml " method="post" action=""> 
<table width=" 1 00%" border-"O" cellpadding=" 1" cellspacing=" I"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellspacing="O" celIpadding=="O" 
class="table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan~"6" class~"Boldheading">ESTUARY<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">lD<lfont><ltd> 
<td coIspan="2" c1ass="Frmright"> 
<select id~"cmblD" name~"cmblD" onChange~"retnm DisplayEstnaryO" > 
<option id="optnull" value=""><loption> 
</select> 
<ltd> 
<option id="optl" value=" 1" > 1 </option> 
<option id="opt2" value="2" >2<1option> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" >3</option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<1option> 
<option id="opt9" value="9" >9</option> 
<option id="optIO" value="lO" >10</option> 
<option id="optS" value="5" selected >5</option> 
<option id=t'opt6" value="6" >6</option> 
<option id="opt711 value="Tt >7</option> 
<option id="opt8 11 value='t8" >8</option> 
<td width~"15%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Country<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2t1 class="Frmrightll><input c1ass=IITextBox" name="txtCountryll type=lItext" 
id~"txtCountry" value~W ALES><Itd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Name<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan=1I2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name=lItxtName" type="text" 
id~"txtName" valne~CONWY><Itd> 
<td width~"15%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Latitnde<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2t1 align="left" ><input class=="TextBox" name="txtLatitude" type="text" 
id~"txtLatitude" value~53><ltd> 
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<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan~"6" align~"left" class~"Boldheading">Physical Characteristics <ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
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<td heighF"20" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Geomorphological Type</font> <ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtGeoType" type="text" 
id~"txtGeoType" value~coastal plain > 
<ltd> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Tidal Range<lfont> <ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalRange" type="text" 
id~"txtTidalRange" value~acrotidal> 
<ltd> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Total Area(ha) </font><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="Jeft" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotArea" type="text" 
id~"txtTotArea" value~1494><1td> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Intertidal Area(ha)<lfont> <ltd> 
<td width=" 15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtIntertidalArea" type="text" 
id~"txtIntertidalArea" value~ I 081 ><Itd> 
<td width~"18%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Max Channel Bank 
Area(ha)<lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 10%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMChBkArea" type="text" 
id~"txtMChBkArea" value~O><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Channe1 Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtCHLength" type="text" 
id~"txtCHLength" va1ue~24.7><1td> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s "> Valley Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtValLength" type="text" 
id~"txtVaILength" va1ue~20><ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labe1s">Meandering/sinuosity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" Xinput class="TextBox" name="txtMeanSinu" type=I'text" id="txtMeanSinu" 
va1ue~e1ative1y straight><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">min. width(m)<lfont> <ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtMinwidth" type="text" 
id~"txtMinwidth" va1ue~><ltd> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">Max. Width(m)<lfont> <Itd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMaxWidth" type="text" 
id~"txtMaxWidth" value~><Itd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labe1s">Bed</font><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name="tx.tBed" type="text" id="txtBed" 
va1ue~f1at bed> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
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<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">avr. width(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input c1ass=="TextBox" name="txtAvrwidth" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrwidth" value~600><ftd> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Avr. Depth(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAvrDepth" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrDepth" value""'l><ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Avr. width to depth ratio<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtA vrWDR" type=lItext" 
id="txtA vrWDR" value=moderate> 
<ltd> 
<ftr> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan~"6" class="Boldheading">Hydrographic Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Total Freshwater 
Inflow(m3fs)<ffont><ltd> 
<td class=IIFrrnright"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtTotFWater" type="text" 
id="txtTotFWater" value=20Xftd> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Tidal Volume(m3)<lfont><ltd> 
<td width="15%" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtTidalVolume" type="text" 
id="txtTidaIVolume" value~O><ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft" ><font class="LabeIs">Salinity<ffont><ftd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalinity" type="text" id="txtSalinity" 
value=well mixed><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Salinity Limit(lan)<ffont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalLimit" type="text" id="txtSalLimit" 
value~ lO><ltd> 
<td align~"left" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">averaged velocity(mis)<lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 15%" c1ass="frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrV elo" value~ l><1td> 
<td align="left" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Tidal Period(hr)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalPeriod" type="text" 
id~"txtTidaIPeriod" value=12.56><ltd> 
<ftr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><fout c1ass="Labels">Inlet<lfont><ltd> 
<td aIign="left" > 
<input name="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox3" value="checkbox"> 
<ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">How many Inlets?<lfont><ftd> 
<td c1ass="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtHManyIn" type="text" 
id~"txtHManyln" value=O><ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ftd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Wind<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
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<ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Wind velocity(m/s)</font><ltd> 
<td c1ass="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtWindVelo" type="text" 
id="txtWindVelo" value~O></td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">coriolis effect <lfont></td> 
<td align="left" > 
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<input name="chkCorio1isEff' type="checkbox" id="Checkboxl" 
value="checkbox" > 
<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td aIign="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class="Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" ><a href="maininlets.asp?EstID=5&est=CONWY" >Inlets<la></td> 
<td align="left" ><a href="mainModels.asp?EstID=5&est=CONWY">Models<la></td> 
<ltr> 
<ltable><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hldden" id="txtHEst" name="tx.tHEst" value="CONWY"> 
</form> 
</body> 
</btm1> 
<htm1> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Information<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlbtm1; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="text/css" rel=/lstylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfun 
fun = document.forms[O]; 
if( fun.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedIndex].value != "" ) 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
fun.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedIndex].value 
/* { 
if(fun.txtHEst.value != "") 
document.Iocation:::: "index.asp?ID=" + 
fun.cmbID.options[fun.cmbID.selectedIndex].value 
else 
alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
Available") 
} 
*/ 
} 
<lscript> 
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</head> 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="OIl marginheight="O"> 
<form name="forml " method="post" action=""> 
<table width=" 1 00%" border=1I0" cellpadding=" 1" ceIlspacing=" I"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" 
class="table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan="6" class="Boldheading">ESTUARY</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">ID</font><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" class="Frmright"> 
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<select id="cmbID" name="cmbID" onChange="return DispJayEstuaryO" > 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
<option id="optl" value=" 1 " > 1 </option> 
<option id="opt2" value="2" >2</option> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" selected >3</option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<!option> 
<option id="opt9" value="9" >9</option> 
<option id="optlO" valne=" 10" > 1 O</option> 
<option id="opt5" value="5" >5</option> 
<option id="opt6" value="6" >6</option> 
<option id="opt7" value="7" >7<1option> 
<option id="opt8" value="8" >8</option> 
<Id widlh="15%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Country</font></td> 
<td colspan="2" c1ass="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tCountry" type="text" 
id="txtCountry" value=S.W. England></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Name<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tName" type="text" 
id="txtName" va!ue=tay></td> 
<td width=" 15%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Latitude<lfont></td> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tLatimde" type="text" 
id="txtLatitude" value=50><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<Id colspan="6" align="left" class="Boldheadiog">Physical Characteristics <ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td height="20" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Geomorphological Type<lfont> </td> 
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<td align="left" > 
<input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtGeoType" type="text" 
id~"txtGeoType" value~complex > 
<Itd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Tidal Range<lfont> </td> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class="TextBox" name="txtTidaIRange" type="text" 
id~"txtTidaIRange" value~microtidal> 
<ltd> 
<td c1ass~"Frmleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Total Area(ha) </font><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotArea" type="text" 
id="txtTotArea" value=2482></td> 
<td width~" 17%" class="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Intertidal Area(ba)<lfont> </td> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtIntertidalArea" type="text" 
id="txtIntertidalArea" value=746></td> 
<td width="18%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Max Channel Bank 
Area(ha )<lfont><itd> 
<td width="lO%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtMChBkArea" type="text" 
id="txtMChBkArea" value=10><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Channel Length(km) <lfont></td> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtCHLength" type="text" 
id="txtCHLength" value=22.1></td> 
<td width~"17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Val1ey Length(km) </font><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtValLength" type="text" 
id="txtValLength" valne=15><ltd> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Meandering/sinuosity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="Ieft" ><input cIass="TextBox" name=/ItxtMeanSinu" type="text" id="txtMeanSinu" 
value=meandering></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">min. width(m)<lfont> <ltd> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input cIass="TextBox" name="txtMinwidth" type="text" 
id="txtMinwidth" value=><ltd> 
<td width~"17%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Max. Width(m)<lfont> </td> 
<td width=="15%" align="Ieft" ><input cIass="TextBox" name="txtMaxWidth" type="text" 
id="txtMaxWidth" value=></td> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Bed<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
value=sloping bed> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtBed" type="text" id="txtBed" 
<ltd> 
<td width~"17%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font class~"Labe1s">avr. width(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input cIass="TextBox" name="txtAvrwidth" type="text" 
id="txtAvrwidth" value=500><ltd> 
<td width=" 17%" class~"Frmleft"><font class="Labels">A yr. Depth(m) <lfont></td> 
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<td width=1f15%" aIign=/IIeft" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrDepth" type=="text" 
id="txtA vrDepth" value=5></td> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Avr. width to depth ratio<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input c1ass="TextBox lf name="txtA vrWDR" type="text" 
id="txtA vrWDR" value=very high> 
</td> 
</tr> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan="6" c1ass="Boldheading">Hydrographic Characteristics <;Itd> 
<;Itr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 1 7%" cJass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Total Freshwater 
Inflow(rn3ls)</font></td> 
<td c1ass="Fnmight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotFWater" type="text" 
id="txtTotFWater" value=l><ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Tidal Volume(rn3)</font><ltd> 
<td width="15%" ><input c1ass=="TextBox" name::::"txtTidalVolume" type=lItext" 
id="txtTidaIVolume" value=><ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft" ><font c1ass="Labels">Salinity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtSalinity" type="text" id="tx.tSalinity" 
value=partially rnixed><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Salinity Lirnit(km)<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalLimit" type="text" id::::"tx.tSalLimit" 
value=></td> 
<td align="left" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">averaged velocity(mls)<lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 15%" class="frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type="text" 
id="txtA vrVelo" value=2><ltd> 
<td align="left" c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Tidal Period(hr)<lfont></td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tTidalPeriod" type="text" 
id="txtTidalPeriod" value=12.4><ltd> 
<lIT> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Inlet</font></td> 
<td align="leftll > 
<input name=="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id::"chkInlet" value="checkbox" checked> 
<ltd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">How many Inlets?</font><ltd> 
<td class="Fmrrightll><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tHManyln" type="text" 
id="txtHManyln" value=3><ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Wind</font><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input name=="chkWind" type=,rcheckbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
<;Itd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Wind ve!ocity(mls)<;Ifont><ltd> 
<td class="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtWindVelo" type="text" 
id="txtWindVelo" value=><ltd> 
<td align=" left" >&nbsp;</td> 
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<td align~"Ieft" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frrnleft"><font class~"Labels">coriolis effect <lfont><ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" > 
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<input name=="chkCoriolisEff' type=lIcheckbox" id="Checkboxl" 
value="checkbox" > 
<ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class~"Frrnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frrnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class~"Frrnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"Ieft" ><a href="maininlets.asp?EstID~3&est=tay" >Inlets<la><Itd> 
<td align~"Ieft" ><a href~"mainModeIs.asp?EstID~3&esFtay">ModeIs<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
</table><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst ll value="tay"> 
</form> 
</body> 
<lhtml> 
html> 
<bead> 
<title>Estuary Infonnation<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" contenF"textlhtml; charseFiso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href=:"Styles.css" type="textlcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascriptll> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfrm 
frm ~ document.forms[O]; 
if( frm.cmbID.options[frm.cmbID.selectedIndexJ.value !~ ""} 
document.location == "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID .options[ frm.cmbID .selectedIndex J. value 
1* { 
if(frm.txtHEst.value !~ ""} 
document.location == "index.asp?ID=" + 
frm.cmbID .options[ frm.cmbID.selectedIndex J.value 
Available"} 
<lscript> 
<!head> 
} 
else 
alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
} 
*1 
<body lefimargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="Q" marginheight="O"> 
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<form name="fonnl " method="post" action=""> 
<table width=" 1 00%" border="O" ceUpadding=="1" cellspacing=" 1 IT> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" 
class="table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan~"6" class~"Boldheading">ESTUARY<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">lD</font><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" class="Frrnright"> 
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<select id~"cmblD" name="cmblD" onChange="retnrn DisplayEstuaryO" > 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
<option id="optl" value=" 1 " > 1 </option> 
<option id="opt2" value="2" >2<1option> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" >3<1option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<1option> 
<option id="opt9" value="9" >9<1option> 
<option id="optlO" value="lO" >10</option> 
<option id="optS" value="5" >5</option> 
<option id="opt6" value="6" selected >6</option> 
<option id="opt7" value="7" >7<1option> 
<option id="optS" value="S" >S<loption> 
<td width~"15%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Country<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" c1ass="Fnnrightll><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tCountry" type="text" 
id="txtCountry" value=ENGLAND><Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Name<lfont><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtName" type="text" 
id="txtName" value=MEDW A Y></td> 
<td width~" 15%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Latitude</font><ltd> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tLatitude" type="text" 
id~"txtLatitude" value~5><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="6" align="left" class~"Boldheading">Physical Characteristics <ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td heighp"20" class="Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Geomorphological Type</font> <ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input class=::"TextBox" name="tx.tGeoType" type=1'text" 
id~"txtGeoType" value=coastal plain > 
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<ltd> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">Tida1 Range<lfont> <Itd> 
<td align=" left" > 
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<input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalRange" type="textll 
id~"txtTidalRange" va1ue~mesotidal/macrotida1> 
<Itd> 
<td c1ass~"Fnnleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td aligu~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">Tota1 Area(ha) </font><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotArea" type="text" 
id~"txtTotArea" va1ue~6441><ltd> 
<td width~"17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labe1s">Intertidal Area(ha)<lfont> <ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtIntertidalArea" type="text" 
id~"txtlntertidalArea" va1ue~4008><1td> 
<td width~" 18%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labe1s">Ma" Channel Bank 
Area(ha)</font><ltd> 
<td width="lO%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMChBkArea" type="text" 
id~"txtMChBkArea" va1ue~O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labe1s">Channe1 Length(km) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width=" 13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtCHLength" type="text" 
id~"txtCHLength" va1ue~O.9><ltd> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labe1s "> Valley Length(km) </font><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtValLength" type="text ll 
id~"txtVa1Length" va1ue~35><ltd> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">Meandering/sinnosity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMeanSinu" type="text" id="txtMeanSinu" 
va1ue~e1ative1y straight><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">min. width(m)</font> <ltd> 
<td widtb=" 13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMinwidth" type="text" 
id~"txtMinwidth" va1ue~><ltd> 
<td width~"17%" c1ass~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labels">Ma". Width(m)</font> <Itd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtMaxWidth" type="text" 
id~"txtMaxWidth" va1ue~><ltd> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labe1s">Bed<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
value=> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtBed" type="text" id="txtBed" 
<ltd> 
<td width~" 17%" c1ass~"Fnnleft"><font c1ass~"Labels">aVI. width(m) <lfont><ltd> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAvrwidth" type="text" 
id~"txtAvrwidth" va1ue~1000><ltd> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labe1s "> A VI. Depth( m) </font><ltd> 
<td width="15%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrDepth" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrDepth" va1ue~1O><ltd> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labe1s">Avr. width to depth ratio</font><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
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<input cIass="TextBox" name="txtAvrWDR" type="text" 
id="txtA vrWDR" value=moderate> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan="6" class="Boldheading">Hydrographic Characteristics <ltd> 
<ftr> 
<tr> 
<td width="J 7%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Total Freshwater 
Inflow(m3fs)<ffout><ftd> 
<td class="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotFWater" type="text,t 
id="txtTotFWater" value=O><ltd> 
<td cJass="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Tidal Volume(m3)<lfont><ftd> 
<td width="15%" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtTidalVolume" type="text" 
id="txtTidalVolume" value=O><ftd> 
<td c\ass="Fnnleft" ><font class="Labels">Salinity<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtSalinity" type="text" id="txtSalinity" 
value=partially mixed><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Salinity Limit(km)<ffont><ftd> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalLimit" type="text" id="txtSalLimit" 
value=O><ftd> 
<td align="left" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">averaged velocity(mls)<ffont><ltd> 
<td width=" 1 5%/1 class="ftmright"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type=lItext" 
id="txtA vrVelo" value=O><ltd> 
<td align="left" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Tidal Period(hr)<lfont><ftd> 
<td align="left" ><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tTidalPeriod" type="text" 
id="txtTidalPeriod" value=><ltd> 
<ftr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font clasF"Labels">Inlet<lfont><ftd> 
<td align="1eft" > 
<input name="chkInlet" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox3" value"="checkbox"> 
<ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">How many Inlets?<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtHManyln" type="text" 
id="txtHManyln" value=O><ftd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ftd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels"> Wind<lfont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
<input name="chkWind" type=/tcheckbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
<ltd> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Wind velocity(mls)<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="Frmright"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtWindVelo" type="text" 
id="txtWindVelo" value=O><Itd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">coriolis effect <ffont><ltd> 
<td align="left" > 
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<input name="chkCoriolisEff' type="checkbox" id="Checkboxl" 
value="checkbox" > 
<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;<ltd> 
<td align~"left" ><a href="maininlets.asp?EstID~6&est=MEDW AY" >Inlets<la><Itd> 
<td align~"left" ><a href~"mainModels.asp?EstID~6&esFMEDW A Y">Models<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<ltable><ltd> 
</tr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="MEDW A Y"> 
<lform> 
</body> 
</btml> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Inlets<ltitle> 
<meta http-equh="Content-Type" contenF"textlbtml; charseFiso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href~"Styles.css" type~"text'css" rel~"stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuary() 
{ 
varfrm 
fnn ~ document.forms[O]; 
if (frm.cmb ViewRec.options[ frm.cmb ViewRec.selectedIndex]. value !~ "") 
document.location = "maininlets.asp?Est="+ fnn.txtHEst.value + n&ID=" + 
frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value 
Ilalert("maininlets.asp?EsF"+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&ID~" + 
fnn.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedIndex].value); 
} 
<lscript> 
</head> 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="fonnl" method="post" action=""> 
<table width="100%" border-"O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" class="table"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width=" 100%" border="0" cellspacing=" 1 " cellpadding=" 1 n> 
<tr> 
<td colspan~"4" class~"Boldheading">Inlets of the Estuary tay<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">View Record<lfont><ltd> 
<td> 
<select id~"cmbViewRec" narne~"cmbViewRec" onChange~"DisplayEstuary()"> 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
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<option id="optl It value=" 1 " selected> 1 </option> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<lselect> 
</td> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4</option> 
<option id="optlO" value="lO" >IO<loption> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Number of inIets<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtNumOfInlets ll type="text" 
id="txtNumOfInlets" value=l><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Inlet Name<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtInletName" type="text" 
id="txtInletName" value=><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="3S0" c1ass="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Average Velocity(m/s)<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtA vgVelocity" type="text" 
id="txtA vg Velocity" value=O><Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Estuary<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtEstuary" type=="text" id="tx.tEstuary2" 
value=tay><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Position from the mouth<lfont><ltd> 
<td cIass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtPosFromMoWlth" type="text" 
id="txtPosFromMounth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Average Depth</font><ltd> 
<td cIass="FnnRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtA vgDepth" type="text" 
id="txtA vgDepth2" value=O><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">The Inlets must be considered<lfont></td> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtNatureInlet" type="text" 
id="txtNatureInlet" value=branch></td> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a href="index.asp">Back<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="tay"> 
<lform> 
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<!body> 
<!btml> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Inlets<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtml; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="text/css ll rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfun 
fun ~ document.forms[O]; 
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if (fun.cmb ViewRec.options[ frm.cmb ViewRec.selectedlndex]. value ! ~ "") 
document.location = "maininlets,asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + n&ID=" + 
frm.cmbViewRec.options[fun.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value 
ffalert("maininlets.asp?EsF"+ fun.txtHEst.value + "&ID~" + 
frm.cmbViewRec.options[fun.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value); 
} 
<lscript> 
</head> 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="fonnl" method="post" action=""> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" c1ass="table"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top n><table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellspacing=" 1" ceIlpadding=" I"> 
<tr> 
<td colspan~"4" class~"Boldheading">Inlets of the Estuary tay<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">View Record<lfont><ftd> 
<td> 
<ftr> 
<tr> 
<select id~"cmbViewRec" name~"cmb ViewRec" onChange~"DisplayEstuaryO"> 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
<option id="optl" value=" 1" > 1 </option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" selected >4</option> 
<option id~"optlO" value~"IO" >IO<loption> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Number of inIets<ffont><ftd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" narne="txtNumOflnlets ll type="text" 
id~"txtNumOflnlets" value~l><ltd> 
<ftr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Inlet Name<ffont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtInletName" type="text" 
id~"txtInletName" value~earn><ltd> 
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<ltr> 
<tr> 
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<td width~"350" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Average Velocity(m/s)</font><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="tx.tA vgVelocity" type="text" 
id~"txtA vg Velocity" value=40><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Estnary</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tEstuary" type="text" id="tx.tEstuary2" 
value~T A Y><Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Position from the mouth</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tPosFromMounth" type="text" 
id~"txtPosFromMounth2" value~38.25><1td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Average Depth</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrrnRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtA vgDepth" type="text" 
id~"txtAvgDepth2" value~3><1td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Tbe Inlets must be considered</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtNatureInlet" type="text" 
id~"txtNatnreInlet" value~ibutary><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<Itable> 
<Itd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a href~"index.asp">Back<la><ltd> 
</tr> 
<ltable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="TA Y"> 
</form> 
</body> 
<!btml> 
<btml> 
<bead> 
<title>Estuary Inlets<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" contenF"textlhtml; charseFiso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
ftmction DisplayEstnary() 
{ 
varfrm 
frm ~ document.forms[O]; 
if (frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value!= "") 
document.location = "maininlets.asp?EsF"+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&ID=" + 
frm.cmb ViewRec.options[ frm.cmb ViewRec.selectedIndex]. value 
Ilalert("maininlets.asp?EsF"+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&ID=" + 
frm.cmb ViewRec.options[ frm.cmb ViewRec.selectedIndex ]. value); 
} 
<lscript> 
<!bead> 
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<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<fonn name="forml " method="post" action=""> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" ceUpadding="O" cellspacing="O" class="table"> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"><table width="100%" border="O" cellspacing="1 "ceUpadding="l n> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="4" class="Boldheading">Inlets of the Estuary tay<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">View Reeord<lfont><ltd> 
<td> 
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<select id="cmhViewRec" name="cmbViewRec" onChange="DisplayEstuaryO"> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<option id="optnu11" value='III><!option> 
<lseleet> 
<Itd> 
<option id="optl " value=" 1" > 1 </option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<1option> 
<option id="optlO" value="IO" selected >IO</option> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Number of inlets<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtNumOfInlets" type="text" 
id="txtNumOflnlets" value= 1 O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Inlet Name<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtInletName" type="text" 
id="txtInletName" value=tay><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="350" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Average Velocity(mls)<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtA vgVelocity" type="text" 
id="txtA vgVelocity" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Estuary</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtEstuary" type="text" id="txtEstuary2" 
value=T A Y><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Position from the mouth<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtPosFromMounth" type="text" 
id="txtPosFromMounth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td elass="Fnnleft"><font elass="Labels">Average Depth</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtA vgDepth" type="text" 
id~"txtAvgDepth2" value=O><ltd> 
<ltr> 
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<tr> 
<td class~"Fnn1eft"><font class~"Labels">The Inlets must be considered</font></td> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input class="TextBox" name="txtNaturelnlet" type="text" 
id~"txtNatureInlet" value~branch></td> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<Itd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a bref="index.asp">Back<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<Itable> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="TAY"> 
<lform> 
</body> 
</btrnl> 
<htrnl> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Models<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" contenF"textlhtrnl; charseFiso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK. href="Styles.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfun 
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fun ~ document.forms[O]; 
if(fun.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedIndex].value !~ "") 
document.location ~ "mainModels.asp?EsF"+ fun.txtHEst.value + "&ID~" 
+ fun.cmbViewRec.options[fun.cmbViewRec.selectedIndex].value 
Ilalert("maininlets.asp?EsF"+ fun.txtHEst.value + "&ID~" + 
frm.cmb ViewRec.options[ fun.cmb ViewRec.selectedIndex ]. value); 
<lscript> 
</bead> 
} 
<body leftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form id="Fonnl" name="Fonnl" method="post"> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" c1ass="table"> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" cellspacing="1 "cellpadding="l n> 
<tr> 
<td colspan~"3" class~"Boldheading">MODELS<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">View Record<lfont></td> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight" colspan="2"> 
<select id="cmb ViewRec" name="crnbViewRec" onChange="DisplayEstuaryO"> 
<option id="optnull" value="II></option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" selected>4</option> 
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<ltr> 
<tr> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" >3</option> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Estuary</font></td> 
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<td cIass="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtEstuary" type="text" 
id="txtEstuary" value=TAY><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Problem</font></td> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtProblem" type="text" 
id="txtProblem" value=salt intrusion></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Dimension</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtDimension" type="text" 
id="txtDimension" value=2-D avrg on depth><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Nurnerical Method</font><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass=="TextBox" name="txtNumericalMethod" 
type="text" id="txtNurnericaIMethod" value=finite element><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Purpose</font><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtPwpose" type="text" 
id="txtPurpose" value=management tool><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Accuracy<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAccuracy" type="text" 
id="txtAccuracy" value=moderate><!td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font c]ass="Labels">Maoning's Cofficient<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtManningsCof' type="text" 
id="txtManningsCot" value=varying manning><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23% " class="Fnnleft"><font class="Lahels">Dispersion Cofficient<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtDispersionCof' 
type="text" id="txtDispersionCof" value=salt interpolation><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan="3" class="Boldheading">GOVERNING ASSUMPTIONS<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">WIND<lfont><ltd> 
<td width="24%" class=IIFrmRight"><input name="chkWind" 
type=t'checkbox" id="chkWind" value="checkbox"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Fnnleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Coriolis Force<lfont><ltd> 
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<td c1ass="FnnRight"><input name="chkCoriolisF" type="checkbox" 
id="chkCoriolisF" value="checkbox" checked></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Brancing<lfont></td> 
<td class="FnnRight" width="53%"><input name="chkBranch" type="checkbox" 
id="chkBranch" value="checkbox" checked><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Slope</font><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight"><input name="chkSlope" type="checkbox" 
id="chkSlope" value="checkbox" checked><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Limitations ofuse</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrrnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="tx.tLimitOfUse" type="text" 
id="txtLimitOfUse" value=></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Time Consumed<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtTimeConsumed" 
type="text" id="txtTimeConsumed" value=high><ltd> 
<ltr> 
</table> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a href="index.asp">Back<la><Itd> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<input type="hldden" id="txtHEst" name="tx.tHEst" value="TAY"> 
<lform> 
</body> 
</html> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title>Estuary Models<ltitle> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtml; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href=IIStyles,css" type="textlcss" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language:="javascript"> 
function DisplayEstuaryO 
{ 
varfrm 
frm = document.forms[O]; 
if(frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value != "") 
document.location = "mainModels.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&ID=" 
+ frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value 
lIalert("maininlets.asp?Est="+ frm.txtHEst.value + "&ID=" + 
frm.cmbViewRec.options[frm.cmbViewRec.selectedlndex].value); 
} 
<lscript> 
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</head> 
<body Ieftmargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form id="Forml" name="Forml" method="post't> 
<table width="lOO%" border="O" cellspacing="O" cellpadding="O" class="table"> 
<tr> 
<td> 
<table width=" 1 00%" border="O" cellspacing=" 1 " ceUpadding=" 1 n> 
<tr> 
<td colspan~"3" class~"Boldheading">MODELS<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
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<td width~"23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font c\ass~"Labe\s">View Record<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<select id~"cmbViewRec" name~"cmbViewRec" onChange~"DisplayEstnary()"> 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<option id="opt4" value="4" >4<1option> 
<option id="opt3" value="3" selected>3</option> 
<lselect> 
<ltd> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font class~"Labels">Estnary<lfont></td> 
<td class="FrmRight" coIspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtEstuary" type="text" 
id~"txtEstnary" value~TAY><ltd> 
<!tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font class~"Labels">Problem</font><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" coIspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtProblem" type="text" 
id~"txtProblem" value~salt intrusion></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font class~"Labels">Dimension<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtDimension" type="text" 
id="txtDimension" value=2-D moving><ltd> 
<!tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font class~"Labels">Numerical Method<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtNumericalMethod" 
type~"text" id~"txtNumericalMethod" value~finite element><ltd> 
<!tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font class~"Labels">Purpose<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtPurpose" type="text" 
id="txtPurpose" value=research><ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class~"Frm1eft"><font c\ass~"Labels">Accuracy<lfont></td> 
<td class="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtAccuracy" type::::"text" 
id~"txtAccuracy" value~high><ltd> 
<ltr> 
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<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labeis">Manning's Cofficient<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name=::"txtManningsCoff type="text" 
id="txtManningsCof' value=varying manning></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Dispersion Cofficient</font><ltd> 
<td c1ass="FnnRight" colspan="2"><input c1ass="TextBox" name="txtDispersionCof' 
type="text" id="tx.tDispersionCof' value=></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td coispan="3" class="Boldheading">GOVERNING ASSUMPTIONS<ltd> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">WlND<lfont></td> 
<td width="24%" class="FrmRight"><input name="chkWind" 
type="checkbox" id="chkWind" value="checkbox"></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Coriolis Force<lfont></td> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input name="chkCoriolisF" type="checkbox" 
id="cbkCoriolisF" value="checkbox" checked></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" c1ass="Frmleft"><font c1ass="Labels">Brancing<lfont><ltd> 
<td class=IIFrmRight" width="53%"><input name=lIchkBranch" type="checkbox" 
id="chkBranch" value="checkbox" checked></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="LabeIs">SIope<lfont><ltd> 
<td class="FrmRight"><input name="cbkSlope" type="checkbox" 
id="cbkSlope" value="checkbox" checked><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Limitations ofuse<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass=="FrmRight" colspan="2"><input class="TextBox" name="txtLimitOfUse" type="text" 
id="txtLimitOfUse" value=></td> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width="23%" class="Frmleft"><font class="LabeIs">Time Consumed<lfont><ltd> 
<td c1ass=="FrmRight" colspan="Z"><input class="TextBox" name="txtTimeConsumed" 
type="text" id="txtTimeConsumed" value=high></td> 
<ltr> 
<ltable> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td><br> 
<a href="index.asp">Back<la><ltd> 
<ltr> 
<Itable> 
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<input type="hidden" id="tKtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="TAY"> 
</form> 
<!body> 
<!btm1> 
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55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 32.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 32.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 32.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 32.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 32.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 32.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 32.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 32.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 32.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 32.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 32.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 32.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 32.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 32.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 32.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 32.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 32.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 32.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 32.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 32.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 32.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 32.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 28.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 28.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 30.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 30.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 30.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 30.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 30.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 30.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 30.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 28.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 28.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 27.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 27.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 27.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 29.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 29.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 29.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 29.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 29.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 27.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 27.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 27.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 26.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 26.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 26.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 26.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 28.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 28.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 25.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 25.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 25.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 25.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 25.000000 
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55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 32.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 32.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 32.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 32.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 32.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 32.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 32.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 32.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 32.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 32.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 32.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 32.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 32.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 32.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 32.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 32.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 32.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 32.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 32.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 32.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 32.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 32.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 32.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 32.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 32.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 32.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 32.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 32.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 32.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 32.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 32.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 32.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 32.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 32.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 32.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 32.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 32.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 32.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 32.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 32.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 32.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 32.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 32.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 32.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 29.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 29.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 29.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 29.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 29.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 29.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 29.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 29.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 29.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 29.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 29.000000 
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55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 30.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 30.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 30.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 30.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 30.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 30.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 30.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 30.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 30.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 30.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 30.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 30.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 30.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 30.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 30.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 30.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 30.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 30.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 30.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 30.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 30.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 30.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 30.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 30.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 30.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 30.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 30.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 30.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 30.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 30.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 30.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 30.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 30.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 30.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 30.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 30.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 30.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 30.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 30.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 30.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 30.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 30.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 30.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 30.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 29.500000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 29.500000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 29.500000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 29.500000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 29.500000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 29.500000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 29.500000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 29.500000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 29.500000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 29.500000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 29.500000 
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55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 30.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 30.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 30.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 29.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 29.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 29.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 29.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 29.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 30.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 30.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 30.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 30.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 30.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 30.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 30.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 30.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 30.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 30.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 30.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 30.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 30.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 30.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 30.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 30.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 30.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 30.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 30.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 30.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 30.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 30.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 30.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 30.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 30.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 28.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 28.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 28.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 28.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 28.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 28.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 28.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 28.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 28.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 28.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 28.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 28.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 28.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 28.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 28.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 28.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 28.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 28.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 28.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 28.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 28.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 28.000000 
B59 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 32.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 32.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 32.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 32.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 32.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 32.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 32.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 32.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 32.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 32.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 32.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 32.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 32.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 32.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 32.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 32.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 32.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 32.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 32.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 32.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 32.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 32.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 32.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 32.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 32.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 32.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 32.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 32.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 32.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 32.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 32.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 32.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 32.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 32.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 32.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 32.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 32.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 32.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 32.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 32.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 32.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 32.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 32.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 32.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 28.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 28.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 28.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 28.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 28.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 28.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 28.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 28.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 28.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 28.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 28.000000 
B60 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 29.500000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 29.500000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 29.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 29.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 29.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 29.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 29.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 29.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 29.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 29.500000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 29.500000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 29.500000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 29.500000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 29.500000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 29.500000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 29.500000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 29.500000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 29.500000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 29.500000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 29.500000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 29.500000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 29.500000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 29.500000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 29.500000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 29.500000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 29.500000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 29.500000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 29.500000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 29.500000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 29.500000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 29.500000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 29.500000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 29.500000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 29.500000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 29.500000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 29.500000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 29.500000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 29.500000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 29.500000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 29.500000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 29.500000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 29.500000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 29.500000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 28.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 28.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 28.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 28.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 28.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 28.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 28.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 28.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 28.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 28.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 28.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 28.000000 
B61 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 31. 000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 31.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 31.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 31.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 31. 000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 31. 000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 31.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 31. 000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 31. 000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 31.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 31. 000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 31. 000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 31.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 31.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 31. 000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 31. 000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 31.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 31. 000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 31.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 31.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 31.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 31. 000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 31.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 31.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 31. 000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 31.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 31.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 31. 000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 28.500000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 28.500000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 28.500000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 31.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 31.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 31. 000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 31.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 31.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 31. 000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 31.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 31. 000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 31.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 31. 000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 31.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 31.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 31. 000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 31. 000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 31.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 31. 000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 31.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 31.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 31. 000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 31.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 31.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 31. 000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 31. 000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 31.000000 
B62 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 29.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 29.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 29.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 29.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 29.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 29.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 29.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 29.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 29.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 29.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 29.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 29.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 29.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 29.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 29.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 29.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 29.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 29.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 29.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 29.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 29.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 29.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 29.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 29.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 29.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 29.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 29.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 29.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 29.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 29.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 29.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 29.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 29.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 29.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 29.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 29.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 29.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 29.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 29.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 29.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 29.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 29.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 29.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 29.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 28.100000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 28.100000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 28.100000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 28.100000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 28.100000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 28.100000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 28.100000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 28.100000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 28.100000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 28.100000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 28.100000 
B63 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 31. 000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 31. 000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 31. 000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 31. 000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 31.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 31. 000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 31. 000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 31.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 31. 000 000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 31. 000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 31. 000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 31. 000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 31. 000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 31.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 31.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 31. 000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 31. 000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 31. 000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 31.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 31. 000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 31. 000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 31. 000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 31.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 31. 000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 31. 000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 31.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 31.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 30.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 30.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 30.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 31.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 31. 000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 31. 000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 31. 000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 31.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 31.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 31. 000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 31. 000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 31.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 31.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 31. 000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 31.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 31.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 31.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 31. 000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 31.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 31.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 31.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 31. 000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 31. 000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 31.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 31.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 31.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 31. 000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 31. 000000 
B64 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 29.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 29.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 29.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 29.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 29.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 29.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 29.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 29.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 29.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 28.100000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 28.100000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 28.100000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 28.100000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 28.100000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 28.100000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 29.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 29.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 29.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 29.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 29.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 29.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 29.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 29.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 29.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 29.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 29.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 29.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 29.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 29.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 29.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 29.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 29.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 29.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 29.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 29.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 29.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 29.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 29.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 29.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 29.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 29.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 29.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 29.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 29.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 29.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 29.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 29.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 29.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 29.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 29.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 29.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 29.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 29.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 29.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 29.000000 
B65 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 30.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 30.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 30.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 30.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 30.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 30.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 30.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 30.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 30.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 30.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 30.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 30.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 30.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 30.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 30.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 30.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 30.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 30.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 30.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 30.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 30.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 30.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 30.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 30.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 30.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 30.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 30.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 30.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 30.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 30.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 30.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 30.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 30.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 30.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 30.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 30.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 30.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 30.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 30.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 30.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 30.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 30.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 30.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 30.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 30.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 30.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 30.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 30.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 28.700000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 28.700000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 28.700000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 28.700000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 28.700000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 28.700000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 28.700000 
B66 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 31. 800000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 31. 800000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 31.800000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 31. 800000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 31. 800000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 31. 800000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 31. 800000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 31.800000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 31. 800000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 31. 800000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 31. 800000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 31.800000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 31.800000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 31. 800000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 31. 800000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 31.800000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 31.800000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 31. 800000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 31. 800000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 31.800000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 31.800000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 31. 800000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 31.800000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 31. 800000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 31.800000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 31. 800000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 31. 800000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 31. 800000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 31.800000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 31.800000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 31. 800000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 31. 800000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 31.800000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 31. 800000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 31. 800000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 31. 800000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 31.800000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 31. 800000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 31. 800000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 31. 800000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 31.800000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 31.800000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 31. 800000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 31. 800000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 31. 800000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 31.800000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 31. 800000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 31. 800000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 31. 800000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 31. 800000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 31. 800000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 31. 800000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 31. 800000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 31. 800000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 31. 800000 
B67 
Appendix B 
55 0 3 
1 5.0000000 5.0000000 32.000000 
2 5.1031256 5.0000000 32.000000 
3 5.2062502 5.0000000 32.000000 
4 5.3093753 5.0000000 32.000000 
5 5.4124999 5.0000000 32.000000 
6 5.5156250 5.0000000 32.000000 
7 5.6187501 5.0000000 32.000000 
8 5.7218747 5.0000000 32.000000 
9 5.8250003 5.0000000 32.000000 
10 5.9281249 5.0000000 32.000000 
11 6.0312500 5.0000000 32.000000 
12 5.1287651 5.1875000 32.000000 
13 5.2091541 5.1803350 32.000000 
14 5.2875319 5.1747627 32.000000 
15 5.3644009 5.1707821 32.000000 
16 5.4402647 5.1683941 32.000000 
17 5.5156250 5.1675978 32.000000 
18 5.5909853 5.1683941 32.000000 
19 5.6668491 5.1707821 32.000000 
20 5.7437181 5.1747627 32.000000 
21 5.8220959 5.1803350 32.000000 
22 5.9024849 5.1875000 32.000000 
23 5.2575307 5.3750000 32.000000 
24 5.3091493 5.3750000 32.000000 
25 5.3607683 5.3750000 32.000000 
26 5.4123874 5.3750000 32.000000 
27 5.4640064 5.3750000 32.000000 
28 5.5156250 5.3750000 32.000000 
29 5.5672436 5.3750000 32.000000 
30 5.6188626 5.3750000 32.000000 
31 5.6704822 5.3750000 32.000000 
32 5.7221003 5.3750000 32.000000 
33 5.7737193 5.3750000 32.000000 
34 5.3862963 5.5625000 32.000000 
35 5.4091449 5.5696650 32.000000 
36 5.4340053 5.5752373 32.000000 
37 5.4603739 5.5792179 32.000000 
38 5.4877477 5.5816059 32.000000 
39 5.5156250 5.5824022 32.000000 
40 5.5435019 5.5816059 32.000000 
41 5.5708761 5.5792179 32.000000 
42 5.5972447 5.5752373 32.000000 
43 5.6221051 5.5696650 32.000000 
44 5.6449537 5.5625000 32.000000 
45 5.5150614 5.7500000 32.000000 
46 5.5151739 5.7500000 32.000000 
47 5.5152869 5.7500000 32.000000 
48 5.5153999 5.7500000 32.000000 
49 5.5155120 5.7500000 32.000000 
50 5.5156250 5.7500000 32.000000 
51 5.5157380 5.7500000 32.000000 
52 5.5158501 5.7500000 32.000000 
53 5.5159631 5.7500000 32.000000 
54 5.5160761 5.7500000 32.000000 
55 5.5161886 5.7500000 32.000000 
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Paper 1 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ghorashi R. and Nassehi V., 2004, An Information 
Processing Tool for the Management of Natural Water Systems, Proceeding of the 2nd 
International Conference on Industrial Simulation, ISC 2004 , Malaga, pp 40-44. 
ABSTRACT 
Fast and efficient access to up-to-date infonnation is the most important factor in 
enabling organisations to make appropriate decisions in dealing with day-to day work 
or long tenn policy matters. In particular, the effective monitoring and management of 
vast and complicated natural systems such as rivers is not possible without processing 
large amounts of data in short periods of time. Therefore, the use of computer models 
which reduce the cost of acquisition and increase the speed of data handling has 
become an indispensable feature in the management of river/estuary systems. 
However, due to the complexity of the models used to simulate the hydrodynamics, 
pollutants dispersion and interaction between water flow and man made structures, the 
utilisation of computer models of river networks requires expertise and significant 
amount of experience. In this paper the development of an IT system which enables 
operators with minimal experience in hydrodynamic modelling to access and process 
infonnation related to the behaviour of complex natural water systems is presented. 
This system provides a valuable tool for the management of river/estuary networks 
specifically in dealing with critical events such as flooding. Implementation of the IT 
system described here is demonstrated via presentation of sample applications. 
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Paper 2 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ghorashi R. & Nassehi V. (2004), Modelling of Solute 
Distribution in Estuaries: Mathematical Techniques & Computer Implementation. 
Paris, France. , pp 159-163. 
ABSTRACT 
Water quality monitoring and management in tidal waterways are facilitated 
considerably by the use of accurate predictive hydrodynamic and pollutant transport 
models. Development and application of realistic three dimensional numerical models 
to natural water systems however, require prohibitive amounts of hydro graphic data 
and their use in practice is restricted by very high computational costs and effort. To 
overcome these problems simplified depth or cross sectionally averaged one or two 
dimensional models are commonly used to simulate flow and mass transport in tidal 
estuaries. The approximate nature of these models means that the quality of the 
results obtained by them can be varied and in cases where significant three 
dimensional effects are present they caunot be reliably used. In this paper we outline 
the development and computer implementation of a new approach for modelling 
solute transport in estuaries based on the representation of tidal hydrodynamics and 
solute mixing in terms of multi-mode velocity and concentration fields. 
The vertical components of the filed variables in the flow and transport equations 
corresponding to multi-mode system are solved separately from the lateral 
components and thus such a model can yield information in all three space dimensions 
while economising computational costs and hydro graphic data requirements. 
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Paper 3 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. (2005), A Computer Model for Porous Flow in Underground 
Systems, Journal of Advanced Technology (pamplona University, Colombia), 5 
(1)131,74-80 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper a 3-D computer model for the quantitative analysis of underground flow 
is presented. This generic model can be applied to simulate underground flows which, 
mainly are characterised by flow through porous media or combined free/porous 
regimes in sub-surface regions. This paper covers the extension of this model to 
combined flow systems as well as flow through unsaturated domains where the 
advancing flow front needs to be tracked. In order to make the software accessible for 
the novice user, the incorporation of the present model into a previously developed 
computer network system is described. 
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Paper 4 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Hanspal N.S., Ghorashi R.& Nassehi V.(2005), A 
Hydroinformatics Tool for Modelling of Estuaries, Rivers and Subsurface Water 
Systems, Jonrnal ofEnropean Geosciences Union (EGU), (7), 02036, 355. 
ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the description of a hydroinformatics system for the simulation 
of the behavionr of estuaries and non-tidal rivers as well as underground flow 
processes. The system consists of intelligent front and back end interfaces, an operator 
guide and modelling quality evaluation. It also has extra modules for controlling input 
and output data and model selection criteria. Therefore it provides an IT system which 
enables those operators who have minimal experience in hydro-environmental 
modelling to access and process information related to the behavionr of complex 
natnral water systems. It should hence be regarded as a fast and flexible tool for the 
management of river and estuary networks. In particular it is very useful in dealing 
with critical events such as the monitoring of the aftermath of accidental spillage of 
pollutants and flood routing. Interactions between snrface and subsnrface water flow 
zones can also be handled using this tool. Basically, the developed hydroinformatics 
system consists of three components: a component for data organization and treatment 
(front-end), a component for simulation and quantitative analysis of water quality and 
hydrodynamics (number cruncher), and a component for analysing, visualizing and 
editing of the results (back-end). Specific operations such as optimization of data 
used in hydrodynamic models are handled via utilizing genetic algorithms embedded 
within the number cruncher module. The modular approach adopted in the 
development of this system is an appropriate and versatile methodology for coping 
with lengthy and complicated decision support and quality monitoring processes 
related to tidal, non-tidal and subsnrface water environments. The described system 
is used to generate simulations for realistic events in estuarine networks and 
underground flows, including combined free/porous flows and contaminants 
migration in heterogeneous underground domains and modelling of salt intrusion in 
the Upper-Milford Haven Estuary, South Wales, UK. 
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PaperS 
Ghorashi R., Hanspal N.S., Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. & Nassehi V.(2005), Finite 
Element Modelling of Pollutants Dispersion in the Tay Estuary, European Simulation 
& Modelling 2, Porto, Portugal. pp 237-241 
ABSTRACT 
Finite element technique is used to model the concentration distribution of a reactive 
pollutant in the Tay estuary, Scotland. Considering the low concentrations of the 
pollutants which inevitably results from the mixing of relatively small amounts of 
contaminants with a large body of water the chemical reaction is modelled using first 
order kinetics. Tidal propagation within the Tay flow channel is characterised by 
significant phase lag between the mouth and interior reaches of the estuary. This results 
in continuous variations of the flow channel boundary during flood and ebb. To include 
this important feature in the model the shallow water equations representing the tidal 
flow in the Tay are solved in an Eulerian framework using the volume of fluid (VOF) 
approach. The simulated results are evaluated for theoretical and experimental 
consistency. 
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Paper 6 
Kaveh B., Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. Ghorashi R., & Nassehi V. (2006), A Spectral 
Expansion Methodfor the Simulation of Vertical Salinity Variations in Upper-Milford 
Haven Estuary, South Wales, UK., 4th Industrial Simulation Conference (ISC), 
Palermo, Italy. 
ABSTRACT 
Although modelling of natural water systems is a highly established practice to obtain 
accurate simulations which can provide detailed description of many phenomena in 
such environments, requires elaborate and specialised models. 
The use of spectrally expanded hydrodynamic models, which provide quantitative 
information for 3-dimensional systems through the solution of 2-dimensional modal 
governing equations, is a prime example of such an elaborate scheme. This scheme 
has the advantage over traditional three dimensional methods because it is 
computationally more cost effective. However in case of water systems such as 
estuaries where the flow domain geometry changes constantly during a tidal cycle, the 
solution of modal equations becomes extremely complicated. Therefore such models, 
can only be used by experts, who have considerable experience in areas of CFD. In 
order to avoid the necessity of extensive training for users of sophisticated software 
an expert system which through the exploitation of IT techniques makes it accessible 
to non-experts has been designed. 
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Paper 7 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi. N., Ghorashi.R,Nassehi. V, (2004), Mathematical Techniques & 
Computer Implementation of a New Approach for Modelling of Estuaries, WSEAS 
Transactions on Systems, 8(3),2731-2736. 
Paper 8 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Parvazinia M. & Ghorashi R. (2005), A Computer Aided Tool 
for the Simulation of Underground Flow, WSEAS Transactions on Systems 4(4), 
372-377. 
Paper 9 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Das D. B., Ghorashi R. & Nassehi V. (2005), Modelling of 
Porous Flow in Underground Systems, 3rd Industrial Simulation Conference 
(ISC), Berlin, Germany. 
Paper 10 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. Ghorashi R.(2005), A Hydroinformatics Tool for Coastal 
Managment, 2nd International Conference on Integrated Coastal Zone Management, 
University of Oriente, Santiago, Cuba. 
Paper 11 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. & Nassehi V.(2006), A Novel Technique for 3-Dimensional 
Modelling of Salute Dispersion in Estuaries, WSEAS Transactions on Systems, 
(Submitted) 
Paper 12 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. & Nassehi V.(2006), An IT Systems for the Implementation of 
a 3-Dimensional Modelling Salute Dispersion Model in Complex Natural Water 
Systems, Journal of Hydro in formati cs, (Submitted) 
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Poster 1 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ghorashi R., Kaveh B., (2006). A Computer tool for the 
Implementation of Complex Hydro-Environmental Models, Computer Aided Process 
Engineering Subject (CAPE), "University College London", CAPE Research Poster 
Day 21 th February, London, UK. 
Poster 2 
Waghode A.N., Hanspal N. S., Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ruziwa W.R., Nassehi V. & 
Wakeman, RJ. (2004), Computer Aided Design & Simulation of High Performance 
Aeronautical Filters, UK National Science Week "House of Commons Receptions", 
15th September, London, UK. 
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